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INTRODUCTION

OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURES is de-

signed to bring the best in imaginative entertain-

ment to the large public who thrive on stories of

future adventure, of excitement among the stars, and

of the thrills that come with the ever-advancing frontiers

of science. It will carry its readers "out of this world" both

in story and picture.

As you can see, OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURES
is not just "another magazine" but is an innovation in the

realm of science-fiction. It combines the modern techniques

of the full-color pictorial story with the best of the estab- I

lished fiction-magazine presentation, to achieve a new effect

in fantasy.

In this initial issue, we have brought you an assortment of

the better writers. We tend to stress the celestial frontiers

rather than the mundane background, in the feeling that

space flight will prove to be the most exciting stimulant to

adventure and progress yet to come—and we think that the

age of space flight is rapidly dawning.

Above all, we want to give you, the imaginative fantasy-

reading public, the type of stories and illustrations you best

desire. You are invited to write to the editor and tell him
your thoughts on this first number and your suggestions for

improvement. We assure you that every letter will receive

our careful attention and that we shall make all possible

improvements in accord with readers' desires. The most in-

teresting letters will be published in a regular department,

beginning in the next issue.

So here's OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURES—read
it, enjoy it, and if you like it, tell us . . . and tell your

friends too.

I

i
ii n | h iw—vnmjjmr—*, nm» i
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grove, other arrivals were visible

ahead of us and to the sides—young
men and laughing girls, their gay
voices mingling in a babble of antici-

pation.

"Let's take a punt-boat, Jac,"

Dianne suggested. "Just the two of

us."

It was our first festival since we
became engaged—the comparative
isolation of a small craft would let

us be spectators rather than partici-

pants.

"Yes," I agreed. "Good idea—the
boathouse, I think it's off here to the

left."

We turned that way. The winding
canals with tiny thicket-islands in

their loops, from here were like

tangled colored threads. Beyond the

nearer patch of them, the big central

lagoon was blood-red under the chang-

ing lights now—with little dark mov-
ing dots which were the boats upon
it. To the right, from one of the big

white pavilions where the crowds

were eating, drinking and dancing,

the soft music of an orchestra was
audible—the plaintive strings of the

native Venus instruments rising and

falling with sensuous melody.

AT THE BOATHOUSE there

seemed still to be some small

boats available. I clung to the flushed

and laughing Dianne, trying to fend

off the plucking youths who were

pelting her with blossoms as we
pressed forward. Now, as the mid-

night hour was approaching, the fes-

tival was at its height. . . .

From an island pavilion just across

from us a group of young girls came
running. Their cloaks fell from them;

with long hair flying and white limbs

flashing in the colored dimness, they

ran for the water and plunged in. , . .

Showers of flowers, tossed by the

admiring fringe of youths, came
axurtling out from the mossy banks
at them as they swam. . . ,

Every island thicket now held

love-making couples. . . , We stood

watching for a moment. Occasionally

some of the swimming girls would
land at the dotted islands, only to

be rushed upon so that with squeals

of laughter and simulated terror they

would turn and plunge back again, . .

.

"I have a punt-boat for you and
the young lady here/' The boathouse

attendant stood obsequiously beside

us. "Of what size would you wish?"
We turned to follow him down

the jammed boathouse length. The
rest-tables here were crowded with

merrymakers, everyone gazing at

Dianne, few at me, save to note me
as her protecting escort.

Then as we stood at an interior

corner of the boathouse, where the

clothes racks made a fairly secluded

recess, Dianne handed me her cloak

and hood, She stood revealed, her

dark hair bound on her head, the filmy

pale-blue robe draped in folds about

her slim white figure, with golden

ropes crossing the breast and tasseled

belt-ends dangling from her waist.

She stood brushing the flower-petals

from her hair and neck while I turned

away to rack her cloak and hood in

the small row of public locks near

at hand.

"You are more beautiful than them
all, Dianne. And don't tell me it's

just because I see you through the

rose glasses of a lover's illusion 1

That's nonsense. It's because—

"

The words died on my lips. Dianne

wasn't here I For that instant I stood

more puzzled than startled.

"Dianne—" Had she darted behind

some of these garments, with the imp-

ish spirit of the Scarlet Night merry-

making upon her so that she was
hiding, waiting for me to find her and
drag her forth, like the maidens hid-

ing in the bosks of the islands of the

lagoon?
"Dianne—I see you—come out of

there!" But I didn't see her, and'
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there was no answer to my calls.

The boatman came back from the
slanting apron at the water's edge.
"Your boat is ready, Sirrat."

"Oh—thank you. My companion

—

she was here just a moment ago—

I

can't imagine—

"

His swarthy Venus face carried a
faint smile. Respectfully he sup-

pressed it, but his dark eyes under
the heavy black browns were twin-

kling. "Could it be the little Sirrata

found more attraction in someone
who seized her? There is lightness

of heart tonight. It means not too

much, Sirrat. I will hold the boat.

She will be back."

But we were fairly secluded here

in the recess, nor would any of the

gay and laughing youths have tres-

passed upon us. Or if one had, surely

Dianne would not voluntarily have

fled with him. And resisting him, I

would have heard her least outcry

since I had been only a few feet

away.

THE BOATMAN and I searched

the recess. A little dagger of fear

now was stabbing into me. I sent the

boatman away. Hurriedly, with grow-
ing puzzlement and apprehension, I

moved among the crowd out in the

open boathouse. There was no sign of

her. Then I searched outside.

There was a small open door oval

near where Dianne had been stand-

ing in the recess. I went out through
it. There was shrouded dimness here,

with a little path and the blue

thickets crowding close and the pale

blue-white sand of the ground gleam-

ing beneath them.

"Dianne—"
My call, unanswered, floated away.

Then I stood startled, gazing down
at a small oblong object lying here

on the ground. It was Dianne's purse.

The sight of it as I picked it up,

identified it, with her familiar flowing

signature embossed upon it, brought

a flood of conjectures. Puzzling, I

knew she carried her purse strapped
under her cloak. I would have as-

sumed it was there in the lock-rack.
Why had she removed it to carry
with her in the boat? Because there
was something in it too important to

be trusted in the lock-rack?
When I opened the purse, there at

once I seemed to find the answer.
Among the litter of cosmetics there
was a sealed envelope ; but what
caught my attention was a small
square of stiff paper. I took it out
of the unsealed envelope. A flight

ticket! I stared at it in the dim sheen
of the colored eave lights of the boat-

house. It was a Class One ticket for

tonight's flight of the Eq-2. Encir-
cling the planet in 24 Venus hours,

this passenger plane traveled in a per-

petual midnight zone, with each of

its stops exactly at the Zero Hour. It

would depart from the Venta air-run

at midnight, half an hour or less from
now!
Why had Dianne planned to take

the flyer on tonight's flight? Why
hadn't she mentioned it to me? Surely
it was so unlike Dianne! I stood
stricken. Yet all I could think of was
to get to the air-run and seize her,

stop her if need be.

There was no time now to stand
pondering it, and across the back-

ground of my consciousness there
was the frightening realization that

all my wild thoughts were implaus-
ible. Of her own volition, going to

the flyer with her ticket in the purse,

would she have dropped the purse so

carelessly and not even missed it?

Under what stress—or duress—she

might have been I could only shud-
deringly imagine.

Within a minute now I was rush-
ing from the blue grove. Out by the

entrance I found a small taxi-flyer

station.

"I've got to get the Eq-2 at mid-
night," I told the attendant. "I hadn't



realized it was so late. Hurry now— a diffused patch in the haze of dark-
don't argue about it." I showed him ness. Already I was dropping down
my identifying papers. "You will put upon the air-run field. The Eq-2, in
the charge to me through the Tri- Venta, takes off from its own private
planetary Union. I'll leave your car departure port, off to one side of the
at the air-run. You can send and get official and public field. I could see
it. Hurry now." that I was still in time; the great
"Of course, Sirrat." He hastily cylinder of gleaming silver, with its

wheeled out the little single seater. spreading banks pf disc wings, its

I jumped in, and in a moment the 'copters, jet ports and propellers,
'copters were drawing me upward. and the glistening convex upper sur-

I had risen hardly half a thousand face of the glassite deck-dome, stood
feet, with the upper radiance of the like an eager but quiescent monster
festival grove painting me with its in its rack, ready for flight,

lurid sheen, when suddenly from But I had only a minute or two
down on the ground a pencil-beam to spare as I dropped the single-seater
of stabbing vibration darted up at me

!

into a public landing cubby, leaped
A pistol-ray, trying to beam me from it and ran. I ignored the check-
down! I caught the source of it

—

in portal and reached the foot of the
a clump of thickets off to one side small ascending run at the side of
of the taxi station from which I had the flyer. A Venus fellow, slim,

risen I swarthy and a head shorter than my-
The first shot missed me. I swooped self, with a stiff uniform and a peaked

with a drop, and now a second one cap of gold denoting that he was the
went wild, stabbing up through the Eq-2 booking purser, barred my way.
night to where only an instant be- "No bookings now. It is too late."

fore my little taxi-flyer had been. He tried to shove me back, but I

Then I leveled off again, and with resisted. "I'm going," I said. "Per-
full power slid circling out over the haps only to Carolah. But I'm going."
festival grove. "No," he said.

There was no third shot; I was "You're wrong." Warning buzzers
alone up here in the redolent airdrift were sounding. The faces of two or
of the languorous Venus night But three of the Eq-2 crew showed at

now my wondering perturbation over the entrance door. I shoved at the
Dianne had mounted into the reality dapper little purser. "Get out of my
of terror. She and I surely had been way."
watched and followed there in the "Special flight tonight," he said,

festival—trailed by such desperate "There are few passengers, mostly it

antagonists that openly they would is freight."

fire on me to bring me down, prob- "Triplanetary Union," I said. "Im-
ably kill me. I had escaped them. But portant business. If you want to lose

what of Dianne? your job
—

" But I was in no mood
for argument. In a moment I was

CHAPTER II scuffling with him. It seemed then
that somehow there was something

Diabolic Plot queer about this purser. Just a fleet-

ing impression and I had no time to
N A MOMENT the dwindling think of it. For that moment briefly

I splash of rainbow which was the he tried to resist me.
blue-water grove was behind me. Be- He was mumbling unjier his breath,
yond it the lights of Venta City were I thought I saw him fling a glance



up to one of the watching crew, then
suddenly he yielded and I dashed on
board. He -came up himself a moment
later; the pressure portal slid closed
after him.

qiHE SILVERY metal catwalk here
-L beyond the entrance portal, mo-
mentarily was empty. I shoved past

the few crewmen who were loitering

about. They gazed, but did not try

to stop me. Was Dianne on board? I

didn't see her.

Now the great flyer was throbbing

as the 'copters lifted her. In a nar-

row corridor of the cabin superstruc-

ture, I gazed into several of the dimly
tubelit cabins. Most of them were
empty. There was no sign of Dianne.

On one of the narrow side decks

of the three hundred foot liner, a

level below the upper dome, I stood

at a bullseye port, momentarily gaz-

ing out. We were still rising through
the heavy, almost perpetual cloud

blanket of the Venus lower atmos-

phere which shrouds all the planet

—

rising like an accelerating rocket as

the giant 'copters pulled us. Already
the lights of Venta had dwindled to

a pinpoint and then were gone in the

mist.

We were beginning to level off

now, and I could feel the banks of

propellers thrusting us and see the

flow of mist sucking around the tiered

discs of the great jutting wings, suck-

ing and flowing past with our forward
movement. In a great sliding ascent

we were mounting, with the 'copters

and propellers stopping and the huge
jets coming on until in another mo-
ment we had burst upward through
the mist blanket, and the purple sky
with its myriad blazing stars spread
overhead.

I turned from the catwalk deck,
found an empty little cabin and sat

down, with cold sweat bathing me,
spewed by the agony of my indeci-

sion. Did I expect to come upon

Dianne, laughing and gay, walking
or standing around somewhere here
on the flyer? I knew that was idiotic.

Should I question the surly purser?
Surely he would know if she had
come aboard. But there had been
something very queer about that

purser!

Sitting there I found myself open-
ing Dianne's purse again. Beyond the
ticket for the Eq-2 flight, and the
cosmetics and such, there was only a
small amount of money, and that
sealed note envelope. It was unad-
dressed, a blank envelope, crudely
sealed. The face of it was smudged
and dirty. I tore it open. Within was
a folded sheet, closely, crudely writ-
ten upon with an etch-burn pen. I

gazed at it ; began reading. And then
I sucked in my breath with my heart
pounding as I read. It began

:

"Dear Lady-Siratta—

"

I turned to the etched, scrawled
ending, nameless as it finished:

"So always as if should we con-
tinue to live, you will know I am,
Your grateful friend now in

terror."

I am no linguist. My native Eng-
lish, so like the soft and musical
slurring of it here in Venus that they
are almost the same, was fully suffi-

cient to my needs.

In my 'teens, once with my father,

we spent a year or so in Ferrok-
Shahn, the Mars capital. I learned a

little of the clipped and guttural Mar-
tian then. But not much. Mars and
its people never were to my liking,

A totally separate race, the Martians.
Despite that they are not too dis-

similar in physical aspect—gray-

skinned, angular and parched, most
of them—by nature the contrast is

enormous : their arrogance, their

fundamental conception that each of

them is in personal alliance with the
Creator—his favored child whose
ways are blessed always with Right-
aess. ... I disliked it intensely. But



I did learn a little of the Martian /^RIM AND ghastly plot! A thing
tongue. VJ gigantic, the future of three
This scrawled note to Dianne, I worlds, yet here it was, reduced to

found now to be a curious mixture the essence of its diabolic simplicity,
of English, Venusian and Martian, lying here in my lap, concentrating
And it was illiterate as well. I de- here in the Eq-2 as we sped forward
ciphered it, with its horrifying im- in the starlight. The life or death of
port sinking into me as I read. But a great world, with fate thrusting its

I can give it here only in English, destiny now into ray hands—fate
the sense of it and perhaps the vague thrusting Dianne and me so suddenly
feeling of its earnest terror: into the core of it.

"Dear Lady-Sirrata—There was a This crew on board the Eq-2 to-

time when maybe it is you do re- night were Martian spies, not Venus-
member not, but dear Lady-Sirrata men! It was the climax of the plot
you and your father was very kind which for months, perhaps years, had
to this poor wretch, who then as al- been maturing with all the grim and
ways was greatly in trouble. Espe- gruesome efficiency of Martian tradi-

cially you, Sirrata, and never will I tion.

that forget. I am just in my blood In each of the leading Equatorial
a poor Martian with all his days most cities of Venus, atomic bombs already
of them were spent in the prison at had been placed! A ring of them
Ferrok-Shahn, Now because your around the Equator—bombs of in-

dear father made it so, happy I have conceivable power, the result of these

been here in Venus, as a free man and many hundreds of years of atomic
a little work to do, which sometimes fission since its original portentous
I do. So really I am Martian, but in discovery on Earth. They were bombs
feeling I am for Venus, and for of adjusted with directional charges so

course Venus's always ally and that their entire force would be di-

friend, the Earth. rected downward at the core of the
"Now there is something terrible planet! Firing simulanteously, the

which I have learned, because I am world-girdling series of atomic dag-
a Martian and I listen much to what ger thrusts would split the planet in

I hear around me. A thing terrible, two, shatter it to bits, destroy it

Sirrata, so I tell to you for your utterly!

father at once to do something to fix Already a dozen of the bombs were
it or surely now we all die. , .

." in place—the frightened note said

—

I went cold as I read it—a plot hidden in the various cities along the
by Mars to destroy the planet of route of the Eq-2. Bombs which
Venus ! Always the Earth and Venus lacked only detonators with the di-

had been a two-to-one alliance against rectional charge to set them off. And
Mars, It had been, indeed, the only the detonators were on board the
thing which had held back the Mar- Eq-2 on this flight tonight! It was
tian ambition for war. We had always necessary to place them in the, bombs
known that, of course, a little smug at the last moment, since the charge
and secure, yet not too much so. Mar- of unstable material in the detonators
tians could not colonize Venus, any could not remain potent longer than
more than they could infiltrate the twenty-five hours. A dozen such
Earth. Everywhere they were dis- detonators, with directional charges,
liked. No chance for them ever to were hidden here now, in charge of
make an ally of Venus, so that now this brigand crew, and at each stop a
they would destroy it!* Martian agent would come aboard,
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taking one off to his hidden bomb
to be set for one hour after this flight

was over!

Grim and terrible voyage, this

night's momentous flight of the fa-

mous Eq-2!
I sat staring at my shaking hands

holding the scrawled little note of

the terrified Martian renegade, with
my heart pounding and the sweat
pouring out on me. Had Dianne read

the letter? It did not seem possible,

for of course she would have taken

it to her father, and sent for me

—

we would never have gone to the

Scarlet Festival at all. And the letter

was sealed with what obviously was
its original seal,

I could envisage now what must
have happened . . . the illiterate

frightened Martian stopping Dianne,

handing her the letter and the ticket

. . , perhaps in his awe of her, with
only some mumbled words that he

was trying to repay her former kind-

ness; and Dianne without looking at

them then, had shoved them into her

purse and probably forgotten all

about it. . . . And I could imagine

what had then happened to the poor
wretch. Suspecting him, the Martian
agents had seen him with Dianne . . .

had caught him, doubtless killed him
before now. . . . And then had gone
after Dianne—and after me. , . . But
what would they do with us?
For that moment as I thought of

it, terror for Dianne's safety so flood-

ed me that I could think of nothing
else. . . . Had she been killed? . , .

Where was she?
I jumped to my feet in the dim

glow of the empty little cabin. Oi
what I was going to do I had only
the haziest idea. The decision was
lifted from me. There was a shadow
in the door oval behind me, a little

scraping noise and as I whirled, I

stood looking into the rounded, ugly
black grid-muzzle of a crewman's
heat-gun 1

CHAPTER III

Brigands of the Airways

"QTAND QUIET, Earthman, or
kJ you will die." He didn't have to

admonish me. With a touch of his

poised finger, the stabbing pencil-ray

of heat from his -gun would in a split

second bore through me with its si-

lent white-hot thrust. I stood
stiffened, frozen, staring at him.
"Keep your hands out," he said.

I spread my arms. He was a slim

but muscular looking fellow, clad in

the knitted gray jacket and wide trou-

sers of the crewman uniform, with
the peaked cap pulled low over his

forehead. A Martian. Not so much
obvious in the English of his speech
—the Martians are all good linguists

;

but here in the close range of the
cabin light, I could not miss the look
of his wide, thin shoulders, his head
thrust forward on its thin neck, and
the cosmetic flush covering the

parched and grayish skin of his face

to simulate the swarthiness of a
Venusian.

"I have no weapon," I said. "A
peaceful passenger here. Why should
I need a weapon? What is the mean-
ing of this?"

His thin wide mouth twitched with
a faint ironic smile. "Of course you
know nothing! Do you think I am a

gullible fool?" He came cautiously
forward, with leveled weapon and
with his left hand skillfully search-
ing me. Did I dare risk his shot by
jumping him? I was tense with the
thought, but he was too alert, I did
not dare try it.

"Very good," he said. "Stand over
there. What's your name?"

"Jac Hart. The Triplanetary Union.
Now look here—

"

He was unimpressed. "Suppose you
tell me what you're doing on this
flight/* he said.

*'I told you—a passenger. Tri-
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planetary business, certainly not
yours, I'm going to Carolah—

"

"Stop lying. There was a girl
—

"

My heart leaped. Had they indeed
killed Dianne? I tried to steady my-
self. "There is a girl," I said. "Dianne
Donaldson, Look here, what all this

means I don't know. I
—

"

"You lie."

"I was with the girl at the Festi-

val. I—I thought she was taking this

voyage—

"

"She is," he said suddenly. I had
to believe him, with so great a sweep
of relief that momentarily I stood
weak and shaking.

"She's here?"

"Yes. But she will not talk—or else

in truth she knows nothing."

"Nothing of what?"
He did not answer me. His dark

gaze had flicked to the chair where
I had been sitting. Dianne's purse

was there, and the scrawled note lay

beside it. Still with his gun warily
upon me so that I did not dare move,
he glanced at the note. Then he was
back facing me,
"Now we can talk more to the pur-

pose," he said grimly. "You read that

letter?"

"Yes."

"It was in the girl's purse? Had
she read it?"

"I don't know. I don't think so."

"And so you know what this night

will bring." He chuckled grimly.

"Well, much good it will do you. The
end of you, of all this rotten world—

"

"And you also," I retorted. "You
and the rest of your murderous
brigands—

"

His smile broadened. "It might be

worth it. But not necessary. When
this voyage is finished and we are

back in Venta again—there will be an
hour before the bombs go off—an
hour for us to hurl ourselves away
by rocket. Have no fear; we will

return to Ferrok-Shahn for the
plaudits of the people. A few of us

will be left in the different cities

here along the route, of course. Noble
suicides and they love the idea. But
not me."

"What's your name?"
"Marok."
He seemed relieved, his first tense-

ness leaving him. They had feared,

of course, that Dianne or I had been
able to warn tke Venta officials of the
plot. Marok now seemed satisfied that

we had not. With the tenseness of

this desperate venture upon him

—

and aided perhaps by the carnival
spirit of this Scarlet Festival Night
—I could see that he had had rather
freely of the Baccus-v/ine.

He told me now that luck had been
with them so far on this voyage. Mar-
tian agents were in control of the lit-

tle private air-runs. This brigand
crew were flying the ship. The nor-
mal crowd of passengers here on
board would have been a problem, yet
they could not bar too many of them
from embarking, it would have
aroused suspicion, perhaps investiga-

tion before the voyage was over. But
this night of the Festival was the one
night of the year when almost no one
wanted to travel, which was why
they had selected It, of course. A few
passengers were on board now, just

a small group of them.

"We have them in the upper deck
salon under guard," Marok was say-

ing with his ironic grin, "They know
nothing, of course, that the end of

the world—and themselves—is so

soon upon them."
"And now you're going to put me

with them?" I said.

He shook his head. "You know too

much. Why should we throw them
into hysteria and panic? No, I think

I will tie you up here."

"The girl, Dianne, she is with
them?"
He only grinned at me. Now we

could feel the ship's vibration again,

and hear the throb of the propellers



and 'copters as we sped along,

"Carolah," Marok said. "We're
dropping down, a brief stop, Earth-
man, fortunately no passengers are

booked, on or off. The freight and
mail—" He chuckled again. "I think
safely we can dispense with those. Of
what use, really, with the end of the

world so near?"

I
SAW NOW that at the cabin door-

way threshold he had placed
lengths of rope he had brought with
him. I knew I had to stall, he still

had never relaxed an instant with his

weapon. Could I create an oppor-
tunity for a desperate try? Would
the wine he had drunk perhaps have
increasing effect upon him if I waited
a little longer?

I tried to smile with what I hoped
might intrigue him. "Carolah? They
tell me the Scarlet Merrymakers are

very bold, here in Carolah. And we
land almost within the grove, don't

we? Shall we watch while we are

here?"
"Why not?" he agreed. He gestured

toward the broad window port just

behind me. "But don't think me a

fool, Earthman. One move and I will

drill you; it might be easier than
tying you up, anyway."

It is strange, but a fact, that in very
truth Venus and the Earth are in-

deed astronomical twins. Almost of

the same size and mass, with axial

rotation of almost the same duration.

It was still the Midnight Hour as we
dropped down upon the small private

air-run at Carolah; and the Scarlet

Festival here was at the height of its

voluptuous climax.

As the Eq-2 settled into its rack

for its brief stay, Marok stood with
me at the window, the grid of his gun
muzzle pressed against my side. The
glow of the festival lights shone upon
us, a riot of color sheen in the dim
little cabin.

The air-run field, in the hands of

the bandits, seemed dim and neg-
lected. Out beyond it, the festival

grove was brilliant with its shifting

rainbow glare. Upon a great dais

raised in the center of the lagoon,

the White Princess and her White
Maidens stood grouped, sleek and
dripping from their swim, trium-
phantly enthroned. But now, at mid-
night as we watched, the Scarlet

Princess and her girls were just

emerging from the pool. The battle

of the vine-ropes and the flowers was
beginning. . . .

Marok's chuckle was appreciative,

"You are right. They do it nicely,

here in Carolah."

And the Scarlet Princess would
win, of course. That was traditional.

But my attention was hardly on it

In a moment, here at the dim air-run

the cloaked figure of a man came dart-

ing. Two of the pirate crewmen met
him at the boarding incline, handing
him a small, black cylindrical pack-
age a foot or so in length. The Mar-
tian agent in Carolah, receiving the
detonator with its directional charge,

ghastly little trigger to be placed now
in his hidden bomb here.

I stood watching him as he took it

and darted away. Perhaps that mes-
senger still might not be figuring he
need be a suicide—he still could get
back with local transportation to

Venta» and join the escaping rocket

ship.

Curiously irrelevant thought. Of
what difference to me, to all of

Venus? One bomb, at least, would in

a few moments now be equipped and
ready, securely hidden, inevitably

detonating an hour after the end of

this voyage. All I could do was stand
here helpless, futile, afraid to move
because a heat-gun muzzle was press-
ing my ribs!

NOW THE Eq-2 was swiftly ris-

ing again. With the festival

dropping away, Marok turned from
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the window. He sighed. "Very nice, floor beside us. As I squirmed and
you were right, Earthman, Too bad threshed, I felt the lump of it under
we leave. Yet, in an hour we will see me, against my back. He had me by
it again in Mizrah, won't we?" the throat now, strangling with all

Such pleasant sights of gay revelry the power of his steel-like fingers.

to stir the primitive senses could My ears were roaring ; all the dim and
never be seen in Ferrok-Shahn. They turgid cabin scene was fading into

were too incongruous to the busy me- bursting showers of silent lights. . . .

chanical efficiency of Mars. And this "Dianne . . . Dianne. . .
." It was

was to be the last Festival of the as though I wanted my murmuring
doomed Venus. Perhaps Marok was lips to carry her name while my
thinking regretfully of that. He senses faded into the last abyss of

stood behind me, sighing again, death. . . . And with it, like the far-

"Look!" I said suddenly. "Why, away fragment of a dream of some-
Marok, how queer

—

"

one else, I seemed to know that I

It brought him back to the window, had a cold and sweating hand fum-
intent as I excitedly pointed in a bling under me for the gun. Then
desperate effort to distract him. And my fingers had gripped it, drawn it

as though fate were intervening to out. Marok gave a cry as he saw the
help me, at that instant the Eq-2 gun ; his hands left my throat, but he
gave a sharp lurch—perhaps to avoid was too late. With what seemed my
some private craft dangerously in our last despairing strength, my shaking
path of ascent as its pilot gazed down finger pressed the trigger and the
with his glasses upon the festival, violet hiss spat and burned into his
Marok's movement toward the win- chest, drilling through his heart,

dow, and the lurch, momentarily For a time I lay gasping, pinned
knocked him against me. His grid- by the weight of the dead slumped
muzzle for that second wavered aside. Martian. But in a moment my head

It was enough. I tensed, shifted, cleared; I slid Marok's body off me
caught his hand holding the gun at and staggered to my feet. The cabin
its wrist. door-oval was still open. The fight

"Why—you—you—" He ripped out fortunately must have been unheard,
a Martian oath. As we struggled, the no one was coming in the glowing
gun fired its split-second charge, outer corridor. I shifted the door
missing me so that it hit the white- panel closed. There was a lock; I

metal cabin wall with a low splutter- locked it.

ing shower of sparks radiating back What I could do now seemed clear

upon us as we fought. He was a wiry, to me. Certainly it was the only thing
strong fellow. He tried to turn the I could plan. Marok and I were about
gun inward upon me. Then I had of a size. I discarded my outer cloth-

wrested it from his hand, but his fist ing, stripped the body and arrayed
caught my face with a blow that myself in the crewman garb. With
snapped my head back and whirled the peaked cap pulled low as Marok
my senses. had worn it, probably I could pass
Then I knew that I was falling, for him if I could keep in the dim-

still clutching the gun, but dizzily ness and at long range,

falling, with him sprawled on top of There was a cabin cubby closet

me. here. I shoved the body into it, with
"So, you want to die now, Earth- my clothes and the ropes which were

man?" here on the floor. In a moment I was
Hia blow knocked the gun to the slouching out into the corridor. Down



at an angle o£ its further end, one
of the brigands was standing. I tried

to turn another way, into a cross cor-

ridor here, but he had seen me. His
hand went up; he called,

"You, Marok. Is it all right? The
Chief was corning to attend to it- The
Carolah landing kept him busy."

I steadied my voice, with my heart

racing. Would my voice pass muster?
"No need," I said. "Tell him that

the fool Earthman knows nothing. I

have disposed of him."

The fellow at the corridor end
chuckled and I moved away, ducking
into an ascending catwalk that led

up to the dome-deck. Already the

Eq-2 was up in the starlight, speed-

ing on its way. Through the glassite

dome the starlight filtered down. Up
here the little open deck was dim,

save for the starlight, and the glow
of lights in the window ports of the

control room forward, which sat like

a little cube wedged into the narrow-
ing deck of the bow. The smaller
radio room was behind it, with win-

dows that were dark.

I was moving forward, with
Marok's heat-gun in my hand, close

beside the racks of escape emergency
equipment—'chutes and oxygen hel-

mets, and the apparatus for fire-fight-

ing. I had no warning, only a vague
sound that made me see the dim shape
of a black-cloaked figure lurking in

the shadows of a rack—a figure which
all in that same second flung itself

upon me!

CHAPTER IV

Girl Prisoner

I
MUST recount now what had been
happening to Dianne, in substance

as she afterward told it to me. I was
quite right in my conjectures about
her meeting with the Martian rene-

gade. She had hardly recognized him
when tonight, just before I had come

to take her to the Festival, the fel-

low had accosted her in the Embassy
gardens, ragged, whining, sniveling

and reeking of the Baccus-wine which
had been his lifelong undoing.

As I had envisaged, she had shoved

his gifts into her purse, ignoring his

mumble of a flyer ticket. Thinking
idly that his mind was wandering
with drink as he babbled of terror,

and the purloined ticket if it was
needed to help, and this thing of great

urgency—she had hurried to meet me
and had forgotten the incident..

Like mine, Dianne's mind had held

no least presage of evil as we gaily

stood in the boathouse clothes-recess

and she had cast off her cloak, reveal-

ing her beauty to me, my admiring
gaze flushing her cheeks. She took

her purse from the cloak, stuffing its

flat oblong under her belt-thong, with
the thought that she very well might
need her cosmetics.

I turned away. Dianne was brush-

ing off the flower petals with which
she had been pelted as we arrived. The
little side door-oval of the recess was
near her. Suddenly without warning,
from the rack of hanging garments at

her side, the dark-robed figure of a

man appeared. His hand gripped her,

his other hand went over her mouth,
stifling her outcry.

His voice was hardly more than a

whisper, low, menacing. "Quiet! You
will not be hurt

—

"

Now he was shoving her back
through the hanging garments.
Dianne was able to struggle a little,

but there were other hands clutching
her now. Then they had her outside,

holding her as with her puny strength

she tried to fight them.
"Here, Marok, the chloroform!

Shut her up, you fool! Do you want
to bring all the place on us?"

It was a muttered admonition, part-

ly in English, partly in the language
of Ferrok-Shahn, which because her
father was Earth's ambassador to
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Mars in former years, Dianne knew
well.

"Silence her. Here, let me hold
herl"

Dianne's purse, as she writhed and
twisted in the grip of her captors, was
knocked from her belt, lying unheed-
ed on the ground. Then someone held
the sponge of chloroform against her
nose, its sickening sweet, volatile

vapor wafted her senses away,

SHE DID not quite lose conscious-

ness. There was the dim knowl-
edge that she was shrouded in a cloak
and hood, being hurried away , . . the

feeling of a conveyance, rocking and
bumping . . , the whir of 'copters of

a small flyer, . . . Then somehow she

realized as she was set on her feet

and told to walk and mechanically did

so, that she was in a dim little air-

run . . . then being carried up an in-

cline and into the glowing interior of

a great flyer.

Her senses wafted off again. ... At
last, vaguely with the realization that

time had passed, Dianne felt herself

stirring. She was lying on cushions on
the floor of a cabin, dimly tubelit. A
faint throb of vibration was dis-

tantly, dimly audible and she knew
that the aircraft was in flight. At the

door of the cabin a crewman—burly
fellow in knitted jacket and panta-
loon trousers stood lounging on
guard.

And there was a man sitting beside

her, here on the floor watching her

—

a slim, swarthy fellow, dapper with
his stiff uniform and the peaked, gold
cap of a purser.

"So the Sirrata recovers?" he said

softly. "Don't be frightened, my dear.

I have been waiting for your senses
to come. My name is Timko—I am in

charge here,"

"What—what happened?" Dianne
struggled dizzily to sit up, with his

solicitous hand steadying her, help-
ing her up.

"The chloroform," he said. "It will
pass in a moment more."

In Dianne's confused mind there
had been a first thought of relief; she
could remember being seized, brought
here. Was this her rescuer? But in

the same instant she knew it was noth-
ing like that ... the faint irony in

this purser's voice . . . and the burly
guard leering down at them, a heat-
gun in his hand.

"What do you want?" Dianne de-
manded. "How dare you—this out-
rage—

"

The fellow Timko dropped his

bantering manner. "Where is your
purse?" he demanded grimly.

"My purse? Why—why—" Then
she stammered the truth. She could
remember having it—had she dropped
it, there by the boathouse?
"There was a letter in it," Timko

said. "A wine-soaked traitor learned
something, didn't he? He talked with
you. Didn't he hand you a letter

—

about what he had learned maybe?"
"Handed me a letter? Yes, I re-

member that." Dianne was puzzled.
"And you told your father? Or

that young Earthman?"
"I—I haven't read the letter yet.

Why should I? Is it—important?"

He laughed softly; he seemed re-

lieved. And as he questioned her fur-

ther, with her startled wonderment
so obvious, he believed her.

Then at last he stood up. "Stay
where you are," he said. "You will

not be harmed." He laughed again.

"The beautiful daughter of Earth's

ambassador—when Venus is gone and
if war then should come with the

Earth—we will have you in Ferrok-

Shahn, handy as a hostage."

To the puzzled Dianne his words
were as incomprehensible almost as

though he had been talking in the

language of distant Pluto's fabled in-

habitants. But she could not miss that

this was all something of tremendous
and terrible import
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"I don't understand you," she said.

"The death of—"
"I'm glad that you do not," he

grinned. "It would have been very
bad—had you told your father." He
turned to the guard at the doorway.
"She knows nothing, Zelo, we can
thank the star-belt for that. No need
of putting her with the passengers.
I'll leave her here with you. Guard
her well."

"Of course. Of course, Tor-Timko,
Trust me for that."

rpHE BURLY guard closed the
-*- cabin door as Timko left. Then
for a moment he stood gazing at the
beauty of his prisoner. He came and
sat down on a little stool, drawing it

up beside Dianne. His gray Martian
face, swarthy with the cosmetic dis-

guise, carried an admiring, ingratiat-

ing smile.

"And he leaves me here to guard
you, perhaps for all this last great
voyage of the Eq-2 ! What a pleasure
for me, Sirrata."

Dianne's heart seemed jumping in

her throat, but she managed a smile.
"Thanks/* she said. "So we're on the
Eq-2 are we?"
"Between Venta and Carolah." He

gestured toward the window port,

with its starlight outside. "At Caro-
lah—why should we not watch the
Scarlet Festival together?"
"Why not?" she agreed.
Like almost everyone this night, he

had had his Baccus-wine. The smell
of it was on him, and its blur was in

his voice and flushing his face as his

greedy eyes roved over her.

"You were in the Festival at

Venta?" he suggested.

"Yes," she said.

"And more beautiful than them
all." He shifted toward her, but she
slid back a little. "We could be
friends, Sirrata. I am not quite what
I seem, not just a poor Venus crew-
man. And you, of all prisoners here,

only you will live to remember it.
M

"How nice," she retorted gaily.

"Should we not drink to that, my
friend Zelo?"
As she hoped, promptly he pro-

duced his flagon of alcoholite. He of-
fered it to her,

"You first," she said. "Perhaps even
it might injure me, with the chloro-
form fumes still in me. I had not
thought of that. But you go ahead. I

can drink to you in spirit, even if not
in the spirits of the brew."
The sodden fellow laughed gustily

as he drank. "Hoi Ho, the little lady
is clever."

Some of the Baccus brews are very
potent. Perhaps this one was, or per-
haps already he had imbibed too
freely. A clever, beautiful woman can
add to anyone's intoxication. Dianne
was plying him with the drink and
he hardly realized it. Time was pass-
ing, she could not guess how much.
There was in her mind only the
urgency of getting out of here, to

escape somehow from the ship when
it landed at Carolah.

"I was the White Princess once,**

Dianne was saying. "Another draught
—everyone drinks to a White Prin-

cess. It is tradition."

"And to the Scarlet Princess," he
laughed. "Two drinks—to the Scar-
let Princess—and to you—

"

"And to me."
He lurched on the stool. The bottle

in his hand was empty. For a moment
she sat watching him silently as he
swayed, with his eyelids wavering.

"If you would lie down," she said

soothingly. "I could awaken you to

see the festival at Carolah."

He mumbled agreement, and he
stretched himself down, almost in a

moment he was stentoriously breath*

ing with the stupor of drunken ob-

livion.

The black cloak and hood in which
Dianne had been brought here lay

discarded in a corner of the cabin. She
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flung it around her. Zelo's smallish
heat-gun lay on the floor beside him.
Though she was not quite sure how
to fire it, she dropped it into a pocket
of the cloak, A thin-bladed dagger
was in a sheath at the Martian's belt.

She removed the sheath, clipped it to

the tasseled golden cord at her
waist.

The padded tubelit corridor out-
side the door momentarily was empty
as she cautiously peered. Then she
stepped out, pulling the door-slide
closed after her.

CHAPTER V

Room of Racked Death

DISGUISED as Marok, I had
stuffed the Martian's body into

that cabin closet and gone to the

dome-deck. The Eq-2 now was well
past Carolah, heading for Mizrah. I

had little warning when, in the star-

light up here, that black-cloaked fig-

ure leaped upon me. I did not press

the trigger of my heat-gun—all my
life I will thank Providence for that!

I would have done it in another sec-

ond, but a low voice was gasping.

"Jac! Jac!—

"

It was Dianne! She had escaped
from her drunken guard as I have
described. We crouched in a

shadowed recess of the dome-deck,
swiftly whispering, telling each other

what had happened. There wasn't

much that I had to tell Dianne 1

Before the ship had reached Caro-
lah she had been able to hide within
hearing of a group of the Martian
crew. They were talking in Martian,

but she could understand it well. She
was aware of the full plot now, and
that I was a captive on board. More
than anything, she wanted to find me,
try and get me loose from ray enemy
guard.

She had located the room where
the detonators were racked—a cage-

like division at the stern of the big
©pen space in the lower hull which
was the mechanism room. Dianne
crouched on an overhead metal cat-
walk, with the mechanism room
spread beneath her, the great jet-

engines throbbing with their murmur-
ing hiss.

"I could see the detonators down
through the ceiling bars of the cage-
room,'* she was telling me now.
"Small cylinders? At Carolah I saw

the Martian agent taking one away."
"So did I

!

"Oh, Jac, if only I could have
stopped him! I couldn't get near the
exit port. Small cylinders, yes.
Cylinders in racks—a dozen of them/'

Lethal room! The fate of a world
was in that cage-room! And one of
the diabolic cylinders already had
been taken to its bomb!
"Dianne, we might get down there

now/* I suggested.
"We might. I did get in there my-

self—just for a moment before we
arrived at Carolah!"
There was a small side entrance to

the cage, off a lower runway at the
very bottom of the hull. Dianne had
gotten down there.

"Jac, I was in the cage. I didn't

know wha* to do. I tried to examine
them—I had to duck away, a guard
was coming. He didn't see me in the
dark runway. He took one of the
cylinders—

"

"The one that was taken off at

Carolah !"

"Yes. I couldn't stop him—"
"Dianne, if I could smash those

detonators—you can lead me—

"

"All right. I—I want to show you
—what I tried—I thought—

"

Her agitated whispers died. One of
the brigand crew was coming this

way! Dianne was in deep shadow, but
I realized that a little stray glow of
starlight was on me.
He saw me. "Who is that?" he de-

manded sharply.
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Perhaps I could have drilled him crewmen at the engines might look
then, but someone in the control room up and see us. Then we were across
might see it. I stood erect. and down the other ladder, in a nar-
"Marok," I said. "I dropped some- row corridor with the hull wall on

thing here, but I have found it." one side and the bars of the cage-room
"You, Marok, things go nicely for on the other,

us, don't they? We pass Mizrah soon." It was a feast of Tantalus. There
He sauntered away, along the deck were the rows of racked cylinders
until his figure disappeared down an so close, with only the bars between
incline. me and them. Surely, if I could be

in there for only a moment, with
T\IANNE was up beside me now; some heavy implement that might be
*-* the starlight was a glow on her lying around there, I could smash
white terrified face in the shrouding them.

folds of the black hood. We stood a Dianne was gesturing. "There's a
moment, watching our chance, then small entrance at the end of the pas-
we moved like shadows along the sage here."

inner face of the glassite pressure I gripped her. "Dianne, when I go
wall. in, you'll hide out here—" The noise

"Here," Dianne murmured. "I came of smashing them would bring the
up through here." Martians upon me, of course. Perhaps,

It was a small spiral staircase, lead- for a shot or two, I could fight, but
ing vertically downward through the that would be all. My tensely whis-
three levels into the lower hull. Heat- pered words were like a farewell. "If
gun in hand I went first, with Dianne —if a fight starts, you run ! Go back
close behind me. There were small to that drunken guard. They said
windows at the different levels. At they'd take you to Ferrok-Shahn.
the bottom of the stairwell we Don't try to fight them, just to be
emerged upon a rather narrow grid- killed

—

"

landing. "Oh, Jac—

"

There was a window here, and a I shoved her into a tiny recess
door-oval opposite it, at the threshold where another ladder went upward,
of which we stood gazing down upon She crouched down, trying to mur-
the glowing eerie lights of the mech- mur a protest,

anism room. Four or five of the crew "Do as I tell you, Dianne."
were there, moving around the great I had started along the passage
engines. From here a descending lad- when abruptly I realized it was too
der went sharply down ; and there was late ! The jet engines had stopped ; the
also a bridgelike catwalk at our propellers and 'copters were whirl-
level, spanning the overhead length of ing. We were landing at Mizrah; and
the room. figures were visible now at the end
At my elbow, Dianne was whisper- of the passage directly ahead of me!

ing, "At the other end of the cat- One of them was carrying the cylin-

walk, a ladder goes down. We can get der for Mizrah ; he went up an in-

into the cage-room from there. I want cline, but the others stayed, loiter-

to show you what I
—

"

ing.

Suddenly footsteps were sounding I darted back to Dianne, with a new
directly above us ! Someone was com- idea. If we could get off the ship with-
ing down the spiral staircase ! We out being seen, and escape safely from
scurried across the catwalk with the the Mizrah air-run which I knew was
feeling that every instant one of the guarded by Martian agents, then I
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could report this bandit voyage to the
Air-Police ; the Eq-2 would be seized

at its next stop, or if not, certainly
bunted down and destroyed.

THERE was very little time. We
went up a ladder, and from a

corridor window on the level above,

where cabin doors stood in a row,
already we could see that the city of

Mizrah was close under the dropping
ship. The dark air-run was visible;

and beside it, the rainbow radiance of

the Scarlet Festival, just reaching its

excitingly brilliant climax here now
at midnight.

Like scurrying, frightened rats we
tried to avoid being seen. Several

times, at intersecting passages, by
seconds we avoided a head-on encoun-
ter. I was more desperate than ever
now, with the realization that if we
did not leave the ship at Mizrah, in-

evitably we would be seen, trapped,
with a fight starting perhaps, which
could only end in our deaths.

But we had no chance to get away!
The ship was in its rack at the Mizrah
air-run in a moment more, and we
huddled together by a ventilator

hood at the lower level, gazing at the

landing door with the packaged cylin-

der being carried out and the gold-

capped Timko and half a dozen of his

men loitering around t We were close

enough to hear them talking. No pas-

sengers, unfortunately, were booked

to leave at Mizrah, nor to come
aboard. Our stop would be unfortu-

nately brief.

Baffled, Dianne and I could only

stand gazing out at one of the win-

dow-ports. Outside, the cloaked Mar-
tian agent was receiving his cylinder.

He was hardly a hundred feet from
us. Dianne had taken a tiny photo-

snapper to the Venta Festival. She
had it in her hand now.

I snapped the one at Carolah," she
murmured.

She may have gotten a fair picture

of this one with the last despairing
possibility that if we could emerge
safely from this grim voyage at
Venta, during that last hour the police
might hunt down some of these
agents, and find the hidden bombs
before they could detonate.
The agent with his packaged death

hurried away in the dimness. The
Eq-2 was rising again.

At the window we had a brief

glimpse of the Festival climax—

a

great fountain here in Mizrah, where
the Scarlet Princess and her girls

—

their skin stained crimson with the

betel-juice—were running on the
fountain rim, with long hair flying
like flames and the red glare-lights on
them.

"You, Marok? I've been looking for

you."

Dianne and I stood frozen in the
dimness; one of the Martian crew-
men was at a cross corridor only a

few feet from us. He came forward.
My thoughts were whirling. Did I

dare drill him, or were others too
near?

He saw Dianne 's black-cloaked fig-

ure, with a glimpse of her face framed
by the hood. "Why, it's the little Sir-

rata! So you have her with you,
Marok?" His tone was amused. "I

thought she was with Zelo."

Women are quick-witted. "That
clod Zelo is drunk," Dianne said con-
temptuously. "He is asleep in drunken
stupor. With Marok here, I like it

much better."

The crewman laughed. "Good. I

don't blame you. Bring her along,

Marok."
"Bring her?" I echoed.

"To the forward salon. Tor-Timko
wants to see you."

In the cross corridor two other
Martians hailed us, were coming to

join us, starting with us for the salon.

Here in the dimness momentarily I

could get away with my masquerade.
But now we were trapped 1
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CHAPTER VI

The Fight on the Dome-Deck

WE PASSED the second level

salon where the passengers
were under guard.

We mounted to another level, and
Dianne had a chance to exchange a
few swift whispers with me. That
time when she had listened to the

crew talking, they had mentioned
Marok, He had arrived in Venta on
the space-flyer only yesterday from
Ferrok-Shahn, sent by the Zar-Tor
himself to join Timko in tonight's

completion of the plot. So these

brigands actually had seen him only
briefly.

My only chance was to bluff it

through. But at least, I seemed to have
a chance. The upper salon was bright-

ly lighted, but empty. One of the crew
was passing.

I said, "Where is Timko?'*
He gestured overhead. "The con-

trol room."

"We'll go there/' I said.

The silent dome-deck already was
brightened with star gleams; the

Eq-2 had leveled off and was speed-
ing forward through the night.

Squeezed in the bow, the control room
was a glare.

I could see the figure of Timko, just
turning from the banks of controls

with the ascent finished. He saw me
as we approached, waved us into the
radio cubby.

The little room was dim, much dim-
mer than by the controls. Helpful! I

drew Marok's peaked cap lower on
my forehead. As I flashed a glance at

the big radio senders, it occured to

me that perhaps I could watch my
chance, getting in here alone with
them for a moment to send out an
alarm call.

Timko joined us. One of the men
with us explained Dianne's presence
with me.

Timko had turned to me. "You ques-
tioned that Earthman well, you did,

didn't you, Marok?"
"Yes," I agreed.

"He knew nothing? You are con-
vinced of it?"

I nodded. "Beyond doubt. I have
him bound and gagged. Leave hira

there."

"Or perhaps take him to Ferrok-

Shahn?" Timko suggested. "The Zar-

Tor mentioned—if we brought back
with us anyone of importance—hos-

tages to bargain with if war with the

Earth should come."

"He might be useful," I said. "A
stupid fellow. Have no fear that he

knew anything to tell anyone before

he came on board. But he is a Junior

Secretary
—

"

"I see. Of diplomatic importance,

you mean?"
"Yes. Like the Sirrata here." I

gazed toward Dianne. "We're taking

her to Ferrok-Shahn, aren't we?"
The thin, sallow face of Timko un-

der his gold cap bore a leering grin.

"For your sake, we'll take her,

Marok." Still grinning, he waved us

away.

MY ARM was about Dianne as we
went back along the dome-deck.

"We'll hide," I said. "They'll think

it's quite all right, a beautiful hostage
and her Martian guard."

We sat huddled in a dark corner

back by the stern where the dome was
a peak, with the great starry sky be-

yond it and the luminous jets stream-

ing like tiny tails of a hurtling comet.

As we watched the control room,
presently Timko went below. The
routine navigator-pilot was at the

levers. Two of the other brigands

were lounging in there with him. No
one was in the dim radio room except

the operator, who sat alone now at his

instrument to answer properly any
routine call, or check signal of the

Eq-2 flight. The official calls had to
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would be aroused.

I whispered, "If those two others

would leave the control room, with
just the pilot there

—

**

I told her what I had in mind. The
pilot had his back to the radio room
entrance, and with the humming and
hiss of the mechanisms, he might not

hear me if I crept in and drilled that

radioman.
Dianne was shuddering, but we

were so desperate that the death of an
adversary had come to mean little.

She showed me her sheathed knife.

"This, in his back, might be more
silent," she said grimly.

Presently our waiting was reward-

ed. The two loungers left the control

room; disappeared down the bow in-

cline. Our chance had come

!

"You wait here, Dianne. I'll try it

now."
"No! I'll come with you! If—if the

worst comes—I've got a heat-gun."

She was after me as I started for-

ward along the edge of the starry

deck. But suddenly we stopped,

stricken, so frozen with horror that

we could only stand clutching each

other. A wild shout sounded from
below. Then others, mingled with
tramping, running footsteps, the tur-

moil of a spreading commotion. It

seemed to be on the level under us.

"Oh, Jac—

"

I could only stare at her mutely as

we pressed ourselves back against the

glassite wall. The pilot at the levers

had locked them and run to the con-

trol room doorway. The radioman was
on his feet. Both of them were call-

ing startled questions at each other

as all in those few seconds the silent

interior of the Eq-2 was a chaos of

shouts. Then from the narrow, cabin

deck almost under us, one of the

shouting Martian voices came clear.

"Marok is dead! Murdered by the

Earthman! Marok is dead!'*

They had found Marok's body there

in the cabin closet; Marok's body,
with my clothes piled there

!

I shoved at Dianne; we ran, tried

to duck down behind one of the venti-

lator hoods. It was t©o late ! The pilot

saw us. He Bhouted:
"Here they are I Still up here at the

stern!"

FUGITIVES now, to be hunted

down and killed. The radioman
was shouting and he fired a heat-stab

at us as we ducked—its violet pencil-

beam hissed over us, hitting the venti-

lator hood with a puff of sparks. Now
Timko's voice was added to the shout-
ing of the underdeck. At the bow
companionway, figures appeared,

coming up from below.

"The Earthman and the girl-
where are they?"

"At the stern! Careful, he's armed!
He's got Marok's gun !"

The voices all seemed forward now,
"Dianne, if we can get down into the

hull rooms, down by this stern lad-

der—"
"Oh, Jac

—
" Dianne's voice was a

faint gasp of terror. In my own whirl-

ing thoughts there was nothing but
the desperate knowledge that we must
run, try and hide, or if not, sell our
lives as dearly as possible. Another
shot from the bow crackled its sparks

beside us as we jumped for the hood-

ed top of the ladder I turned for an
instant, fired two stabs at the control

room, saw them strike the wall with
fountain puffs of light.

"I'll go first, Dianne!"
I reached the dark, narrow segment

of the deck underneath. The little

stern plaza was a dim triangle beside

me.

"Jump, Dianne! All clear!"

She jumped the last few steps into

my arms, but in that same second a

silent, burly figure rose from the

gloom and flung itself on us J I had

no chance to use my gun. Dianne's

(Continued on page US)



LETTER FROM
THE STARS

It was just a peaceful correspondence between two
lonely shut-in strangers — but the destiny of the

universe was to depend on the answers!

By A. E. Van Vogt

EAR PEN PAL: etary periods—years I suppose you
When I first re- would call them—in an Aurigean

eeived your letter prison, does not make for a pleasant

from the interstel- exchange of letters. However, life is

lar correspondence very boring, and so I finally settled

club, my impulse myself to the task of writing you.

was to ignore it. Your description of Earth sounds
The mood of one exciting. I should like to live ,there

who has spent the last seventy plan- for a while, and I have a suggestion

25
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in this connection, but I won't de- The truth is that I am a scientist,
•cribe it till I have developed it fur- and, along with the other members of
ther. my race, I have known for some cen-
You will have noticed the material turies that there were other inhabited

on which this letter is written. It is systems in the galaxy. Since I am
a highly sensitive metal, very thin, allowed to experiment in my spare
very flexible, and I have inclosed sev- hours, I amused myself in attempts
eral sheets of it for your use, Tung- at communication. I developed sev-
sten dipped in any strong acid makes eral simple systems for breaking in
an excellent mark on it. It is impor- on galactic communication opera-
tant to me that you do write on it, as tions, but it was not until I developed
my fingers are too hot—literally—to a sub-space wave control that I was
hold your paper without damaging it. able to draw your letter (along with

1*11 say no more just now. It is several others, which I did not an-
possible you will not care to corre- swer) into a cold chamber.
spond with a convicted criminal, and I use the cold chamber as both a
therefore I shall leave the next move sending and receiving center, and
up to you. Thank you for your letter, since you were kind enough to use
Though you did not know its des- the material which I sent you, it was
tination, it brought a moment of cheer easy for me to locate your second
into my drab life. letter among the mass of mail that

Skander, Planet Aurigae II accumulated at the nearest headquar-
ters of the interstellar correspondence

DEAR Pen Pal: Your prompt re- club,

ply to my letter made me happy. How did I learn your language ?

I am sorry your doctor thought it After all, it is a simple one, particu-
excited you too much, and sorry, also, larly the written language seems
if I have described my predicament easy. I had no difficulty with it. If

in such a way as to make you feel you are still interested in writing me,
badly. I welcome your many ques- I shall be happy to continue the coi-

tions, and I shall try to answer them respondence,
all. Skander, Aurigae II

You say the international corre-

spondence club has no record of hav- T\EAR Pen Pal: Your enthusiasm
ing sent any letters to Aurigae. That, i-^ is refreshing. You say that I

according to them, the temperature failed to answer your question about
on the second planet of the Aurigae how I expected to visit Earth. I con-
sun is more than 500 degrees Fahren- fess I deliberately ignored the ques-
heit. And that life is not known to tion, as my experiment had not yet
exist there. Your club is right about proceeded far enough. I want you to
the temperature and the letters. We bear with me a short time longer, and
have what your people would call a then I will be able to give you the
hot climate, but then we are not a details. You are right in saying that

hydro-carbon form of life, and find it would be difficult for a being who
500 degrees very pleasant. lives at a temperature of 500 degrees

I must apologize for deceiving you Fahrenheit to mingle freely with the
about the way your first letter was people of Earth. This was never my
sent to me. I didn't want to frighten intention, so please relieve your mind.
you away by telling you too much at However, let us drop that subject for
once. I could not know that you the time being,
would want to hear from me. I appreciate the delicate way in



which you approach the subject of my
imprisonment. But it is quite unnec-
essary. I performed forbidden experi-

ments upon my body in a way that
was deemed to be dangerous to the
public welfare. For instance, among
other things, I once lowered my sur-

face temperature to 150 degrees
Fahrenheit, and so shortened the

radioactive cycle-time of my sur-

roundings. This caused an unexpected
break in the normal person-to-person

energy flow in the city where I lived,

and so charges were laid against me.
I have thirty more years to serve. It

would be pleasant to leave my body
behind and tour the universe—but, as

I said; I'll discuss that later.

I wouldn't say that we're a superior

race. We have certain qualities which
apparently your people do not have.

We live longer, not because of any
discoveries we've made about our-

selves, but because our bodies are

built of a more enduring element—

I

don't know your name for it, but the

atomic weight is 52.9. [A radioactive

isotope of chromium—Author's Note,]

Our scientific discoveries are of the
kind that would normally be made by
a race with our kind of physical

structure. The fact that we can work
with temperatures of as high as—

I

don't know just how to put that—has
been very helpful in the development
of the sub-space energies which are
extremely hot, and require delicate

adjustments. In the later stages these
adjustments can be made by machin-
ery, but in the development the work
must be done by "hand"—I put that

word in quotes, because we have no
hands in the same way that you have.

I am enclosing a photographic
plate, properly cooled and chemical-
ized for your climate. I wonder if

you would set it up and take a picture
of yourself. All you have to do is

arrange it properly on the basis of
the laws of light—that is, light travels

in straight lines, so stand in front of

it—and when you are ready think
"Ready!" The picture will be auto-
matically taken.

Would you do this for me? If you
are interested, I will also send you a
picture of myself, though I must warn
you. My appearance will probably
shock you.

Sincerely,

Skander, Aurigae II

DEAR Pen Pal : Just a brief note in

answer to your question. It is not
necessary to put the plate into a

camera. You describe this as a dark
box. The plate will take the picture
when you think, "Ready!" I assure
you it will not be flooded with light.

Skander, Planet Aurigae

DEAR Pen Pal : You say that while

you were waiting for the answer
to my last letter you showed the

photographic plate to one of the doc-
tors at the hospital—I cannot picture

what you mean by doctor or hospital,

but let that pass—and he took the

problem up with government authori-

ties. Problem? I don't understand. I

thought we were having a pleasant

correspondence, private and personal.
I shall certainly appreciate your

sending that picture of yourself.

Skander, Aurigae II

DEAR Pen Pal : I assure you I am
not annoyed at your action. It

merely puzzled me, and I am sorry
the plate has not yet been given back
to you. Knowing what governments
are, I can imagine that it will not be
returned to you for some time, so I

am taking the liberty of inclosing

another plate.

I cannot imagine why you should
have been warned against continuing
this correspondence. What do they
expect me to do ?—eat you up at long

distance. I'm sorry but I don't like

hydrogen in my diet.

In any event, I would like your pic-
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turc as a memento of our friendship, wager, than you expected? The va-
and I will send you mine as soon as rious races with whom we have com-
I have received yours. You may keep municated become wary of us when
it or throw it away, or give it to your they discover we are highly radioac-
governmental authorities—b u t at tive, and that literally we are a radio-
least I will have the knowledge that active form of life, the only such (that
I've given a fair exchange. we know of) in the universe. It's been

With all best wishes, very trying to be so isolated and, as
Skander, Aurigae II you know, I have occasionally men-

tioned that I had hopes of escaping

DEAR Pen Pal :Your last letter was not only the deadly imprisonment to
so long in coming that I thought which I am being subjected but also

you had decided to break off the cor- the body which cannot escape.

respondence. I was sorry to notice Perhaps you'll be interested in hear-
that you failed to inclose the photo- ing how far this idea has developed,
graph, puzzled by your reference to The problem involved is one of ex-
having had a relapse, and cheered by change of personalities with someone
your statement that you would send else. Actually, it is not really an ex-
it along as soon as you felt better— change in the accepted meaning of the
whatever that means. However, the word. It is necessary to get an un-
important thing is that you did write, press of both individuals, of their

and I respect the philosophy of your minds and of their thoughts as well
club which asks its members not to as their bodies. Since this phase is

write of pessimistic matters. We all purely mechanical, it is simply a mat-
have our own problems which we re- ter of taking complete photographs
gard as overshadowing the problems and of exchanging them. By complete
of others. Here I am in prison, doomed I mean, of course, every vibration

to spend the next thirty years tucked must be registered. The next step is

away from the main stream of life, to make sure the two photographs are
Even the thought is hard on my rest- exchanged, that is, that each party
less spirit, though I know I have a has somewhere near him a complete
long life ahead of me after my re- photograph of the other. (It is already
lease. too late. Pen Pal. I have set in mo-
In spite of your friendly letter, I tion the sub-space energy interflow

won't feel that you have completely between the two plates, so you might
re-established contact with me until as well read on.) As I have said it is

you send me the photograph. not exactly an exchange of person-
Skander, Aurigae II alities. The original personality in

each individual is suppressed, liter-

DEAR Pen Pal: The photograph ally pushed back out of the conscious-

arrived. As you suggest, your ap- ness, and the image personality from
pearance startled me. From your de- the "photographic" plate replaces it.

scription I thought I had mentally You will take with you a complete
reconstructed your body. It just goes memory of your life on Earth, and I

to show that words cannot really de- will take along memory of my life

scribe an object which one has never on Aurigae. Simultaneously, the
seen. memory of the receiving body will be

You'll notice that I've inclosed a blurrily at our disposal. A part of us
photograph of myself, as I promised will always be pushing up, striving
I would. Chunky metallic-looking to regain consciousness, but always
chap, am I not, very different, I'll lacking the strength to succeed.
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As soon as I grow tired of Earth, I

will exchange bodies in the same way
with a member of some other race.

Thirty years hence, I will be ready
to reclaim my body, and you can
then have whatever body I last hap-
pened to occupy.

This should be a very happy ar-

rangement for us both. You with your
short life expectancy will have out-

lived all your contemporaries and
will have had an interesting expe-

rience. I admit I expect to have the

better of the exchange—but now,

enough of explanation. By the time

you reach this part of the letter it

will be me reading it, not you. But if

any part of you is still aware, so long

for now, Pen Pal. It's been nice hav-

ing all those letters from you, I shall

write you from time to time to let

you know how things are going with

my tour.

Ever yours,

Skander, Aurigae II

DEAR Pen Pal; Thanks a lot for

forcing the issue. For a long time
I hesitated about letting you play
such a trick on yourself. You see, the
government scientists analyzed the
nature of that first photographic plate

you sent me, and so the final decision

was really up to me. I decided that

anyone as eager as you were to put
one over should be allowed to succeed.

Now I know I didn't have to feel

sorry for you. Your plan to conquer
Earth wouldn't have gotten anywhere,
but the fact that you had the idea

ends the need for sympathy.
By this time you will have realized

for yourself that a man who has been
paralyzed since birth, and is subject

to heart attacks, cannot expect a long

life span. I am happy to tell you that

your once lonely pen pal is enjoying
himself, and I am happy to sign my-
self with a name to which I expect to

become accustomed.
Skander, Aurigae II
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ward through the cold and the dark- no emotionalism in her voice. "I saw
ness to the tiny point of light that your smoke signal last night, so I've

was Earth ; but there was no conscious been waiting. I guess I must have
recognition of what he saw. His eyes been catching a catnap, though.
dropped back to the shelf that held You've been gone a long time, Omega,
his manuscript* his ink, and the Okay?'*
purple, untouched candle. And it "Okay, Gram. The generator's in
was only as he picked up the lump of there, and enough fluorobulbs to light
wax with slow, reluctant fingers that all the huts. But I'm glad I didn't
he thought of the valley in the hell have to stretch rations another day.
world that had produced it. . . . I had to work my way clear to old

Fairbanks to find it. That wasn't

THE MAN'S shoulders were bowed pretty ! They knew it was coming
under the grim weight on his hours before the stuff hit them!"

back, and the alpine stock trembled "Umm, Here! I figured you'd be
in his grasp. But he fought upwards hungry. As for the bulbs—" She
over the last remaining feet until he shrugged and pointed to the purplish
was at the top of the pass, and the plants that grew all around, a muta-
wastelands were behind. Even then, tion as deadly as the hard radiations
he could not trust the weight of his that had produced them. "I'll stick to
burden to his shaking hands, but sank sprayberry-wax candles. They have
carefully to a sitting posture until it other uses ; at least Peter thought so."
touched the ground, and he could So gentle, patient old Peter was
ease his arms out from the straps, dead, and there was only an even
Finding a reasonably portable gen- dozen of them now! But Omega was
erator to replace the one they could too tired to care much about anything
patch no more had been a miracle, except the food Gram held out. She
and he had no faith in a second one. watched him wolf it down, and her
For a time he lay quietly, breath- face lighted faintly as she dropped

ing in ragged gasps and staring into beside him.
the valley that was cut off completely "Eleven worn-out old people and
from the world by the surrounding yoUj n0Wt The last dozen poor super_
mountains, except for this one nar- men," she said with a nod toward the
row pass. Dirty snow straggled down vallev . and her voice was fiUed with
to blend with leprous, distorted scrub the same grim humor that had made
trees and run down to flat land. And ^er christen him Omega when his
there, a few log and stone buildings mother committed suicide over the
stuck up uncertainly among crum- rock-mangled body of his father,
bling ruins, to mark the last failing But Omega knew it was more than
outpost of the human race, three cen- humor. In a normal world, with a
turies after the Cataclysm. The man decent background and half a chance,
grimaced, and began to pull himself they might almost have passed for
to his feet. supermen; except that no such world
Then an answering clatter of stones couid have produced them I That had

sounded from around a rock, and required an Earth left wrecked by the
Gram was beside him, pulling him Cataclysm from a cold and casually
upright and massaging his still trem- unjust universe—^a world where hard
bling shoulders with gentle hands, radiations made every birth a muta-
Her seamed old face broke into a tion and where every undesirable
brief flicker of perfect teeth, and her change was savagely purged from the
fingers were unsteady, but there was race.,
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IN A WAY, it was ironic that men
had barely avoided wrecking the

planet themselves with plutonium,
the lithium chain reaction, or the final

discovery of a modified solar-phoenix
bomb. But somehow they had elim-

inated that danger at last, and found
their triumph useless.

It had been a simple communique
from the new Lunar Observatory, at

first; they had spotted a meteor hav-

ing a paradoxically weak but impos-

sibly hot level of radiation that

indicated contra-terrene, or "inside-

out" matter. The second announce-

ment spoke guardedly of the danger

of grazing contact. And fifteen min-

utes later, the moon ripped apart as

electrons cancelled out positrons into

energy, and left a great flood of un-

attached and destructive neutrons.

Surprisingly, there were survivors

of the rain of hell-fragments that fell

to the earth. Near the poles, a few
deep and narrow valleys were only

grazed slightly, and where three

contained mines or caverns to offer

some protection against the radioac-

tive dust that fell everywhere, a

measure of life went on after a fash-

ion, and a thousand or so survived.

Now three centuries had whittled

down the number, and wild mutations

and a ruthless survival of the fit had

compressed a thousand generations of

evolution into one.

There was Gram, who might have

saved the race, if her cell structure

had appeared in time. Like the wolves

and the rabbits that had inherited the

earth, her cells had finally found the

mutation of totipotency that defied

all but the most intense concentra-

tion of radiation to burn them or

cause further mutations. When a

wild new plague had wiped out her

people in another valley, she had

taken the boy who was to become
Omega's father, a rifle, and a sled,

and set out through a roaring bliz-

zard to cross four hundred miles of
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hell to this place. Now, sixty years
later, she could still outwork any man
in the valley, except for Omega's ma-
ternal uncle, Adam, on the rare occa-
sions when he exerted himself.
For Adam had specialized in pure

laziness and purer logic that seemed
to leap from isolated hints of facts

to full-blown knowledge without
effort. He had slouched in when
Omega was fumbling over calculus,

and his eyes had lighted with sudden
interest in the books he had never

troubled to read. Hours later, he had
been explaining and making clear the

complex mathematics which his mind
had carried beyond the wildest

dreams of the pre-chaos scientists.

But it required more than such wild

talents to separate a group of freaks

from supermen; it took background,
opportunity, racial culture, and a fu-

ture. And in those things, the wolves

were their superiors.

SUDDEN light flashed up from the

valley, disappeared, and returned

to hover beside them. Then the spot

wobbled erratically across the pass

and came to rest against a flat,

shaded rock, danced crazily, and
steadied down to business. Below, the

thin, lanky hands of old Kli must
have been using the big mirror on a

long board to give the microscopic

leverage that was all he needed. His
talent lay in a coordination and con-

trol of nerves and muscles so nearly

perfect that he could shape and
handle the infinitesimal tools needed
to manipulate individual microorgan-

isms within the field of a microscope.

Now the spot of light fluttered, but

its motions were clear enough to spell

out letters.

"Hurry, need generator/' Gram
read, and chuckled. "Sure you found
one, eh? Let them—uh!

—

WoH—girl

—located!"

A gamut of expressions washed
over her face, giving place to sudden
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determination. "Come on, Omega! "Urara, Wonder where she's been
You can rest later. Here, let me help since we saw her the other time,

>"you with that pack!" Adam?'
"Why the hurry, and what's all this "Off somewhere. Studied wolves

wolf-girl stuff about?" After the when I was a kid—they wander all

short rest, the pack weighed a ton, over. And with your blood, so could
and the pass looked ten miles long. she. Lucky she's back." They reached
No wolf was that important, whatever the powerhouse, and Adam shut up,
it had done. while Eli began bolting down the
Gram slowed up a little. "Some- generator on a rough base and con-

thing we never meant to bother you necting it to the old water wheel,
with—Ellen's baby—your cousin. There was a glow on his face that
Grown up now, must be. We saw her was new to Omega, and it was re-

with a wolf pack once before when fleeted by the faces of the rest of the
you were away, but thought she'd group,
died later. Oh, come on, before they
start a search without shields, I'll tell rpHEY were all there, except for

you some other time." JL Jenkins, whose green pigmenta-
"They won't start without shields," tion and chromosomes that came in

he assured her. "She was living with triplets instead of pairs represented
wolves. Gram?" the only remaining physical abnor-
"Must have been. And they'd start, mality. With that had gone a whole

all right. Tom and Ed died out there host of wild extrasensory talents that
last time before you invented shields

!

made him fully aware of the unpopu-
When it comes to race preservation, larity they won him. Of the others,
they'd all rather burn than see you Eli, Adam, and Simon were already
go unmatedl Will you hurry?" harnessed into the shields. A product
He hurried; nobody disobeyed of Adam's mathematics, Eli's amazing

Gram. But there was a picture of what workmanship, and some of Omega's
a wolf-girl would be in his mind, and ideas, they made space a non-conduc-
the idea of such a mating sat heavier tor of all radiation beyond a certain
on him than the pack. And he'd energy level. They also distorted
thought the old fires of racial preser- gravity slightly for some reason, but
vation were dead! it was the only way the others could
Adam met them, took the pack, travel in the outlands.

kicked aside one of the shaggy, huge- Simon snapped the last battery in

eared pigs, and paced beside Gram place as it finished flash-charging,
without a trace*of laziness. Its squeals while Gram made a hasty inspection,

gave the boy time to get over the "Omega's worn out, and I don't want
shock of that before his uncle an- her to remember me as the one who
swered Gram's questions. caught her, if I'm to handle her, so

"Jenkins—off by himself as usual it's up to you. Think you can do it,

—went to sleep at the far end. Early Adam?"
morning a howling woke him, and "I figured some on it. We'll get
there she was with a couple of wolves, her."

He got a good look—human all right, "Good." She watched them start,

stick in her hand. Time he got there, and turned back to her hut. "Let the
she was gone, but he saw the direc- others gaup, Omega, but we're eat-
tion; reckon I know where she lairs, ing, and then you're going to bed . . .

Came in half an hour ago, fagged out. after I tell you about Ellen and the
Soon as he told us, we signaled." girL"



It wasn't much of a story. Besides ITIHE SEARCHERS were already in
Omega's father, Gram's hitherto un- J- sight when Gram awakened him,
mentioned baby daughter had sur- two of them staggering under the
vived the plague and the trip. She'd twisting gravity inside the shields;
grown up, married Simon after Omega but Adam apparently was able to pre-
was born, and there'd been a baby diet the shifting force, and the lead-
coming. Jenkins, who would know, ing figure was steady and resolute,

had said that he could tell it was to Between the others, there was a cov-
be a girl. ered figure on a long pole, and the

But some accident on the hellish tiny clan was gathered outside the

march had twisted Ellen's mind, and hut in a shouting group. But by the
she grew up as an insanely religious time Omega had doused his head in

fanatic. Apparently the thought of water and joined them, they were
her baby marrying a cousin had been silent again. The three were closer

a heinous sin in her eyes. Anyway, now, and their faces and the pose of
they found a wild note, but they had their bodies could be seen, even in
never been able to trace her despite the gathering twilight.

their searches. They dropped their burden in the
"God knows, we tried." Gram's soup same rigid silence, and Simon, who

was untouched before her. "You never had been Ellen's mate and father to
spent years praying for just one girl- the child, turned, motioned to his
child—one fertile girl in a world twin sister, and went off toward their
dying of sterility, Omega! Just one, hut. The others waited uncertainly,
because the hard rays couldn't trap until Adam bent down to pull the
your kind from the world anymore, blanket from the figure on the ground.
My line's fertile, and the baby would "Wrong word accented on wolf-
have been. . . . You're too young to girl, Gram, but here she is. Now
understand, but the old need babies; what?" And he yanked the cover from
when you're close to death, you need the forlorn creature that lay bound
proof that you're physically immortal by its feet to the pole,

through the race—not just soul-stuff. It was a wolf; strange and odd of
Oblivion's close and taut around you form though she was, there could be
when there's nobody left to remem- no shadow of doubt as to her lupine
ber. . . . Oh, go to bed before I start origin. The teeth that gleamed
blubbering!" through the ropes around her jaws
"Can they catch her alive?" he were wolf fangs, and the tail settled

asked as Gram began drawing the any further question,

pig's-wool blankets up over him. Yet it was easy to see how Jenkins
"They'll do it, somehow; we made could have thought her a woman in

an agreement to that. Either they the dim starlight, for the mutation
come back with her alive, or they rot that had somehow produced her in

out there!" spite of her parental totipotency had
She closed the door quietly behind shaped her into a mockery of human

her, and Omega was alone to wonder form, and she was as anthropoid as

at the savage drive that had lain dor- wolfish. Her rear legs were long, and
mant and unknown so long around her short front ones ended in length-
him. But no thoughts could keep a ened toes to caricature human hands,
man awake after the grueling trek Her forehead bulged, and her jaw was
he'd just finished, and somewhere in foreshortened, while the mane on her
the middle of the thought, he blanked neck might have been mistaken for

out. a head of hair if she stood upright.
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And because she was built in a

woman's shape, there was something
pitiful about her as she lay glaring

up at them.

Jenkins felt it first, and his sigh

broke their silence; he pushed for-

ward, his shy, fearful eyes half-filled

with tears. For a second, he hesitated,

before his hands ripped aside the

cords that 'bound her mouth. Her Hps
drew back, but she made no move to

snap at him as he faced the others, his

quavering, timid voice filled with bit-

terness and apology.

"The ropes cut her lips, Gram. Her
mind's all dark and swirling fog, hard
to see, but she's crying. Not for her-

self, but for her babies back there,

little ones like her. Do we have to kill

her, Gram?"
Gram shook her head to clear it, and

her voice was as low as his, and as

uncertain. "But you saw the wolf-girl

carrying a stick. Can we be sure . . . ?

Look further into her mind."
"We found the stick," Adam an-

swered for hitn. "'She'd need one, with
her build. Couldn't run on all fours,

not quite ready to go upright very
long. Jenkins, what's her name?"
"Her name? I—I can't see very

well. Something about hunger—pain,

I think."

"Bad-Luck, Called that because of

the way she's fouilt, I guess. Not much
of a language, unless they changed it

since I was a kid. Better'n your
telepathy, though. You read off what
I think, while I try her."

HIS LIPS contorted out of shape,

and a queer, wailing whine slid

eerily out. The wolf-girl's head jerked

around, and her eyes shot behind him,
to come back reluctantly to his as he
called again. At the third try, her own
lips parted in an effort, closed, and
opened in sounds between a growl and
a whine, yet someh(5w articulated and
hopeless. Perhaps the sight of a man
and a wolf-mutation talking was as

logical an ending for the day as any
other; at least, the little audience
watched in unchanging dull Hstless-

ness.

Jenkins' voice droned forth, read-

ing the meaning from Adam's mind.
"Surprised at him . . . not mad at us,

why should she be . . . hunting's natu-

ral. ... Is he man or wolf? . . . Yes,

she'll answer his questions. No, never
saw any human shes outside the val-

ley ... no baby shes. . . . When are

we going to eat her?"
"Ugh ! I suppose. . . . Oh, let her go

!

I wish I'd never known she could
talk, Adam, but now—" Gram sighed,

staring about for suggestions and
finding none. "Tell her we'll feed her,

since we ruined her hunting, and let

her go; but she's to keep out of our
valley and let our stock alone. I guess
that's all we can do now. Can you
tell her that in her language?"
"Say it all right—they've improved

it some; but for her to understands
another thing. Translate the Bible to

wolfish, if I had to, but it wouldn't
mean much to her. Takes semantic
training to work out much with a hun-
dred odd words, though it can be
done. Ummi" He frowned, consider-

ing, and little Jenkins, again con-

scious that his gifts were unwelcome
among normal minds, slipped away
quietly before Adam began.

It took longer this time, and there

could be no doubting the surprise and
slow dawn of hope on the creature's

face as the meaning finally sank in.

She lay quietly, her eyes riveted on
his as he untied her; but it wasn't

until he placed a frozen leg of pork
in her oddly human hands that she

believed him. Then she was gone at

a jerking run.

But she stopped, hesitantly, as a
high wail broke from him, and paused
long enough to answer his cries, be-

fore her figure faded away into the
twilight. He grinned crookedly at

Gram, and shrugged. "No smell of
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people outside that she knows of."

"No." Gram sighed again, and
pushed the door open. "Come on in-

side, Adam, Omega. The rest of you
go back to your huts. There's no good
to be had from freezing out here.

We had our fun, but it's over now,
and we can forget the wolf-girl idea."

In that, she was wrong. It was less

than three hours later when a subdued
howl from outside drew Adam up
from the table and out into the night.

Outlined in the dim light of the open
door, Bad-Luck had returned, and be-

side her hovered an old and grizzled

wolf, with raised hackles and bared
fangs, but motionless as the feared

man-beast approached.
Their conversation was erratic and

uncertain, with long silences, but
eventually Adam nodded, and the

wolves melted into the darkness. He
came back to the hut with a shake
of his head and a strange smile, and
dropped onto the stool to watch
Gram's hands go on remorselessly

with her Canfield.

"The old wolf is their Far-Food-
Sniffer ; keeps in touch with all other

packs, I gather. Anyhow, no wolf on
the whole planet knows the smell of

men, except here. , . . Funny! Nature
seems to be cooking up replacements

for us, and not wasting time. Came
a long way since I studied them.

Ethics!"
Gram nodded wearily, and dead,

dull silence settled over the hut, re-

lieved only by the monotonous slap

of the cards.

IT WAS barely past noon when
Simon and his sister were found

the next day, deep in the catalepsy

of sprayberry poison. Within them,

the incredibly slowed labor of breath

and heartbeat would go on for hours

longer, but it was too faint to be de-

tected, and their bodies were already

cool to the touch. Yet they could still

be revived, and Omega turned auto-

matically to get the neutralizing dye.
Adam's hand stopped him.
"No use, boy. There's always more

poison." He looked around the room
once more, taking in the magnificent
paintings the twins had done, then
pulled the door shut behind them and
began nailing boards over it. Wooden
steps carried them back to the cold-
frames where Gram and Eli were at
work setting cabbage seedlings. But
the hammering had carried the news
before them, and no comments were
made.
The only sound was a distant drone,

like an early swarm of bees, and it

disappeared as Omega dropped to the
cold earth, and began replanting. How
many, he wondered, would live to

eat the plants when they were grown?
There were only ten now

!

Then the buzzing was back, and
Gram was dragging the others up to

face the sky, where a roaring some-
thing grew out of emptiness, flashed

over, and faded away again. "A ship

!

A jet plane!"

It couldn't have been, and yet it

was. There was no habitable land be-

low 60° South Latitude; one colony
of the original three had reported it-

self dying of famine; Gram's bad
perished in the plague; and the
wolves knew of no amell of men out-
side the valley t

But they were already at the power-
house, and Eli's hands flipped over the
switches of the crude spark-gap trans-

mitter the first survivors had built,

and the current danced between the
electrodes in code so rapid it was like

a steady crackle. He waited futilely

for an answer from the humming
speaker, and began transmitting
again.

Then the roar was back, and they
had only time to look out before a

flash of metal screamed down, wrig-
gled, zipped up across the pass, and
was gone again. Gram lifted her fist.

"The dirty spalpeens! Making fun
—

"
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Before she could complete the ges-

ture, a young masculine voice burbled

out of the speaker. "Hi, people ! Took
a little time to find and match your
frequency—your signal sprays all

over the kilocycles. I can't understand

that greased lightning c. w., though,

so give me three slow dots if you can
receive modulated stuff. . . . Fine!

Sorry I couldn't land with my fuel

reserves, but I'll be back. Meantime,
take a look at the film I dropped.
Planet Mars, signing off !**

Mars ! They'd been almost ready for

that, but. . . . And the voice had been
filled with a strange quality that in-

stinct recognized as youthful en-

thusiasms and sure self-confidence. It

must be nice

—

Jenkins interrupted their reverie by
laying a package on the bench. That
would be the film, though he alone

had seen it fail. For the first time any
of them could remember, Eli's hands
fumbled as he ripped at the junk
wound hastily around the thing, and
it was Adam who finally freed the

little machine and found the light

switch. He focused it carefully

against the gray stone wall, located

another button, and sat back to watch
the moving scenes.

They were obviously conventional-

ized drawings, at first, but they were
clear enough. A man labelled Mason
stood in the port of a crude rocket

ship with bis young wife, while a

crowd cheered and drew back. They
waved, shut the port, and lifted on a
jet of flames.

The Earth shrank behind, while the

moon slid into view and went quickly
past. But Mason was framed in a port-

hole, just as the moon broke loose in

lancing hell-fire. Scenes showed his

wife trying to nurse his burned body
and frantically fighting to bring the
ship down on Mars in a crumpled
landing. And then, furry, four-armed
anthropoid things came out to take
Mason and his wife dov/n to a strange

underground and primitive world.

After that, Mason was their teacher.

They had been dying for lack of
power, but now the ships' atomotors
gave them the margin they needed to

rush upwards to a self-sustaining

civilization that could even bake air

and water out of the dead crust of the
planet

Mason grew older, and six girls

were born to him. But careful sche-

matics showed that the moon-blast
had rendered his male sperm cells

sterile, and there were no boys. They
stored his superfrozen spermatozoa
and sought valiantly for a cure, but
they had not succeeded when the
screen portrayed his funeral proces-

sion.

The final scene showed a glorified

statue of Mason, holding a book in

one hand and stretching a symbolic
atom upwards with the other. Below,
eight young and human women were
grouped about a great rocket, with
their faces turned to the sky and their

arms lifted in mute appeal Then the
film ended.

OMEGA wasted no time on the

others* comments. The boards on
Simon's door came ripping off under
his straining muscles, and he was in-

side and forcing black liquid down
the throats of the twins. The vege-
table dye they used to color their

clothes and serve as their writing ink
had revived poisoned pigs before and
should serve equally well for men. It

did. The late afternoon sun saw
twelve of them again, watching as the
ship settled downward on its jets a
hundred yards away.
A thin, four-armed, furry figure

came out, to be followed by two ap-
parently identical others. And then,

while the dozen waited in tense ex-
pectancy, the door closed firmly and
they headed toward the group—three
Martians and no EarthmenI Beside
him, Omega heard Gram's breath
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whistle out heavily, and an animal
snarl from Jenkins. Only Adam
seem unruffled and unsurprised as he
sauntered forward to grasp their lead-

er's hand and make proper introduc-
tions.

Jaluir's furry face remained expres-
sionless, but his voice was the warm-
ly enthusiastic one that had come over
the speaker. "So you really do exist?

Where the deuce were you last win-
ter? There wasn't a sign of life that

we could see.*'

"Holed up. Snow gets twenty feet

deep down here—covers everything.

We seal up and hibernate in the cav-

erns back there till after the spring
floods. Explore all non-radioactive

areas?"

"All seventeen. This one came last,

and our plane broke down for a

month, or we'd probably have found
you." He shrugged, a gesture that

must have come down from Mason.
"After that, we gave up hope until I

made a forced landing in old Fair-

banks. I was pretty sure someone had
been there recently, and Commander
Hroth let us stay over another week.
But it was a devil of a job locating

your campfire sites to get a fix."

"Why bother? You didn't come just

to see us—not with people of our kind

on Mars!" Gram's voice was suddenly

old, tired, and suspicious, and the

Martian blinked in surprise.

"We needed some metals, of course

—but we wouldn't have crossed space

yet for just that." He hesitated, and
his next words were fumbling and un-

certain. "The girls who saw us off

—

we failed, in spite of them—they are

the last. We had only the Prophet's

male germs. . . . We have taboos, too,

ma'am, but—well, we had to do what
we could. Now, when our hopes were
gone, the gods have given us life

again
!"

"Umm. Well, you might mean it.

You and your friends had better come
inside. No use standing out here."

"If it's all the same, I'd rather see
that radio transmitter of yours," he
answered.

/"I RAM nodded grudging approval,
^-* and Omega was glad of the excuse
to rescue him from their frozen faces.
It didn't make sense. When even a
Martian crossed forty million miles to
pay a neighborly visit, he deserved a
little warmth in his reception. In-
stead, Gram was adopting the same
attitude with which she'd greeted
Adam's proposal to scrap English and
switch to a fully semantic language
of his devising. The boy fell into step
with the alien, while the others fol-

lowed.

The transmitter held Jaluir's atten-
tion for only a minute before his eyes
began traveling over the rest of the
powerhouse. The crude Millikan mi-
croscope Adam had designed from the
fruits of Omega's wanderings was in-

spected more thoroughly, to be fol-

lowed by one of the little radiation
shields.

"Cuts off high energy radiation,"

Adam volunteered, and his eyes were
speculative, in spite of his easy grin.

"Take it along if you can use it.
w

The Martian nodded and dropped it

into a pouch on his belt—his only
article of clothing. "Simple after

someone else discovers the principle.

Thanks ! We certainly can use it. . . .

We wondered how you reached Fair-

banks!"
Gram grunted. "Nonsense! Omega

and I don't need contraptions; we're

naturally immune to radiations!"

"Zot hull! You're—!" The face that

he turned to the boy now was no
longer expressionless. It held a burn-
ing excitement that no alienness could
conceal. He twisted on his heel and
snapped out syllables in a- strange

tongue that sent the other two Mar-
tians toward their ship in a clumsy
run. But when he faced them again,

his emotions were under control, and



his voice was quite even and friendly.

"Sorry, but IVe got to go baek to

the ship for a few minutes. Look,
let's get down to brass tacks, shall

we? How soon can you leave?"

"For Mars?" Gram asked.

"For Mars. It'll be five hundred
years before Earth is really habitable

again, at least! And you can't go on
in these little valleys. What better

sanctuary than a grateful Mars? Of
course, you'll need a little time—but

talk it over until I get back."

And he was gone after his com-
panions.

GRAM sighed wearily, and the

stiffness drained out of her body.

"Sanctuary—or slave pen? He seemed
nice enough, but

—

"

"He's a monster!" Jenkins' normal
meek whisper was distorted into a

savage, hate-filled wheeze. "An in-

human monster! His brain is blank

—

all blank. I can't even feel it."

Adams cool voice cut into his rav-

ings. "Take it easy ! If you can't snoop

in his mind, you don't know what
he is. And you don't hate a man for

that—or do you? Personally, I liked

Jaluir."

"So did I/' Gram admitted, but

there was no lifting of the frown on
her face, "We would ! You can't catch

a wolf without something attractive

for bait. And maybe he is all sweet-

ness and light. The missionaries

meant to help the Aztecs, until they

found gold and Cortes came. And our

ancestors made slaves of the black

people, and tried to exterminate the

Jews for not being exactly like them-
selves—and Mars is a lot stranger

to us than anything we found here.

Maybe we're gods to them, as he
says; and maybe we're animals."

Their doubts were growing by a
process of mutual induction, until

even Omega's ideas began to veer to-

ward them. But his words carried no
conviction in either direction, "Of

course, we can't be sure ; we have only
the evidence they designed for us. But
he seemed friendly."

"Why shouldn't he, when our
planet's loaded with minerals they
need? We're used to gravity that

makes them uncomfortable, and we
can stand the radiations, now. He
liked that part a little too much !"

Gram hesitated, and her gaze turned
to the east where her native valley

lay. "We always took even better care

of our animals than ourselves. I know,
because we had horses when I was a

girl—until a careless fool left a gate
open and our two stallions were killed

by wolves. He tried to hide the evi-

dence, because he knew what we'd
do to him. But I saw it all, and I was
young enough to carry tales. Poor
devil! They turned him out to the
wolves, eventually. . . . Men will do
strange things for beasts of burden.
Omega."
"Or for pets," Adam added thought-

fully, "Vote?"
But no vocal poll was needed.

Simon and his sister moved toward
the door, and his sad, dulled eyes
were quietly reproving as he looked
at Omega. Gram turned from one to

another, and at last she nodded quiet-

ly and went out toward the huts- In
a moment, only Adam and Omega
were left in the building.

Jaluir found them there, and the
lilting jingle on his lips broke off in

a sudden puzzled grunt. Adam
chuckled wryly. "Gone I Took a vote,

after a fashion. It's a lousy world,

Jaluir, but we're staying. And don't

ask why, because I don't know."
"But you can't—you're. . . . All of

you? Omega too?"

"That's up to him; he didn't vote.
Rest of us stay, anyhow."
"Oh." Jaluir considered it,

shrugged, and gave it up as a hope-
less riddle, "I won't pretend I can
understand, but if that's the way you
really want, it, I'll exoiain it to Com-
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mander Hroth somehow. Anyway,
I've got to return to the main ship

before it gets dark, so I'd better shove
off now. But I'll be back in the morn-
ing to pick you up, Omega."
He grasped the hand Adam held

out and was gone, to take off a min-
ute later in a flaming roar and go
speeding over the mountains. Adam
slumped against the door for a few
seconds, then came in and began
quietly buckling on a radiation shield.

"Going up to talk with the wolf-

girl," he volunteered with deliberate

casualness as he finished. "Curiosity.

If I don't get back in time to see you
off—"
"Who made up my mind I was

going—Jaluir or you?"
"Fate! If they're nice people, you

should; if not—well, they'll have

weapons and ways. Good luck, son I"

He slapped his nephew's back lightly,

grinned, and went sauntering off,

leaving Omega alone with his

thoughts. They were not good com-
pany.

But Adam's logic was unanswer-

able, and Omega's packing was done

in the morning when he awoke from
fitful slumber to see the plane already

landed and waiting beside the row of

silent, boarded-up huts. He had

helped Gram nail them shut during

the night, and he knew that only

Gram and he were left, besides Adam,
still among the wolves. Even little

Jenkins and his queer twisted talents

!

Gram's eyes, red with lack of sleep,

followed his gaze.

"Forget them, boy. Jenkins was al-

ways a little crazy, and Eli was dying

of cancer, anyhow. The rest were

—

useless! Sometimes I used to wonder
about such things—the warped,
strange ideas of isolated little com-
munities, and the references in the

psychology books to contagious sui-

cide during times of trouble. But
there's something more."
She shook her head wearily, draw-

ing her hand across her forehead. "It's

a curse, a will to death that made them
sterile because they wanted to be, and
made them die whenever they had an
excuse—no matter how much they re-

fused to believe it. Call it a mutation
that crept in unnoticed, or say the
whole race gave up and went quietly
insane after the hell years. They
could have built some kind of glider-

plane and kept contact between the

valleys, if they'd had the spunk, and
none of this would have happened.
Anyway, there's a curse on the val-

leys. . . . You'd better go now, Omega.
Don't keep Jaluir waiting too long."

There were words inside him, but
they wouldn't come out. Gram laid

her brown old hand gently on his

mouth, and the ghost of a smile ap-

peared on her lips. "No, just go. And
sometime, if you have children—not
slave children, Omega, but men—tell

them of me. I'd like that!"

The door was closed when he
looked back, and the valley was
strange and oppressive. Jaluir mo-
tioned him to a seat beside a window
away from the huts, and he sat staring

at the instrument board for what
seemed hours while the plane waited.

Then the jets screamed out, and they
were airborne after a brief run.

"Below," the Martian said softly,

and pointed.

TINY but distinct against a patch of

snow, a figure stood waving up at

them surrounded by dark dots that

must have been the wolves. Jaluir

dropped the plane and circled as close

as he could, and for a moment Adam's
easy smile was visible. Then he turned
and slipped into a cave with the pack,

and there was only the Martian's si-

lent grip on the boy's shoulder and
the sound of the jets as they sped
off across the wastelands.

The warmth of his hands had
softened the purple wax, and he

(Continued on page 127)
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the Priipiirii cult had been noticed;
he was a logical choice.

"Very possibly they suspected the
end of their canal civilisation would
invite the desert to creep forward
again," Punnello suggested. "I'll ad-
mit it is rare to the point of non-
existence for a race to build with a
view to its own extinction, but re-

member what a highly intellectual-

ized—rather than mechanicalized

—

culture the Martians enjoyed. They
were definitely telepathic, probably
prescient too. And the reason why
Priipiirii frightens you so, seems so

alive
—

"

"If you don't also feel he's alive,

why use the present tense?"

"Hah?" The archaeologist's jaw
sagged against his facepiece.

"All right!" Hartwick's voice inter-

rupted brusquely. "The big question
right now has nothing to do with
whether this purple crayfish has horns
or a forked tail. Down which of these
five holes do you professors want to
be led? The slope is getting sharper
all the time, so we have to be twice

as careful as a trip to Mercury. And
if we meet any reincarnations, Boule,
don't forget that you, Lutzman and
Punnello, each have deadly little

kazoos in your mitts, and I'm carry-

ing a bazooka."

"/ only wish you weren't holding
any sort of rocket weapon, Boule" he
added to himself. "Talk like that in

a place like this!"

The archaeologist turned to Lu| z-

man. "Considering the one-sided sf i-

sory orientation of the architects^ I

think we might as well continue bear-

ing hard to the left. Seems correct,

up to now."
"Left?" Lutzman turned from a

frowning examination of a mural de-
picting Priipiirii swimming twisted-
ly in a canal—the back of his thorax
and the front of his abdomen sub-
merged. "Not necessarily if

—

"

niHEY all spun round as the hideous
*• clatter began in their rear. The
bioareologist stepped forward and
squinted up the incline that slanted
past multitudinous passageways to
the desert surface.

"It's Bhishani!" he shouted. "Must
have fallen through the trapdoor and
couldn't get to his feet in time!"
Hartwick wasted a quick glance for

the sake of certainty at the limb-
threshing figure rolling toward them
like a compact avalanche. "Get over
to the wall!" he yelled. "If he hits

us—"
He ran to his right, dragging Boule

with him, while Lutzman and Pun-
nello scrambled to the opposite side.

Before either pair could correct their

error, the Hindu archaeologist bound-
ed into the taut cable connecting them
across the tunnel and snapped them
around him in a churning conglomera-
tion of bodies.

They bounced hurtfully through
the center corridor, ricocheted against
a slanting wall and crashed agoniz-
ingly to rest upon four red idols on
the floor of a spherical room.

Hartwick was on his feet first, test-

ing his suit for leaks and using mus-
cle-flexes to determine if any of his
bones were broken. Finding nothing,
he reached down and angrily turned
Bhishani on his back. "Do you realize

what you've done?"

The assistant archaeologist's face

sickened to blue under its smashed
visor. "Felt a tug on the line," he
gasped thinly into his headset. **Lift-

ed trapdoor—leaned over—slipped

—

not my fault—why did you tug on—

"

His throat rattled in the almost air-

less cold.

"Hey, Lutzman !" the guide snapped
at the Martian biologist who was
groaning himself into an upright posi-
tion. "Fast! Help me work his head-
screen over the crack in the visor.**

Together, they tugged at the round
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piece of metal at the top of the hel-

met. The headscreen, too, had been
bent by the fall. It was stuck tight.

Hartwick abruptly stopped working
on its broken hinges and tore it out

of place. He fitted it rapidly around
the visor and snapped the emergency
clips into position. But by the time

he saw the rip in Bhishani's oxygen
tank, the man's body had relaxed out

of life.

"Poor guy," Boule muttered. "Gone
just like that."

Punnello was also on his feet. "Per-

haps—some of our oxygen—

"

"Not a chance," the guide told him.

"Mars is too fast for you."

"I can't understand how he felt a

tug on the line. If any of us pulled

at it, the others would have noticed."

"Work it out tomorrow," Hartwick

invited. "Meanwhile, the only way we
can be sure of getting out of this

lunatic maze is by following the cable

while it still reaches to the surface.

Let's go!"

He started for the tunnel opening

where the wire lay slack, his com-

panions following.

The line was piled inside the tunnel

mouth, coil upon scrambled coil!

"Bhishani must have torn it loose

when he fell in," Lutzman almost

squeaked. He regained control of his

voice. "And the desert wind blew it

down."
Hartwick nodded and kept going.

"It's still roaring. You can feel the

rattle of sand on your visor. We can

find the trapdoor that way."

He stopped a moment later as the

wind disappeared. "Trapdoor must
have been blown shut. But the sand

makes a track."

The winding path of sand drifted

down casually, lazily—but complete-

ly. It went past them into the room
of four idols and collected in little

piles upon the liarsh stone 0oor.

Ahead of them, they could see that

the tunnels were perfectly clean under

the glare of their helmet beams.
"You can't call this an accident/'

Boule began in a high voice.

"Shut up! I think I can remember
the turns we took. We simply reverse
them going back. Let's keep moving
before it gets hazy."

WITH Hartwick leading, they

raced up the weirdly offshoot-

ing corridors in their ungainly space-

suits. Thei ( helmet lights made the

rapidly su< sessive friezes of the tem-

ple's god .eem like a jerky motion
picture. Suddenly, the guide slowed
to a walk.

"What's the matter?" Punnello
gasped from the rear.

"No slope. It's gone level, and we
should still be climbing."

They came round a curve in the tun-

nel—and into the spherical room-. Bhi-
shani's body lay near one of the idols.

Piles of sand. . . .

One by one, they filed in. Boule
said huskily, "A circle."

Hartwick rang a fist against his

open metal palm, "Look," he said at

last. "Maybe I'm hearing the flutter

of bat wings in my bell tower, but I

have the odd idea that the maze was
rearranged."

"Obviously," Punnello nodded.
"The gradient which was present

everywhere when we came down has

disappeared. But I suggest—and for

other reasons than because that way
madness lies—that we temporarily

gloss over that explanation of our
failure to escape—er, to reach the

trapdoor, I suggest we concentrate

on things like routes."

"It does seem—" the bioareologist

cleared his throat. "No."

Boule walked over to the four idols

and examined the table at which they

sat. "Saea! They're playing a game
of saea. Saea!"

Hartwick, having observed him re-

move his kazoo from its holster, un-
slung his bazooka cautiously. "Know
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anything about saea, docs?" he asked,

his eyes on the photographer. "Does
it help?"

"Not very much," Punnello said

slowly as he too looked down at the

odd altar. "Directions for play have
been deciphered in every Martian
ruin, but it's a little too rich for our
cerebral blood. The rules are a cross

between chess and the Japanese game
of Go, with the addition of crevices

where pieces can be held out of play
for a varying number of moves. Why
a sculptured problem in saea, now?"
Lutzman moved up. "And do you

notice who the players are? Our old

friend Priipiirii—all four of him!"
He swept an arm around at each enor-

mous scarlet idol. "Masculine, femi-

nine, hermaphrodite, neuter."

"Red's the Martian color of death,

isn't it?" the guide inquired.

Punnello nodded abstractedly.

"And life. In fact, the combination
of the two expresses it better. Here,

perhaps— Suppose we work en less

metaphysical subjects. Much safer,

at the moment,"
They agreed rather hastily. Kart-

wick drew a stylus and a sheet of

recordio film from his flank canister

;

the four of them squatted on the floor

near the body of the assistant archae-

ologist and discussed the matter of

routes. They argued about each turn
they had taken until they were all

convinced of each one. The guide
copied the list backwards, in the or-

der which they would come across

the intersections while returning.

Then, they left the room again, care-

fully reversing each change of direc-

tion.

Fifteen minutes later they were
back. They discussed the list, made
a few alterations and once more left

through the tunnel in which the cable

was piled.

The sixth time they came back,
Hartwick scaled the sheet of recordio
out into one of the tunnels. It spun

away, drifted easily back and floated

to the floor.

"One last idea," he said. "This has
to work."
"What's the use?" Boule demand-

ed. "Let's admit what we're all think-

ing and really get someplace."

Hartwick tightened his grip on the

bazooka. "I don't know," he said with
a grim attempt at humor. "Are we all

thinking?"

The archaeologist shrugged. "We
start with the premiss that we are the

first humans in this temple, and that

no humans on Mars have any desire

to do us harm."
"Check," the guide told him softly.

"Just carry that ball, doc."

"We accept, though on less evi-

dence, that there are no extra-solar

creatures operating here, since there

was no indication of this site being
disturbed and no one has previously
observed such creatures in the sys-

tem. Furthermore, there is no race in

the system, other than humanity,
which possesses intelligence. Finally,

for almost a hundred thousand years,

the only animal life which has existed
on Mars is the extremely primitive

polar beetle. Therefore, the tugging
at the line, the death of Bhishani, the

loss of the wire path to the surface,

all of our difficulties—including the

apparent rearrangement of the laby-

rinth—may be laid to mechanical con-

trivances which the temple's builders

left behind them out of viciousness or

religion.

"Such contrivances are not rare in

Terrestrial temples, especially of this

type. However, we have the fact that

Martians tended more to things in-

tellectual—the esthetic and philo-

sophical, say—than to material enter-

prise. All that we have seen on Mars
supports this view: it would seem to

be accentuated among this particular

people, where, with the exception of

the trapdoors, not one remotely me-
chanical device has been observed.



And i£ you add the almost sentient just can't see them praying exactly."
malevolence with which we have been "Prayer and sacrifice and the grant-
frustrated, logic leaves only—

"

ing of favors thereby, is only one of
"Only what?" the uses of a divinity. He can fill cer-
"Priipiirii," Lutzman finished very tain psychological needs which the

gently for the archaeologist. "Priipii- race may even recognize as such. For
rii, and evil deity." example, the warlike inhabitants of
"Well, I'll be— I've been sitting on Asgard rarely gave boons to suffer-

that notion like crazy, but I never ing Norsemen ; they carried on a con-

thought a bunch of scientists could stant heaven-shattering warfare, how-
swallow it

!"
ever, in the last great battle of which

"Reject the implausible," Pun- humanity was merely an inconsequen-
nello intoned as if the words were tial ally. They typified the precarious,

a hymn, "and what is left is the plaus- bloody existence of the race which
ible." had conceived them: they were satis-

"It's true, isn't it?" the photogra- factory,"

pher demanded. "You feel he's alive, "I see that. But how did we get
he's near us, don't you?" Priipiirii into the psychic flesh

again?"

HARTWICK looked from one hel- "By thinking about him, by believ-

meted face to the other, his beam ing in him. Those wall friezes were
stabbing three separate times around probably not designed for that pur-
their heads to the curved walls, Then pose, but seeing them helped solidify
he sat down. our mental pictures of the god. I

"All right I'll admit I believe it. think Boule was the first affected,

But why should I?" since it was his job to take photos o£

"Well," the archaeologist sank his the most significant sculptures. All of

head on his chest and minced a tiny, us were slightly, as these people knew
meditative circle. "It has been sug- how to pack an esthetic wallop—but
gested that the powers ascribed to Boule most of all. When he came to

some of the Terrestrial deities really believe that Priipiirii was alive—well,

existed, at one time or another, in Bhishani felt a tug on the line."

some form or another; that the very Hartwick exhaled against his vi-

act of widespread belief in a particu- sor. "Okay, I'll ride along. But we
lar god called forth something like have a little problem of diminishing
that god with some of his powers on a oxygen. We do what?"
temporary basis. Now, generally, this "Find out .what he wants," Boule
theory may well be grit for the herds

;

replied loudly. "And give it to him.
but here, where you have a race in- Sacrifices, propitiation

—

"

tellectualized out of all human con- The archaeologist shook his head.

ception, that had achieved a philo- "Not sacrifices necessarily, Propitia-

sophical level higher than the scien- tion if we can deduce enough of his

tific one we may reach in a thousand innate qualities to make it possible.

years, a race that had telepathy, pos- But that will be very difficult, con-
sibly prescience of a sort, and various sidering the alien quality of his for-

mental facets outside the scope of our mer worshippers, the very little data
imagination—such a race might well and time we have available for deduc-
create a living god from its collec- tions— Hello! Speak of the devil and
tive mind. A sort of racial super-id'/' you do get data!"
"But why would they need a god? Above their heads, in the exact cen-

.With all that mental equipment, I ter of the room, a violet cloud h*4
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appeared. Luxuriously, it formed it-

self into the familiar figure of Prii-

piirii—masculine version.

Invisible fear dripped through their

airtight suits and drenched their

skins.

LUTZMAN rose, his eyes nar-

rowed. "Why do you suppose he
shows himself? Because we all admit

belief in him now? Because he wants
to gloat over our helplessness? Be-

cause he's vain? He doesn't seem in-

terested in making any overt move

—

all he can do, hanging up there like

that, is confuse the issue."

"He wants worshippers, he wants
sacrifices/* Boule insisted. "All of the

dying-god cults on Earth follow that

pattern. It mast be the same on Mars.

Changing from sex to sex—I read

somewhere that was a manifestation

of what they call a dying-god. Right,

Punnello?"
"No. Occasionally there is a hint of

hermaphroditism or feminization in

some of the dying-gods Earth has

known in the past. But not all four

forms at once. Not even on Mars—

"

"Whafs to prevent us from no
longer believing in him?" Hartwick
wanted to know. "Then he and his

powers no longer exist."

"With all these statues and pictures

around you? Hah! That's like that

game—'don't think of a white horse V

No, we have to work out the com-
ponent parts of his nature. This race

engaged in both sex and agriculture

in a very offhand—or offclaw way

—

so he couldn't be a regenerative deity.

Now, can anyone say what's really in-

tellectual?"

No answer. They stared up at the

carelessly undulating horror.

"I want to examine his solidity,"

Lutzman observed suddenly and
slipped his kazoo from its holster.

Boule and Hartwick both leaped at

him—a moment tardily.

The tinv rocket shell whizzed

through the hovering monster and ex-
ploded against the domed ceiling. A
crack appeared in the highly polished
stone, was wiped abruptly clean again
as Priipiirii shot over toward it. He
raced around the inner room as if in-

specting it for further damage. Find-
ing none, he resumed his position.

Hartwick had reached Lutzman
first and plucked his weapon away
with a muscled grab. Out of the cor-

ner of his eye, he saw Boule jerk to

a stop and level his kazoo at the spe-
cialist in Martian biology.

He swung back again fast, des-
perately. Boule pressed the firing stud
and threw himself aside. The rocket
hissed past Hartwick; an immense
gong seemed to ring in their head-
phones as Lutzman exploded before
he could scream.

The guide tottered past Boule, sick-

eningly off balance. He knew the gun
was centered on his back, that mo-
mentum was carrying him too fast in
the heavy suit to permit him to turn
and fire first. And there were three
more rockets in the kazoo's cham-
ber. . . .

He cursed all unstable photogra-
phers and the dim-witted archaeologi-
cal foundations that permitted them
to go on such highly charged expedi-
tions without adequate psychological
probing. He heard the sibilant ex-
halation of a shell and his body tried

to hold itself together against the

moment when it would be ripped
apart.

Then there was the explosion—and
he was still alive.

Hartwick turned slowly. There
were clean bits of metal and ugly
shreds of flesh all over the room. Out-
side of the twisting, somehow exul-
tant Priipiirii, he and Punnello were
alone.

The archaeologist sheathed the
kazoo with which he had killed Boule
before he could fire at Hartwick.
"Sacrifice," he mumbled distractedly.



"He was trying to sacrifice you as The guide nodded and pulled a long
well as Lutzman for having bias- stick of chalk from his flank canister,

phemed. The fool ! I tried to tell him "Save it. I don't think you could work
Terrestrial standards of divinity out his nature if you stood on your
didn't apply. He was so desperate of head and walked around on your ears,

his own life, so anxious to placate

—

Who knows what in space those
Imagine trying to propitiate a god brainy crayfish considered holy? And
with the subtle origins of Priipiirii if we did figure it out, how much
by a hideously blunt sacrifice

!" chance would we have of giving him
"Blunt or no, that little rumpus what he wants? No, let it ride. I said

sure cut down our strength. By any I had one last idea as to how to crack

other name, they're still sacrifices

—

this joint—let's try it."

and from the look of that crayfish, I'd Gently, Punnello smiled at the

say he was enjoying them. Thanks for chalk. "Oh, that. No, I'm afraid it

the shot, doc." won't work. If he can rearrange the

Punnello nodded and grimaced at maze, if he can repair holes we make
the crustacean god who was now in the stone with our rocket shells

—**

writhing in unmistakable ecstasy. He walked slowly to the four idols

"Evil, evil. Yet it's obvious there's sitting about their involved game,
no direct malice involved. With his "Somehow, I'm positive that this is

powers—consider the ease with which the answer. Why all four manifesta-

he patched the hole in the ceiling—

:

tions of Priipiirii playing saea against

he could undoubtedly dispose of us in each other? Why an altar which is

unnumbered horrific ways. Somehow nothing more than a problem in saea?

or other, we are giving him the kind If we can solve the problem, now, it

of worship he wants—how? The god might loosen something essential in

of the most advanced and most de- the god's powers. There had to be a

cadent of the mind-stretching Mar- reason for this stone game."

tians—from what we've deciphered in "Listen, doc," Hartwick urged.

the other tombs we know that his peo- "Fve seen too many archaeologists

pie were 'both detested and immensely talking through the top of their heads

respected. But what is he?" because they tried to learn saea. And
Hartwick frowned. "Look, I've this problem they set up here is bound

been wondering. All those pictures to be ultimate stuff. Give it the go-by,

of him we saw as we came down, the and come with me."

ones you said made us believe in him. Punnello hadn't heard. He was
Couldn't they have been put there standing before the board, studying

just for that purpose?" the carved pieces carefully. From
"No. Much more likely, they were time to time, he made motions with

meant to help the creatures who wor- a metal-covered hand,

shipped him, by giving them clues as

to what to expect It just occurred to TTARTWICK shrugged and strode

me : this god or super-Martian, who XX into the cable-littered tunneL He
was created out of the united aspira- bent over and made a cross on the

tions and interests of a race, probably floor every ten steps. "If my oxygen
destroyed it. There is every indica- holds out, I should make it," he pon-
tion that he is highly egocentric; the dered. "No more circle-walking."

other temples hinted at his destruc- After he had gone a hundred feet,

tiveness. They didn't discuss him, he gave up and wandered aimlessly:

however; almost as if they were too Chalk cross-marks had appeared on
close to worship themselves." 1 the floor ahead, in every tunnel. . . ,
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When he arrived in the spheroid

room again, he walked directly to

Punnello's gesticulating figure. He
froze when he saw the archaeologist's

contorted face, now screaming at the

four red idols, now raised in anguish
to the god floating in his carnate pur-

ple. He understood the muted gibber-

ings he had been hearing in the head-

set for the past fifteen minutes—and
had dismissed as Punnello's neces-

sary self-communion over the saea

problem,

Punnello stood before the immut-
able saea problem—and was mad.
The guide clenched his fist fiercely,

then sighed and opened his fingers

wearily. There was nothing to strike,

nothing to grip, nothing. . . .

He dropped to the floor and spread

himself on his back. The moment he

lay down, Priipiirii left the insane

archaeologist to undulate over him.

"What are you?" he wondered, no-

ticing the first faint foulness in his

oxygen supply. "What do you want?
Why do you tear us down this way,
when we've done nothing to you ?

You aren't the kind of god who would
punish for desecration of his tem-
ple?"

As if in reply, the deity went
through all of his sexual forms, end-

ing up as masculine once more. Hart-

wick watched, cursing.

His sanity began to slip into the

narrow chasm of the problem. He got

a grip on it by reverting to practical

approaches. Lutzman had taken a shot

at it. Perhaps

—

His oxygen already was dangerous-

ly low.

He shot at it several times. Useless.

'Weapons were useless here. Lutzman
shouldn't have tried. If Lutzman
hadn't been killed he might have been
able to work out the god's desires

from crustacean psychology.
An angle ! His mind, fogged by the

poisons his respiratory system was
inhaling in lieu of air, groped des-

perately. What—what would be a
highly intellectuallized crustacean
viewpoint? Not really crustacean,
though—Martian biology was so dif-

ferent that bioareology was the name
of the science here—Lutzman, now,
Lutzman might have. . . .

Desperate struggling through the
night that was coming down over his

brain. It was such torment to breathe

—to think—Crustacean—that was it

—

all he had to do was work out some-
thing peculiarly crustacean

—

Priipiirii replied again. This time,

he became a fish, a mammoth, a Mar-
tian polar beetle, in turn. Then him-
self again.

Hartwick's mind, Hartwick's life,

slipped out too fast for him to hold

on. Faster

—

Above him, the god watched the

approaching extinction of his last

worshipper—which meant his own ex-

tinction, too—with courteous delight.

Faster and more ecstatic grew his

squirmings over the two dying luna-

tics in the temple of a dead and de-

cadent race. So sweet to receive again

obeisance from insanity!

For was not Priipiirii most glori-

ously and intricately the God o£

Puzzles?
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IT THE MWN OVP-\C£ OF THE ATOMIC FUEEI.S COMMISSION
IN WASHINGTON, JAR.E.P SMITH, THE COMMISSION'S

PR& Si &NT , REC&W &S> B»AP N&WS I , ,

,

OUfl. ATOMIC FUEt supplies
ARE R-UNNINci LOW, MP.-
PRfe^iDENTl THER.IS. i&N'T
ENOUfrH IN STORAGE: TO
run our. industries PofL
MOR.E THAN A W&&K '. VJE
CAN'T CONV&R-T back TO
COAL AND OIL IN TIME - AND
LUNAR STATIOK HASN'T
CONSIGNED US A SHIPMENT
OF FUELS FOR OvgR A
MONTH 1

. VJE'ee FACING
CATASTROPHE'

I KNOW,WWES,l KNOW 1

,

we've TRl&D TO H\DB
THE" NEV>S FROM TH£=
pu&UlC- &UT we CAN'T
MUCH, LONGER '..CALL
AN IMMED\AT£ MEETING
WITH TERR&STlAL POWER,
mc... they've delated
ON TH\S LONG ENOUGH'.-
I WXNT ACTION 1

.
1
.

NOW 1
.

LUWAR 5TM10N ON THE
MOON ft OUR. OHW HOPgi
They MUST" come through,
vjith fuels i te they don't,
\T MEANS STARVATION FOR.
HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS^
Tt-\EY MUST Sfc\JE US-

THeyMusT 1

,



HOUR LtfK,

AT TiHREWlM.
po*£ft,iwC,

OP WASHINGTON,

JO*** M*CDsLl-

TO WILLIAM
HASMOn H£AC>

PowfcR,HANDS
AN ORDER TO
sreve drum.

CHIEF
engineer...

the weetiMe with the president
BE^NS IN FWE MINUTES, 'STEMfc, AND

HARMON NAN'S
>OU TO ATTEND,
OH,eTeve

r

\iwKT

DO YOU THINK
fl MEANS 2

I Con'T KNOW
y&T, DAS.UNG-BUT
WE'L.L<aOONF|ND
Out! TH*R8£
SoMETHMj WRONG

\OH LUKKP.
STATION, AND-/

<£T6v&,,,MY FATHERS
in comuanO op
UUMWR S>TfcT\OM *

THEY'LL ©LAME HtM
FOR THE PuEL
SHORTAGE - STRtP
H\M OP HlS RANKr
HE COulDn'T
stand fl \

DON'T ¥»W& DASUNfi.
\ KNOW MDU HAVEN'T
HEARD FROM HIM
for, weeks, 90l
THAT'S NO PROOF
OF ANYTHING,
COWS On-
let 1§ Ca© 1

,

TkEY MUST SC
WPsiTlNG, WR

US 1

I'LL 6WE IT TO YOU STRAIGHT FROM THE
SHOULPER, SMiTH L LUNMi STWION KKSSEEN
CUT OFF FROM RKDIO fcND ftM>KR COMTKCT
with us for two weevcs* i didn't p^rs
REPORT IT

,
FOR. FBAE OF Pu&L\C UNREST-

AND TWR.ee OP OUR. OWN SHIPS HAVE &EEN
shot pown while trying to lAnq M THE
STATION 1 RIGHT NOW, OUR. COMMUHtCAlTtOHfi
ENGINEERS fc*R£ TRYING TO BREAK. THROUGH

THE RADAR ©PRRlER OF THE STATION.

l'V& CALLED THIS MEETING, HARMON,
AS an emergency 1 we've Given "volj

A* MUCH LEEWAY 8W% WE CMS MUCH
AGAINST OUR SETTER JUDGMENT \ ^Ou
WANTED TO HANDLE THIS YOUR. OWN
WAY- MO NOW THE ATOM\C FUEU
COMMISSION WANTS ***

ACCOUNTING 1

^
3r-£2$5<«J

1

1

ATTeK-CtONlKrteKT\OM V

. CAFTAN M £CLEUAND
OF ORGANIZATION X SPEAKING To PRESIDENT
SMITH*. WE HAVE tWLM) CONTROL OP LUNAR. SIATIOH 1

.

WE KNOW OP THE ATOMIC SHO^TNSe ON EARTW,,,
A.NO WE WILL. ACT TO ENFORCE IT, UNLESS OUR.
TBR-Mfc. ARE MET . WE *lfc.l BROADCAST OuR TERM^>
WITHIN THREE WOUR<='. KEEP TUNED TO THIS
WAVE LENGTH , SMITH , fcNP INFORM THE
GOVERNMENT 1

. „,TWS 16. CAPTAIN
M*CLL6LLAND.., SIGNING OFF,,.'.

I'M 30RRY,JOAN 1
. 1 KNOW HOW

HARP iT MUST BE FOR. YOU To
SEAUZe THAT YOU« FATHER \*

A CRlM\NAL „STEvE, 1 WANT
YOU TO TAKE OFF IMMEDIATELY!
YOU'RE THE ONLY MAN ON
EMZ.TH WHO XNOWS LUNMt
£TNTl©N - AND H^ow TO GET

INTO \T\ .^-gk

YES,S\R,„
&UT WHY NOT

JUST SLASFLUNfcR
SfTMlON off t ..

MCJCN"?

HARMON'S RK3HT, STEYB'.
V<E CAN LT RftK THE
DESTRUCTION OF UUHKR
STM'tOMll MILLIONS
WOULD D16 OF
STARVATION '.-YOU'RE
earth's last +opb

stevs 1

.

&TEVE , , .TAKE ME WTH YOU \ \

COULDN'T 4TAND IT BACyc.
HERE . NOT KtHOWINCa ,..\F -if-

wy FATnea iS A 1RMTOR 1
.

1

.
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MHSMMMI
THIS &UeVu OV&P.PA&& K
HuwpaeD Tvtou^Auo M\l&s
AM HOUR- |N OUTER-w^i aw es w ujnar
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UWU/ATUM- If- \ CAW u^v<e
tr w hjwisut i cp^f ^&up
F&euw& T^Eae'^ sowerwng
G?u££R. k&OLlT TWS V,'r40LE

THINGa,

inW then-
SUPPEWUV- .

,

A SPACESHIP 1

.

ORgifcKrZATlON X

ME- BUT HOW
|

COULD THgy^
\'0 SETTER *

CWANfiE ODuH^S'
-me cw?Tu«.eD
%WP5 AT LUNAR
STATION CARRY
ATOMIC VOR"

i

GOT TO,,,CHM<tG£.,,.
COUFJ.6E 1

. BUT -I ~l-
C-CAH-T.-MOVe!
the voa-reiv n-'s.,

coMma straight

600D SrtDOTlNG^GiUHNeR-!.
THE MOM\G VOR-feK.
ALWAYS PAPAUVzeS B"V
&WOCK OW WWST
CONTACT - ,, Q&JJM
can't CHKHG& ms

seconds he'uu se
BLOWN TO ATOMS BV
TH& VGRTEX'S T&£&\flC
PfceSSUR&'.-AUD WIS

YES, SlR'.Ott&ANrZATlON
X CAW'T fML-\ HOT
VMEN IT KNOYJS WHO
to destroy,., fcuD

NJVHEN

»

s
y. **e



K«P A&OAP.D steve
DOUM*© SH\P

, ON
WHvCW HE THINKS
HIM6ELF ALOHE.-,

l-1-GUESS-l'M
f1N\SHED- EARTH'S
FINISHED! *H-HAS
WON WHM

NOT MOW ,

*

e^pu^H law,
Rsi&ge we
proximity
fust eowBl
WE'VE GOT
to <a&r

THAT LUNAR
SPACE SHIP^ EEFORE IT

JOAH*
WHAT
AKE WOLi
DOiNS

\ THOUGHT

YDU IDIOTS 1,- 1 TOLD YOU
NOT TC? POOL WITH THE
ATOMC NORTg)L l

.vT Vffc&TPO
<&LOW ll HE'S LAUNCHED
AM ATOM 3omS KT US I

CHANGE COURS&l-
CHAN6E- course V,

NO USE, Sift". THE
BOM8> HAE A

PROXIMITY PUSS '.AND
IT'% TRAV?UN6 FfcfiTgR

THAN WE AR.E
1

.

n's HORRiBLfi 1 hundreds- of
MEM KILLED ALREADY -I HAVE
TO KNOW IP MY PATTER & THE
CAUSE OP ALU THIS, STE^JE I I

HAD TO STOW AWAYl,,,

THERE'S NOTHING 1 CAN SAY
AFTER YOU'VE JUST S-AVED
my life except- Thanks 1

BUT- WE'VE OMiX AK HOUR-
TO REACH LUNAR STATION!
AND EARTHCAN'T WAIT*

>EV£RAL VA\LES ASON/E THE MOON-

THIS IS AS PkR As OUR SH\P
WILL TAKE US, JOAN,,THE CKT
OP THE Tft\p WILL BE VIA OiiP-

ROftTA&LE P-OCKET BELTS i V^g
CAN'T CHANCE THE'.R DISCOVERING
US WITH TH&IP, RADKR SHIELD-
BUT THE SHiELO CAN'T DETECT
ANYTHING So -SMALL AS A

PEPEON , ,

,

.*?
I'M O.EADY,
steve,^ yi *

JUST THEN
, ORGANIZATION X

BROADCAST'S vTS ULTIMATUM
TO EARTH.,,

LISTEN
(
JOAN*.

THE ULTIMATUM 1

,

£

ATTENTION
Attention

TWS IS CAPTNN
McCL6LLANO...HE
DEMANDS IMMEDIATE
CAPITULATION BY
EARTH AUTHORITY,.,
IF THERE IS ANY
RES*-STANCE //WILL
destroy NEW
York city wm a
HEAT BLAST FROM
THE SOlAP- MlRRoR
AT LUNAR STATION I

-

THAT-1S-AUU

s:

IT WAS YOUR
FATHER'S VOICE,
JOAHt- I'D

RECOGNIZE IT

ANYWHERE l

.\*J&'vt

(3oT TO GET
DOWN THERE
QUICKC- LET'S
Go! «gr^

SOMETHING
BE WRONG
MV FATHER
COULDN
SUCH A THING

-

HE JUST .

COULDN'T!

vt,:
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hmadi twetie^M*
MB.UOC& T*IO

WUUDQ.ED FEET
££OM HEPE ..
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\j£>uT e-uODeNU^ , M THE?
ISTH&fZ ENOOf THE COG-PtOCQ'

\%0U6H WAWDE- <3»6tt2£

?A\R e-EFOKE THEtvV-.

TAKE THEM
TO THE HIGH
COMMAND*
HC'UL DEAL
VJ'lTH them

S5
H6 TWO ARE ordered wto
THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM OP
LUHAR STATION,. , where
JOWm £>££€, H&& FMHEP.,
CAPTAIN VAcCLL£LlAlMt5-UHPER
GUAfc-DOF OP-eANl-ZATlON X ',

BRVHG
THEM IN 1

WE'VE
S£EN

THfKV.
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-g
*T£ve quickly Tuansjo pace.

HARMONlYOU^
SO-tW(i6SWi"
FO^ER , INC,
IS REALLY

OHSAMl'ZMXOM *.
UO WONDER
YOU KNEW EVERY
MOVE l WADE 1

.

C?LHTE SO,
J

eTEv&'.vou /
WERE THE V
ONE P6MON
we couldn't
trust '.you're
loyalto EAern,
KsiD x dewawds
loyalty to its
own interests!
IT WAE> easy
to cover your
MOVEMENTS.,,
YOU GOT FA€>T

THE FIRST TRM>
we est- BUT
NOT THE
seconpJ

THEY FORCED ME 10 BROAD-
CAST, STE^E, AFTER HARMON
ORDERED HIS MEN. To SEtZg
THE- STATION TWO WEEKS ASO
I HAD TO DO ff , STEVE . - -WE
THREATENED TO KILL JOtsN

If i DIDN'T 1. —
«5j

EXACTLY,MCCLELLAND - - «

EXACTLY 1
, A CLEVER PLAN

,

don't you think,gentle-
men"? it v^ae e^-y TO A
HOODWINK. SMITH 1

. WE ^
CboT IHER-B BV FAST

vou ,pauM.

-73
\\^

,.,AND MOW LUNAR
STAT

»

OH IS OURel-
weye planned this a
long tme l

, earth ¥s
helpless without our.
atomic fuels', earth
w\ll-must capitulate 1

&iO THEN-TERR.&STR\AL
POWER WLLRUWE 1

.

WHAT MAKES YOU THINK SO
PRUM^ WE'RE IMPREGNABLE
HEBE 1

. THEY DON'T DARE
DESTROY LUWAP STATION 1

,

we've thought op EVERYTHING.
AND MOW THAT we've got
YOU ALL TOGETHER ,YvE'V£
HO FURTHER USE FOR. YOU 1

. ,

ALL THREE OfYOU SHALL DIE!
GifcSPlKfii FOR BREATH IN
THE CHILL VACUUM
0EYOUD LUNAR STATION.*

STRIP THEM OF THEIR.
©PACESUTS 1

, THE A\R-
LOCK, t«S WA\TlMGi\

w^-haium

N0-..NO 1
,

STEVE,,,

"he's
hAAPl

7/^~.

@UT THEH-SUOPEWCi...

you've thought T SBVZB
OF EVERYTHING , HlVAi
HARWosi l -EXCEPTiAUApn<l K-.

TAKE IT EASY, HARMON
YOU'RE SECOND FIDDLE,
NOW \ CAPTA\N NACCLELL kNQ-
TAKE THEIR GUNS 1

KEEP THEM COVERED, CAPTAIN -

WHILE \ CONTACT THE GUARO
FLEET-.., THEY'RE, WAITING
AT "THE E-QljiD^STANT POlMT
FOR THE SIGNAL \

HURRY, LAD- THERE'S
MORE OP THESE DEVILS
IN THE STATION 1 W&'VE
GOT TO TAKE THEM I



THIS DOCK. WERE,
sievs-vr LENDS TO
The control room
THROUGH am '..kner

chamber \ \uto rp

.mUeANWHILE^NTHE COUNCIL ROOM-

ne'RE TAPPED
HARMON* DO

if drum takes
over lunar
stat ^on, we'll
*LL HANG!

SHUT UP, ^
you pool! ^
Do -you suppose
I'VE PLAYED MY
LAST Cfr&DZpfcUM

MW WAVE HELPED
D£6\GN THE STATION.

BUT I'VE HAD A
few INSTALLATIONS

PUT \t\\-

WATCHU
///

COMMUNICATIONS SET

pp-eciseuvi and
EVEPY COR^. I0OR. IN

LUNfcR STATflQN
IS COVER-ED WITH
TELEVISION SP7 RWS-
SEE2 -THEY'VE JU€>T

ENTERRED THE ANTE-
ROOM TO THE CONTROL
CHAMBER 1

.BEPORE
THEY CAM SEIZE THE
CONTROL ROOM \\l
TRAP THEM- LIKE

THIS*

-liMD \H THE
ANTE-ROOM TO
THE CONTROL
CHAUB-ER,,,

WE'RE LOCKED
in'. TRAPPED'.

HARMON MUST \

HAVE HAP |

. SECRET REMOTE/
V CONTROLS > J

WE'LL HAVE TO BREAK WEllBURU OURWjbtf
!MT0 THE CONTROL CHASES' J THROU&H, CAPTA\N.!-
HARMON'S CONTROLS ARE/ THOEE WIRES, OH THE
E-ECTRONlCl HE CAN'T \
OPEN THE DOOR TO THE \
COUNCIL BOOM BECAUSE I

LOCKED rT MECH^HlCALLYl
AND HE CAN'T OPEN
THE CORSiDOC OOOES
TO RELEASE THE REST
OP THE GUARDS BECAUSE
IP HE DOES/ HE'LL HAVE
TO OPEN THE DOOR TO
THE CONTROL ROOM -

WHICH WOULD MEAN
PREE1KIG US!

WALL - THEY CARRY
THOUSANDS OP VOUT^
AT HIGH TENSION '.I'LL

MAKE A CUTTING A£C
WITH THftM!

BREAK. DOVMN THE
DOOR.2 suT- HOW,
STEVE^OUR PftTOLS

iCOULDN'T EVENDEHT
THE STEEL 1

.

SA
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JUST A. FEW MWUTES,NOW-
THERE 1.- LEND A. HAND,
CAPTAIN -, WE'LL HAVE TO

PUSH IT DOWN 1

THE MIRROR. CONTROLS-
THEV»VE BEEH REMOVED*.
HARMON WAS TAKING NO
CHANCES WHEN X S£\-Z£D

LUMAR STATION 1
*

€>teve -we've &OT TO
CONTACT THE FLEET!
THEY MUST HAVE LANDED
&V NOWlTHEY'KE CUR

LAST CHANCE \

LPoK!" they've all
LAUDED BUT THE FLAG-
SHIP \ COMMANDER.
BRECWNRIDQE MUST
&E A&OARP 1 STEVE/
DRUM CALLING %
FLAGSHIP'. COME
IN BRECKlNR\OeE!

,i

,SOARP COMMANPER &RECKINR\CXSE S
FLAGSHIP. AS STEYE /TRAPPED IN THE
CONTROL ROOM OP LUNAR STATION,

BfcLWES THE STORY- , ,

PESTRCY TUS AJJXIUARV PONSR PLANT
OP THE SOLAR MlR>ROR

(
COMMAND£Rl

1 DON'T KNOW HOW VOL) CAM Do
iTl . . , ATOMIC BOMBS AND VORTEXES
WOULD MIHMUTE THE STATlON-AND
EXPLOSIVE SHELLS au'T PENETRATE
THE RADAR SHIELD '.&JT-THERE'S
only FIVE MINUTES LEFT TILL
THE MIRROR, DESTROYS NE^

THERE'S CMtf ONE TWIWSTO^
OO-ONE thing i can do!

HELTON -JETTISON ALL
ARMAMENTSlSET COURSE
POR AUXILIARY POWER PLMT
OP THE SOLAR MIRROR I

AND -AND FULL SPEED
AHEAD!

HARMOM- LOOKl
THE FLAGSHIP 1-
IT'S MOVING'/

SO -THE GaUARD FLEET
HAS ARP-WEDlWELl^WE'RE
SAFE HERE- AND THE
SOLAR MIRROR V=> TIMED
TO DESTRCY NEW YOR.K.
WITHIN PWE MINUTES'
BRECKINRIDGE CAN'T*
ATTACK US WITHOUT HIS
QESTROV\NS THE STATION,
TOO'. AND THAT'S ONE
THING HE CAN'T GlSlO



IMMHI^^^H ^^^—MmmawmMMBa——^

&SPEED, OWV&N SV
THE WCONCEWASLE
POWEC OP ITS ROCKET
V/OT0RS,C0WMANDepl

5WP HURTLES DOWN
UPON TH£ SOLA& MK&OG'

HE'S PONE/ BUT-
rr l.NEW ywHW an
VORknfMNFOirote
SAFE/J Towy!,,..

FOOR-.'Nj

EJOURS LATER
,
WITH ORGANIZATION X UNDER GUARD, LONS LINES OF MEN LOAD THE

RETURNINjG SPACE CRM=T wrTM ATOMC RJElA, UF6BLOOD OF THE MODERN WORLD, ,

,

SB
earth's SAVRG
STEs/E'.-TUEY'KE
LOKDlMG TUB
PUEUS MOW I

AND BRECWnGHDGE SAVED VT.
JOAN* HE'LL HAVE A SETTER
fiBWE THAN THIS HOLE ON
TME MOON 1

. HE AND W6 MEN
WERE THE &KEWEST KIND OF

WEROES*

x -n;nn

AVE, LAD-HEROES\AND SO
LONG AS EARTH HAS MEN LIKE
BRECKINRIDGE AND VOU, SHE'LL
GET Along -SHB'UL SET

M.ONG

*te

^ rio
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TWfcM IWta WM. WVkE-X
MWC\PWfc«b ft VR£PKQK)\



i^g^m

[}J]0WEW^ L««St...

op wwe got ft,

LOOA Wntfl Vh.sX'QE- u?
TO'.-TMkY'Rt G»Oft*Q TO
TRML BEWS BODY W I Go UG To

\
BETTER.

THE WWHR. f .,aUT 1WE \ujppfcM \0 HAtu&iK-
^WtkRVv^-.^^^ GOO. XU^ / ^T\OU

HE'*> ;wnMfir«\cJ. L . ' ^ T-AtkU W£ l

.

"H> COMfe TViKT

MQ, CCPP<b , wo k
^U&UTLX £>uOCO- SOe^, eiRfc* VIE TVJOU&W

lot MV UMUX V»E^E UN\.UCfl

&OW& t>OwtA WtM TU£

YWVtE
, NTE UP P.X *MMlvtfe ,

<

HON I TU\H'< Y<E'Rfc THE
WLOCVX OUE«ol

1 U7AW> WVaUCS



NOTICE k G^NT VKMID 1
.

'EW?WK WW \*s THVb

cow*v woz\ ^

—

'l^W Ci^Jrs YOU MBUV^QUEEU KUO 'PQ.vM.Ct^
¥ MaouT c.i^:^? v ru -y Pscra^N* "a^LOvii to i^e

GST fc lOS^ O" TWfcU fcStelja, ^ 7 CJi V'j^v^t^ ViP lUEKt*

n^ M.L MMv^V^IM,' I HUB
>A\V£ , . ,W( JUS \ TUWmtV tU6lYW TU£ SO- I'fjtat GO\H' TO
CUltD HOVIOT3 <£LT Ufa WWO)1

"50 "U£ O&tf 2 / SofcfeTi W' *. — -



WOT bfi* HF \NM2HtO B< K
d\qty—
ItT WE.
G-GO

—

I

t)VWN SEE V VOO* *ME

HO\N? ytfc GC*H' \cO£ GOOD ,

HOWE fi LOOK1? \ \ OOViil ^CM.^S?HfcU
, OUT Of TV£ TEWPLt

UVE Ht«b WSPW! Ifl <aUKK IOOKS U lUfcOUiU TU£ YUANSt

FOOC---WSOUT \KOV4m V& J WO 1WE «6lMWC» 3UW*£„.
EA.TVW'^-GOSvV

*OVTO£R. WHK TWK *frj,V Vb

W«0—BUT ^WCTgjUJ*&



Km hK *

K<b THE. OOO^

! fl'u. pwafcaw

GOT U OlGCffilVE
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THM'Si WWK ML \GREM SCOTtTR

K'&OuT---^.lUt \YOU 1RE /I

QlWtffeE *tSCUM&\fU6Ktt
t20ttf3A GSTUUG aOfctE 1

.



HOT <SEtMC> V1&
| THE FW
ftUft.Wt*4G\

Mil BUHD.
LUCWW w

_ E<iCORT PkCfe TO fQtESOU,
*»**. BE&fc* TO «6kLU6 TVfc

VfcfcNWC* Of-

% OUT kT c&t , PfsQ. WiCM TW£
iSU^Vi'O Of- TH£ fAbftl-lKTWG UZWfcS-

FKfcS THE* (Mm ^5,

f£OU 6CUHHG "WE

Ul^O^.TUEH TUF<

«U Lfc WtftE TO
FWD T^fcCEPJL WKWKi
LIA1 Or ML.TUtX'RE
NUTS fcBOUT IK.V-

TVfc ttTOSS VW
VAfrWHG OUT Wfcfo

\NE GET fcHW* TO

WM) It LOT Of
WRBiaww, TO
WW OUT tWD k

LOT Of U2KH0-
WuH1\K(j TO SO,
BWC&6 TUY=» OLD
PfrClfK OCE^H \<j>

IS
AW KWO MH*6 RfcWCHEO "IHEia BWfc K ft* WN* lKK.„li ROWftfeQ *bQuWKZOW MlWgS

<JUO«T VtC*a* OP TWfe \ALkHD% ^TRKU&fc, ftlOOUlu^^y tUUfcfi,viSvvnc* , W*B ViO"W, TW£
W>ND V&b PWXWVJLLX OW TU£ vfca PfcWC
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PALLAS REBELLION
By W. Malcolm White

'T'HE first hint about the robot trouble on the
-1 planetoid Pallas to reach us came from that

intrepid reporter of interplanetary news, San-

dra de Long, Sandra had been on Pallas in-

vestigating the plutonium mines there.

She hadn't been on the trail of any specific

story, but just sort of writing a book about the

major asteroids and their scenic interests. Pal-

las, you know, has the only natural deposit of

pure plutonium in the solar system—outside of

the debatable and inaccessible claims made for

certain mountains on Neptune's smaller moon.
Because plutonium is the stuff from which
atomic reactors are made, it's valuable and still

pretty expensive to fabricate, even in this day

and age, two hundred and fifty years after the

Manhattan Project

Plutonium, being highly radioactive, is

mined exclusively by robots. They are directed

from the mining settlement of Valiersdorf,

where the Terrestrial technicians and reduc-

tion engineers live. Sandra had sent back two
stories about the rough-and-ready life of the

mining town—mostly pure invention, since the

pioneering days have long been past and the

hermetically enclosed town is as comfortable as

any suburban hamlet on Earth.

But Sandra had an eye for odd detail and

she had ferreted out some of the older artifacts,

and one of the worked-out pits, and had poked
her shapely nose into the robot warrens too. In

her last broadcast she had spoken of trouble

with the robots. There was a steadily increasing

number of inexplicable errors in their work.

One technician had already expressed the

thought thai the radioactivity of the mines was
impairing their mechanism

Sandra had suggested that perhaps exposure
to the vast power of the plutonium had altered

the delicate atomic charging* of the robotic

brains. Robots, as you know, are thinking be-

ings in a way—they are equipped with me-
chanical brains that can and do transact ele-

mentary reasoning, enough for their jobs. These
brains are fairly delicate and are always en-

closed in a transparent shell where their dials

and adjustments can be periodically checked.

The next thing we of the Asteroid Patrol

knew, word came that Pallas had suddenly-

gone out of communication with the rest of the

universe. Our ships were ordered there.

About our space cruiser there was plenty of

speculation about the mission. Ted Winstoc,
our commander, was specially worried, and as

his lieutenant, I knew what was bothering him.
It wasn't robot trouble, it was Sandra. They
were engaged.

When our vessels came in sight of Pallas,

everything seemed quiet. True, there was no
sign of life in the mines, the doomed town
seemed strangely silent and lightless, but

nothing was exploding.

We settled for a landing near the town, when
the first robot battery opened up on us! It was
a near thing, it was what we had expected. The
blast of an atom-heat ray just missed our ship

—had it hit us, we'd have blown up and that

would be the end of this story. But it missed,

doubtless because of inexperience and because

it wasn't a true weapon. It was a mining beam,
up-ended, and being worked as a gun.

We got out of its range and made a lafiding

in a small valley between two tiny Pallasian

stony hills.

Pallas is like the rest of the asteroids, a bare,

lifeless rocky world. None of these tiny planets

have the gravity to hold down an atmosphere,
and you can't walk about without a space mask
and your own portable air supply

Ted and I took counsel as to what to do next
The question was who had shot at us and why.
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Someone had to go out and investigate and it

would have to be us. Then Sparks came in and

told us there was a message coming in.

It was from the robots. They had announced

their independence, they were going to hold the

mines and earth crew as hostages, and they

were willing to release Sandra de Long to us

as evidence of their good faith. Sandra, they

announced, would be able to give us the dope

on their demands.

It was clear, just the same, that the brains of

the robots were cracked. Just the way the thing

was worded was proof of it. They couldn't hope
to win. Still, Ted told me, if wc could get San-

dra clear, he'd feel a tot better about dealing

with the situation. For of course we could not

make a deal with these lunatic machines.

Ted told thejobots by radio to bring Sandra

to the ship and he would meet them. They
must come unarmed. They agreed.

We didn't want Ted to chance it, but he in-

sisted. Sandra was his girl and he wasn't going

to let someone else risk her rescue. He put on

his air helmet, took his gun, and left the ship;

the rest of us watching with baited breath

from the ship's observation ports.

Coming towards the ship we could now see

a robot and it was carrying something. It came
closer. We gasped.

The metal man was carrying Sandra like a

sack of potatoes, slung under one arm! The
poor girl was wiggling and apparently yelling

for help.

Ted Winston stood like a man struck. The
sight was certainly calculated to drive him

nuts. He couldn't dare attack the robot now,

even though he could sec the thing was armed

and that if it got too close the machine-man

could probably destroy our space ships with a

good blast—or at least ground them.

Ted was in a spot, and I didn't envy him,

He couldn't dare fire,, for his shot would de-

stroy Sandra too. He couldn't dare not fire, in

spite of robot promises, because the ships and

his men were in danger. The robot had violated

its promise and was armed.

It was an old gangster trick—the helpless

hostage as a shield for the killer.

Then Ted Wirston did what we never ex-

pected. He dashed forward, raised his flame

pistol, and fired! Fired point-blank at the robot

—and at Sandra!

The robot sizzled for a moment, and then

suddenly the robot simply exploded! There

was a terrific flash and when the dust eleased,

there was only a hole in the ground and little

bits of metal and Sandra scattered about!

But Ted somehow didn't seem appalled at

what looked to us like a cold-blooded act of.

murder—how could he kill his own fiancee like

that?!

We dashed out of the ship, armed, and sur-

rounded him. And then in a few words wc un-

derstood.

Ted had saved us all. For he had recognized

the robot plot and we had not. The thing we
thought was Sandra was not her at all— it was
a cunningly constructed robot-—designed to

look like Sandra and actually loaded with

enough plutonium to blow our ship to smithe-

reens. It was the intent of the robots to hand

her over to is, to have Ted bring her aboard

our ships under the impression it was Sandra,

and there to blow ourselves up when the

dummy detonated!

But how had Ted caught wise to all this.'

Simple, when you think of it, and a robot

wouldn't think of it. They don't have to

breathe, you know. It never occurred to them

to put an air helmet on their dummy Sandra.

But Ted knew that the real Sandra couldn't

have survived out there irr the airless surface

of Pallas, couldn't have yelled as the phony

Sandra did, couldn't have been so obviously

active in the robot's clutches! So he destroyed

them both.

How wc rescued the real Sandra and the

Pallas rebellion collapsed is a story you all

know from your history books. But the story

of Ted Winston's clever act of deduction is

probably new to you.



// 7M£ £ARLY PAY'S OR fN§ £AA7H, 7H£R£ W£R£ MA^Y S7AAMS4 RACiS AW 7*/8£S
MOY/MO ACROSS 7H£ LAMP, MAN? C/7/£S A*>& CCUA/TA'tt MOH/ PORG077£M UVA£-
CORP£P> 3Y AMY ///STORY, 0£CA*/OtfALiy fAai/£ L£S£NP OR UMW7£LL/S/8L£

PARC//M£MTS /// SOMi 7/3£7AM IAMASSRY <$/Y£ A H/M7, V£ST/S£S OS T*£tX £X/$Te*/C£ ST/LL R£-
MAW AT £AS7£R /SLAMP, 4¥ T#£ PAMP Ji/MSL£S OR 0RA2/L, UMP£R TH§ aW SAWS OP 7Hf SAHA-
RA AMD 7//£ GOB/, RROM OM£ OR THOS£ LOM6-IOS7 R#ACHA*£NTS R£COy£R£D /V AN U//0£RiVAT£R

i/p//£AYAl TRAMSIA7£P 0Y A l/MGUAL £XP£RT
f
W£ SR/MS YOU 7H/f 7AL£ OA TH£ £A*7#'S

A4G*WW9, A" PAY 0ORM/M 7H£ A4/STS OR £ARTY'S 0£<$/NWf/<S , .

.

fROM HYA5 A 8AR8AR/AM-A MAM
SOAM OR r#£ Y£LiOiM-/YA/R£P
A£s/R tVtfO M/&RATEP FROM AS/A
WTO £t/ROP£, A MSAM STROPS tYfTH

MOSCL£, M/S 8RA/M A/££M /M 7rtOS£
PAYS Of SA{J~£-L/*<e SUP£RS7/T/OM
AMP SAYA(S£RY. tf/S $#/040 WAS MAP£
OR /ROM, AMP M£ LfV£P AM£> SC£PT
W7MV7'AltVAYS A7 M/S S/P£,

0U7 CROM WAS 70 &£ S*V£PT
RA&A4 7//R CARA YAMS OP M/S P£OPl £
AWAY PROM TM£ &/G YAh?S AMp 7M£
SMAG&Y PPM/£$

t
/MTO A WORIP

tW£RE ef,R£££i s!a/£> $£AC,< MAS/C
M£l.O SWAY, ftWeftg OMl Y ///S S^O^P
AAfPM'S VS/T§ STOCrp TO M£IP M/A4

M/A/gM#£ f*>C£P 7//S MCPR/3i£ PA7£
t OP. ,

.

A ,« V,,

5* 7A/£ i¥O0P£M'M/££L£D YAMS OR TAf£

R£S/R STOPP£PA7 A M/S7£P WA7£RS/0£
70 RR£SH£M /YARR/ORS AMP 0£AS7S

AL/Af£t A CY/MR/ 80H/57R/NQ 7WMSE0. .,



m»<? CAQM, ALL MM WHO M$/t£ M?rA£S/A,
W£*£ £#£M/£S, 7M£y MUST 8E KfLlSP,
TWATAY/S TA/8£ MtSNT BCCOMf *fCH

AMD PKa$P£AOU$.„

MM StfOUTS OA Mtumm S££M SUT CWf
YOUTH fiACf/YS 7M£M, THE CWMtt SfttAAM

fioXWAXP. SUT THSY HAD HSYeA AACMO
A SWOA& MAT WAS UK£ A £>AXT OF LWMT, (T
MOY££> SO SW/P7LY

/

^OWtf, fNCH BY/MCH, CAOAf
fiOl/SHTMS WAY TO A

fiOOTWG M T#£ SOAT. L//V'

//OT/C£&, /r £>fitfi7£P AA#7H£X
AND FAXTMf* fiXOM S#OX£,UHTfi
/T PiOAT£0 ALOH£ ©V Wf yAST
S£A.*>

SHMLl WA/L Of A6<W
FttOM 7H£ LAST Of
TH£ CYM/W... AHAY£*

ff£AO SLAMM/A/S &OWNON
CfiOA1...AM> CALL A
SC#£AM£P //V F£AA . ,

,



S/iVAAP &ME7ED 7tf£ SUUHt&E 8CA7.
A WM0 SPXAM6 t/P, CAtiWEO /T S*VfP7iy
PJAOUGM 7ME M/STS. Wtf/LE A SOSS/N<S

Smt LAYOVEA A EAUEN C#OM...

7ft;̂AlOM 57/AREP. tf£sA7UP, A HAN0 7&J//S
\^Y M£A0. A <SA/// 7W/STEP W$ AACE. t , A

SAVAGE, 7X/UMPtfAMT GAfN/

I PO NOT KNOW,
A WIND HAS BEEN
BLOWING, TAKING
US FOWARP
EVER SINCE
VOU FELL/

HA.'OLP ONE
is this you*
ISLANP ? ARE
THESE YoUR
WOMEN *

ALL MINE. CROM.'
AH. I KNOW SOU,
BARBARIAN. IN

THE SMOKE OF
MV HER& FIRES I

HAVE WATCHEP YOU
FJSHT. I SENT A
WINP TO BRING

TELL OTHERS THAT MAGE

M

I RELIEVE NOT IN YOUR
CHARMS ANP MAGIC.
THERE IS A TRICK TO IT.

BUT NOW I'M HESE-
WHAT WANT YoU

OF ^E ?

f<7
CROM'S BAR8AR./CMM&

T#£ OiP MA5/C/AW MfAMT
O/VIYOA'S 7HWS- TO TAKE

CPOM'S YOUN&, POH/£#El/l BO0Y
EOA> MS OWfy &Y SOME SOfiCEK-
OUS MEAtfS...
SACK, YOU CLP
PEVIL.' NO MAN
TAKES MV
STRENGTH
FROM ME '

PUT POWN YOUR
3LAPE, CROM. I
MEAN To PRINK OF
WATER- STRANGE

WATER -THAT WILL
MAKE ME AS YOUNG
AS YOU. ANP EVEN

YOUNGER. BUT SOU
MUST SRINS IT



WAT rf/SHT 3£fO%£ 7M£ AOA/VMS &*£ /V
7M£ M£AA*7M Of MS ANCt£AtT cxsne,
(HV&LJ*',7tf£ MAG/CMM SPO/CB £AG£Aiy 7C

THE FOUNTAIN HAS BEEN THERE SINCE THE
BBSIMMING OF THE EARTH, WHEN PEOPLE CAME
FROM THE STARS TO BUILP IT, SOME PAY IT WJLL

BE LOST- BlJRlEP UNDER WHAT MEt4 WILL
CALL THE SAHARA PESERT- BUT NOW

IT IS THERE- FOR ME/

THERE IS A SREAT TOWER IN THE CiTY OF
07HIR THAT SHELTERS THE FOUNTAIN.
THERE ARE SOLO ANP JEWELS ALL
ABOUT IT. TAKE ALL THE jEWEi-S ANP
<SOLQ VOU WANT. JUST 3*!NS ME THE
WATER OF YOUTH, IN THIS JUS
YOU WILL 3RJNS WITH YOU/

/WAGAOWL Of
AAG£ Xt/MMLtNS
W///B AttJSCt£-

eo#&£j> rmoAT, caom
l£AM£0 ACROSS 7tf£
#Afi£ WO&OBtf TA8L£.M
MtSMWO A 0A6G£K
et//V7££> #££>#* &/£

#0M TM£ BAABAA/AM STAG-
<S£A£D AS MIS £y£s LQCK£P

W/7W TM£ AUArt/MG CASS Of
&L& PWELF/ CftQM ptP M07 KMOW
w#A7 //y/wor/sM was - but tr
STOPPBO ///M-PAO/£ MM 8ACK.

,

.

THOR SAVE ME f

YOUR EYES...
THEY BURN,' I
CANNOT MOVE.

\WA PAZ£, CAOM STAGG£A£P
J I POWA/ TO 7MB WAT£A'S

(B £P6£ AMP CLAM8£A£P WTO
TH£ 8ULLMIPB BOAT. MOMENTS
£AT£A, /T WAS MOWMG OUT TO
S£A, TOM/AAP fABL£P OPM/R. ..

HIS EYES/ THEY KNOW SOME
TRiCK TO SAP A MAN'S WILL.
WHEN I NEXT SEE PWELP, I
SHALL NOT LOOK IN HIS EYES,
BUT AT HIS NECK-ANO AfM
SKULL-CRACKER THERE/



£AA Trie SQUARS Ofi Tri£ TOtVfA
STOOP A FLAT, IOA/S BU/LD/M&.
CAQM STAAZO A7/T M/S 8AA/M

AC/Sy, AA>£> T//&Y, ASA PAETTy WAT£A-
S/AL m*LX£& PAST eAOtf CAUGHTMEA
MTtf AM AAM'.

.

,

I HAVE MONEY .'6OL06N
PITAftS/ BUT TELL ME,..
THAT BUJLPING &EVONP
US- WHAT 19 IT ?

WORtONS 50 LATE,
MAJPEN ? PONT THE
SIRL« OF OPHIR
PANGE AfsJP^ 5lN<3 ?

^M



\JJPfPPH/A SL£PTt

H(S F/L£ AT TH£ OlPt
#C#N

baas of ms c£ll . .

.

A GQQQ LON<S CORP,..
with Tm£ PilE ATTACh^P,.
Will reach THE RoOF
OF THE TOWER. YONPER.

OA4£HTS LAT£A
t
A

F/l£ CLAMS££> OH
xy£ rrowe oaha-

/H£ATf OF TH£ SLACK
TQW£A. . PAA SG£P. . . 7t-!£rt

h£lP / AHp cAom stycs/va

PC/T/HTO TH£ MOOHL/SHT..

7 THAT mSTANT TANfT, Qu££HO£
&fiMA*

t ST/AA£P FAOM H£A
COUCH ANP WALK£P TO 7H£

W/MPOiY OF H£A &£J>ROOM t ..

/K£ A &£/<?HT£P PfHPULUM.CAOM
CATAPULT£P THAOUiSH TH£ MtStfT*

]
)$*O0T BYFOOT, CAOM M0UNTSP 7H£ TOWBA, AS Hi

J_\L PUT A HAHP ON 7ft§ £26E OF TH£ AOOF ANP
*^T> swuhg up, two Black, shaal/hs pahthbas
*AUHcHSP 7H£M$£L V£$ A T H/M /

OT CAOM WAS HALF AHfMAL H/MSBLF/
MS QABAT Mi/SCL£S TBHSBP FOA TH£
SHOCK OF TH£/A L£AP/ H/S LAUSHTBA

AAHS LOUP /H TH£ HSSHTf

HA' CQtf£ YOU &LAC<
BEaUTi6«/1'VE FGuShT
"YOUR. K\NP &EPORE
IN THE JUN6I-ES

WAALS A/Y& 8AOWLS A>UM8L£P FAaM
FuAAY THAOATS AS A1AH AHP 3£AST5

AOLL£P ACROSS TH£ TOW£R A OOF.
CLAWS AWO FAKS$- $AH* P££P. BuT CAOM
FOUSHT S/L£HTLY

a
CL£?£AL Y. .

.



\A#i£ CAQAAAOUSAtT fOA HtSt/AV 0/Y
Y/Y£ TOWEA AOOf, TAMT AAC££> sy

AAt lttfO£A&AQUH£f PASSASE /WO W£
row**,..

fo$ /SNA*QV£, OW TH* AOOA, CACrt4T4AW
AiVfCLtS CA£AAT££> #/T* *TA*AM ,' A
AAWTlM>£A SCA£AM£P Af/rs MACK

&A9K£S A#07W£A SL/A3L£P At A PASS£

A

PAAMK /rr L/A£-&LQO0S

P**VA ft/<S#7 OA STAtAS OAOAf
, AiOY£PJ AMPWW ALQNS A COA-
AJPOA . SUPP£NLYA POOA cAASH£P

QA>£A/, AW AAIAC£ SUAAPS AOOAfP OUK.

}AWMV SOAJ/UA-t/AfS/XSVaty
7M£ CMYA/AY4 OfMS S&CAP-

A/ASSP, SPYMAT 7tt£ SOFT, AO-
L/T/CAILY AAPOMTfp GUAA&S ££-
AOA£ #JM> &Y£ Of 7#£M SCA£AM£P,
TOO 4AT£ 7Q CAiL AOA #£&A .

,

WttCAflAV* M*$
\>V TAtUAAAty. CAOM

tfAlXEP ACAWAAP
///TO 7H£ C#AM6£A\
of mm AOIWTA/A/. .

.

TH6 PATH
15 OPEN/

AAQS/

I DlP IT/ I DIP WHAT
NO MAN LIVINtf OR
PEAP COuLQ OOf I
MM£ UNAIPEP TO
THE FOUNTAIN OP
ETERNAL TtoUTH/

-

A

m TrtSN-A CAY tAOKt
fAOM /Y/S UPS/ A CAYPA
tfOAAoA A/tP A£AOL€tONA

///? £Y£S *Y/P£#£P tot A£Al/ZA7/0A
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The Shipwrecked

BOGEY MAN
There really was a big green bogey man in Peter's bedroom

. . . and nobody would take any notice. So how could you

expect a little boy like Peter to keep the monster from

making unearthly atomic machines from the toys in the closet?

By Lloyd Williams

OTHER'S VOICE
was savage. "Now
I don't want to

hear one more peep
from you tonight V*

And she snapped

Foe a minute Peter dared not stir

in the bed. She had waited outside the

door to listen. Then, "Remember,
now!" she called, and he heard her

go down the hall.

He looked over in the corner. You
off the light and could see the Bogey Man now, he

slammed the door behind her. shone green in the darkness. The

j&X&iif^ttytiJhim ~ ~
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luminous green body uncoiled and
faced outward from the wall, hands
away from eyes, and stared down at

the scattered pieces of Meccano,
Peter was suddenly frightened. "It

wasn't me, I didn't do it" he called.

The big green-and-yellow eyes turned

toward him. "No !" he whispered, "It

wasn't me; . .
."

No sounds came from downstairs.

Dad wasn't home yet, and Mother
must be reading. If only Jimmy were
around! But Jimmy was away at

boarding school and his room next

door was empty.
The Bogey Man looked at him, and

he could not call out.

Then the eyes turned away, the

body crouched on the floor, and he

heard the pieces of his toy builders'

set being gathered together. He
moyed his head over to the side of

the bed and watched. Click-click,

green hands picked up the metal rods

and fastened them in place. He heard

the screw-driver at work, and saw
only vague movement in the darkened

room. Click-click! How can he see,

Peter wondered. The big eyes turned

toward him again and he felt drowsy.

He wanted to move, to ask questions,

but he was dead tired, too sleepy. . . .

In the morning, first thing, Peter

ran to his toy cupboard. Yes, there

was the Meccano, packed away on the

first shelf. He took out the box and
opened it. All the pieces were in

place, each group tied in the right

tray. It was just like the other morn-

ings, there was nothing to see. Why
doesn't he leave me something built,

thought Peter. And as he shut the

cupboard door he looked into the

shadowed corner.

At breakfast Dad made fun of him.

"Well, me lad," he said, "I under-

stand yoit have a visitor."

"I do!" said Peter. "Mother doesn't

believe me but I do."

"He's all green and can't be seen,"

said Dad, and chuckled.

Peter felt muddled and lonely. "He
doesn't like the light and you can
only see him in the dark," he said.

"Naturally! He's transparent but
slightly fluorescent."

"Now Ralph," said Mother, "That's
no way to talk. You mustn't encour-
age Peter to go on. The main thing
is—"

"Really! After all, I didn't invent

this monster, Sylvia."

"The main thing is to stop Peter
from walking around and playing
when he should be in bed. You must
talk to him seriously, Ralph!"
"Now look here," said Dad, "I was

not here when it started, was I?"
"No. Of course you weren't! You

never are when anything difficult

comes up. Always off on a trip."

Mother stood up. "The whole load

falls on me. Oh, I'm so tired of it

all."

"Wait, Sylvia." Dad got up, too.

"Forget what I said. I know it's hard
for you. . .

." As she left the room he

called, "I'll get to the bottom of this

and fix it up, do you hear?"
Peter started to eat his egg hur-

riedly.

Dad looked at him sternly. "Fun's

fun," he said, "But Mother tells me
you're out of bed every night now,
playing with your toys instead of

sleeping."

"It's not me," he wanted to say, but

Dad cut in, "And there's no use blam-

ing it all on this little green man.
Look, my boy, you're too old for

things like this. You must stop being

a baby and think of your mother."

"Aw gee, Dad!" said Peter. "It's

the truth. Honest. I'll show you if
—

"

"No ! . . . Stop that ! You get off to

school now, but tonight we're going

to have a serious talk about this."

"Please, Dad. It'll only take a min-

ute. Come upstairs and I'll show you.

Honest!"
But when he opened the cupboard

door Dad didn't look quickly enough.



Peter glanced up and saw that he had what I mean! What happened to it?"
failed, "Don't you see the green?" he He waited there as Mother ran out
asked, "Irook!" And he swung the from the kitchen. Dad was moving
door to and fro, three times in sue- the radio around and grumbling,
cession. "Why there's a tube missing {"

Dad straightened up. "You go to shouted Dad. "That little devil,

school," he said, "I'll see you to- Peter ran back upstairs and went
night." quickly to the cupboard. Now he was

It was no use. in for it! Jimmy's box, the tools, the
That night he was sent to bed mass of wires—he piled them together

early, and the light bulb was removed and gathered them up in his arms.
from its socket. "My flashlight," he What about the radio thing? Too late

suggested, and they took it away too. —they knew about that. He took the
"You can't do much fooling around rest and hid them under the bed in

now," said Dad. Jimmy's room. Now Dad was shout-
So he lay in bed and waited while ing something at the foot of the stairs

the room grew darker and the house and Mother was talking low, plead-
became quiet. His eyes were fastened ing. He ran back for the Meccano box,
on where the toy cupboard rested emptied all the pieces from it under
against the wall. He heard a scraping Jimmy's bed, and put the box in his

noise. Something moved in the cup- own cupboard again. He threw the
board. There was a snap—the little radio tube on his floor and started
door opened, and the green, froglike down for breakfast,

man was crouched down and backing Dad was coming up the stairs. He
onto the floor. went past Peter into the room and
The Bogey Man carried something picked up the tube. "Well!" he said.

out with him—the builders' set—and "Just as I thought Don't think that's

put it down. He opened it, and turned at all funny, Peter."

towards Peter. The big eyes looked And later, as he got up from the
at Peter for a long time, a long, long breakfast table, Dad said, "Hold on,
time, . , . my boy. I'm going to put an end to

your playing around in the middle
TTHIEN he examined the cupboard of the night. It's got to stop. . . .

VV next day, Jimmy's chemistry Understand?"
set was lying on top of his own Mec- Peter was silent,

cano box. And packed neatly away "Tonight you sleep locked in your
behind were some of Dad's tools—he room. We're taking all your things
saw the soldering iron—and what out from there, d'you hear?"
looked like pieces from the radio. "Yes, sir," said Peter.

Peter grew frightened. "No," he "All right. Away you go."
whispered. "You shouldn't do that. When he came in from school that
I'll get in trouble/' He reached in for afternoon his room looked bare. His
Jimmy's box and then drew back. The comb and toothbrush were left on the
Bogey Man mightn't like it. dresser, the towel still hung over the
He was halfway downstairs, badly radiator. Everything else was gone,

worried, when Dad's shout came. He looked in the games cupboard. All
"What the devil's wrong with this his stuff had been removed, even his

damn thing!" skates and helmet, and of course the
"What do you mean, Ralph?" called box of Meccano. But far at the back,

Mother. as he closed the door, there seemed
"The radio, dammit all! That's to be a flicker of green..



Peter rushed down the hall into
Jimmy's room and looked under the
bed. He sighed with relief—they were
just as he'd left them.
Nobody was around. It took him

two trips to carry everything away,
and he hid the lot underneath some
things in his clothes closet. When it

was done he felt safe for the first

time that day.

Dad took a last look around, every-

where, before he locked Peter in at

bedtime. "Understand now, Peter," he
said, "I'm going to be listening to-

night. I dorft want to spank you, but
I will if you make me."
"Yes, Dad."
"Nighty-night, old boy."
"'Night, Dad."
Then the key turned and he was

alone.

PETER didn't go to sleep. He
waited until the house was quiet

and then, as silently as possible,

climbed out of bed. It was awful,

leaving behind the protection of his

covers, but he had to do it. He felt

naked and defenseless as he crossed

the room, and the squeaking of the

closet door scared him terribly. All

the same, he did what he must—un-

covered the pile of things hidden be-

neath the clothes and carried it all

out onto the floor.

There ! The whole lot was all right.

As he handled things he checked in

his mind. The chemistry set, tools,

building pieces, wires—everything !

His worries were over, he could go
back to bed.

He took one step and then froze

in sudden terror.

The radio piece!

He'd forgotten the tube!

Coldness crept over Peter and he
began to shake. He couldn't move,
couldn't think. Realization of failure

made him sick, and he didn't know
what to do.

It was all so stupid. He'd meant to

take Jimmy's radio, the one Jimmy
wasn't allowed at school, and which
was in the dresser drawer in the next
room. Nobody would have known.
He'd planned to bring it in with the
rest of the stuff.

And he'd forgotten.
Peter went over to the door and

tried it. No use, it was locked. There
was no way out. He'd have to stay
and wait for

—

He grabbed the handle and shook
hard. The door rattled. He couldn't
stay in here! Not without a radio
tube. A coldness came adl over his

skin and he got set to shout.
Dad would kill him if he shouted.

It would be terrible. He remembered
Dad's face in the morning.
With a moan of fear Peter slipped

to his knees at the door. He couldn't

do anything. Not a thing.

Snap!
Horrified, he looked behind him.

Yes, it was the cupboard door. The
Bogey Man ! He tried to take his eyes
away, and couldn't. He couldn't move.
He crouched there and watched the
gleaming body back out of the cup-
board.

Over to the pile on the floor went
the green figure. It bent down and
for some minutes examined the things
Peter had placed there, The luminous
fingers turned over piece after piece,

and all the while Peter waited in ter-

ror for the discovery.

Impatiently the Bogey Man scat-

tered the pile about the floor. The
figure came erect, glanced again at

the objects around its feet, and then
Peter saw the huge glowing eyes turn
full upon himself. Now, he thought

—

Now!
Time stopped. Nothing happened.

Then, slowly, with no noise, the

Bogey Man moved toward him. The
green-and-yellow eyes came closer,

became immense in size—they filled

Peter's world. And without knowing
why, or even when it had happened,
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Peter found himself without fear.

The green man was beside him, those
eyes were on a level with his own,
and there was no menace, no sugges-

tion of danger. He watched one glim-

mering hand reach past him, saw the

little piece of metal pushed into the

lock of the door—then there was a
click, and he knew the door could be
opened.

When he went to get Jimmy's
radio the little man crouched in a
corner with eyes averted from the

hall light. Silently Peter returned

with his burden, shut the door, and
climbed back into bed. Inside, he felt

relief and pride—he was all right

now, and he had done well.

AS HE LAY there a sense of in-

timacy with the Bogey Man grew
in his mind. He watched the green

body crouched on the floor, hands
moving busily, and the room seemed
a warm and friendly place. Thoughts
drifted into his mind—he, too,

seemed to be out on the floor, working
with feverish haste. Before him the

apparatus grew. . . . Fit this bar here,

across the frame. Fine ! Now the fields

interlock at the point, so the next

conductor. . . . A-ah. There also must
the crystal be mounted, or so it

seemed, and he glanced aside at the

bath in which it was growing.

It made no sense to him, and yet it

did. Words and pictures were in his

mind. They were unfamiliar, totally

so, yet for an instant they meant
something. It was the ship, of course.

Or a sort of a ship, you might even

call it an escalator. That was what
the apparatus was for.

Lucky the chemicals were available

for that crystal bath. That's the way
it went, though, you expected that.

And just for luck—in case things

went wrong and you had a shipwreck
—why you carried a seed crystal with
you. They were unobtainable ex-

cept. . . ,.

Peter understood about the wreck.
The Bogey Man didn't want to be
here. It was an accident, or maybe
an enemy at home. Anyhow . . . now
the multiplier. Not the same tube as
last night, this one would do though.
Hook it into the field-guide frame-
work and test for gravitational direc-

tion. . . .

There

!

He watched while the horn-shaped
crystal was lifted from the bath and
measured. Good enough—just two ad-
justments to make in the circuit con-
stants and perhaps. . . . Wait! One
last check over •the whole setup. , . .

Peter's head was down on the pil-

low. It was almost morning, his whole
body was desperately tired, but he
must stay awake—just a little longer.

Everything was ready now. Soon it

would be good-bye. Peter fought his

body into sitting position. A friend

was going away, beyond his reach
forever, and he wanted to watch. He
must see it all, the whole thing, and
hug it in his memory.
The green hand slipped a plug into

the wall outlet, and all eyes in the

room turned toward the apparatus.

They waited anxiously. ... It should
work.
Down the hall a door opened. There

was the sound of feet, and Peter

tensed. What was Dad doing?
The green figure stood erect, mo-

tionless. Only the one, shuffling noise

could be heard. Closer, closer. . . .

Then Peter relaxed. The bathroom,
Dad was going there.

Outside there was a jarring noise,

a glass smashed on the floor, and he
could hear Dad*s low, grumbling
tones. Stubbed his toe, thought Peter,

and he was filled with relief. They
were still all right, nobody would
come in.

A new yellowish glow caught his

eye and he looked back to the center
of the room. Exultation arose in him

(Continued on page 110)
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noted almost unconsciously, there
were no beads of condensation upon
the smooth surface of the glass. It

offended his sense of the fitness of
things. This minor irritation served
to drag his mind away from the irrev-

ocable past, back to the things in the
here and now.
He looked around him, trying to

find something of glamor in his sur-

roundings, something of interest,

something to shake him out of the
black mood into which he had fallen.

But this was, he thought, the drab-
best world to which he had ever come
in all his long career as an interstel-

lar navigator. The drabbest world,
and the drabbest people. Outside—
the mud, and the low, unlovely
buildings, and the eternal mists that

forever drenched this small, unim-
portant planet and forever hid from
view its dim, ruddy sun. And inside

—a reaction from the all-pervading
humidity.

The Martian Room they called it,

this place in which he was spending
this evening of his shore leave. The
Martian Room—and in all probability

he, alone of all those present, was the

only one who had ever visited that

planet. But the name Mars was a part

of the language of Man no matter
where he might be, no matter upon
which of the Man-colonized worlds in

even the remotest sectors of the Gal-
axy he might be living. For Mars had
been the first world other than his

own to hear the thunder of his rock-
ets, had been the first world outside
of Earth on which he had lived, and
died—and been born. Tenacious is the
memory of the race, and long the

memory of those early struggles be-
fore ever the interstellar drive had
been conceived. And so it is that in

the language of Man, anywhere, the
word Mars has become synonymous
with dryness.

Save for the fact that he would
have required neither furs nor res-

pirator, a Martian colonist could have
found no fault with this Martian
Room. The air was dry, dry, with an
aridity that tickled the skin and
rasped the throat. The walls were
cunning three dimensional murals of

desert, and flimsy, attenuated cacti,

and low red sandstone cliffs. Over-
head a white, shrunken Sun, together
with a few of the brighter stars,

blazed in an almost indigo sky.

And the music was dry, arid, a dead
rustle of strings and a brittle rattling

of drums. The dancer on the little

stage had consummate skill, had
grace of a sort. But she was—or so

thought Pierre Leclerc—no more than
a sere, withered leaf drifting aim-
lessly before the wind, before the
Autumn wind, down-whirling into

drab and dusty oblivion.

Leclerc shuddered, looked away
from the stage. He thought almost
longingly of his cosy cabin aboard
Pegasus, of the warm wardroom, of

the pleasant company of his ship-

mates who had been too lazy, or too
wise, to brave the damp misery o£ the
night for the sake of such dubious,
over-priced pleasures as this unim-
portant city of an unimportant planet

had to offer. Leclerc sipped his wine,
shrugged his shoulders almost imper-
ceptibly. He knew that the mood
which was robbing his evening of en-

joyment would have done so any-
where, in almost any company.
And there was no company here

that would, or could, interest him. His
uniform—that of an officer of one of
the rare interstellar ships—had at-

tracted attention, would have served

as sufficient introduction at any of the

other tables. But he had already re-

jected overtures of friendship, had
refused invitations to join parties.

The men in the place were a pallid,

bloodless lot, withered almost, deadly
drab. They must, thought Leclerc,

smiling faintly at the conceit, breathe
through silica gel filters. . . .



The women, would have been—pos-
sible. But there was something blatant
about them, some hint of a desperate
hunger, that repelled him. He was
very much of the cat this night

—

Kipling's cat that walked by its wild
lone through the wild, wet woods. He
sat by himself, small, dark and self-

sufficient, cloaked with an arrogance,

a prickly inviolability, that hid a

nameless, indefinable need.

LECLERC looked away from the

stage, looked towards the door.

Something, not quite presentiment,

not quite hope, had told him that,

just possibly, somebody of impor-

tance might be coming in. He dis-

trusted the extra-sensory warning,
sneered at himself for heeding it, yet

looked. And the attendant at the door,

uniformed in a flimsy imitation of

Martian furs and breathing mask,
flung it open.

The woman entered first, and, a

pace or so behind her, the two men.
She was tall, this woman, and silver-

blonde, and she carried herself like a
queen. The face was too strong for

conventional prettiness, and the
mouth too wide, the cheekbones too

prominent. The skin of her shoulders

was in dazzling, creamy contrast to

the black gown that did little to hide

the well rounded, graceful strength of

her figure.

The two men, also, were in black,

but their clothing, although absolute-

ly plain, had all the severity of a uni-

form. And they were armed; from
belted holsters protruded the butts

of some kind of hand weapon. They
walked warily, but with something of

the arrogance of the professional

bully. Their pale eyes shifted con-
tinually in their pale, hard faces and
their hands never strayed, far from
the pistol grips of their weapons.
An obsequious waiter fluttered be-

fore the woman, led her to a vacant
table not far from Leclerc's, She said,

"Yes, this will do," and sank into the
chair that had been pulled out for
her. Her voice was cold, and clear,

and gave the impression of perfect
control. The two men—bodyguards?
—took stations behind her chair. One
of them glared at Leclerc, who real-

ized that he must have been taking
an unmannerly interest.

But he wasn't the only one. The
music was still playing, the dancer
was still jerkily posturing on the

little stage, but all the little back-
ground noises of the place, the tinkle

of glasses, the low murmur of con-
versation, the occasional shuffle of

feet, had died. There was a tension in

tlie air, a hushed expectancy, and. . . .

The darkness came with the impact
of a physical blow. It came with the
vicious crackle of hand weapons, was
broken, briefly and terrifyingly, by
livid stabs and bursts of flame. There
was the crashing of overturned tables

and chairs, there were shouts and
screams. Somebody was trapped
among the percussion instruments of
the orchestra, and the wild clashing
of cymbals matched and augmented
the growing panic
There was the smell of ozone.
There was the smell of burning.
And there was another smell, dank,

dead yet alive, sickly sweet.

Somebody found the light switch.

The glare of the concealed lights, of
the imitation Sun in the high ceiling,

was dazzling, painful. It showed con-
fusion, terror, smashed glassware,

overturned furniture, frightened peo-
ple cowering behind the pitifully in-

adequate cover of chairs and tables.

It showed charred, still smouldering
scars on floor and walls and ceiling.

Lee 1ere got unsteadily to his feet.

The shooting seemed to be over—and,

it seemed, those who had been doing
the shooting would never shoot again.

The two men in black were sprawled
upon the floor, motionless. Their still-

smoking blasters were grasped in
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their hands, but those hands looked,
somehow, very dead, Leclerc was
curious. And he wondered, too, where
the woman was. She had not looked
the type to 'bolt for cover as soon as

trouble started. And she had not

looked the type to desert her friends,

or servants, whatever they had been.

He went down on his knees beside

the nearest of the two bodyguards,
turned the body over from a prone to

a supine position. It was limp in his

hands, cold. The face was unmarked,
but the man had died in a spasm of

pain and fear that had contorted the

features into a terrifying mask.
The spaceman shuddered, turned

away from the unpleasant sight. He
found himself looking at the polished

surface of the table at which the

woman had been sitting. It was misted
faintly with some dampness that was
fast vanishing' in the dry air. And
scrawled in the mistiness were words,

fading fast, but still barely legible.

"Follow," he read. "Mount Tannen-
burg. . .

.*'

And that was all.

And then the police arrived and
took charge.

LECLERC stood in the muddy
road outside Police Headquar-

ters, It was dark, and the street lamps
were mere, diffuse blurs of light, con-

fusing rather than aiding vision. The
air was full of the not unmusical
sound of water trickling from roofs

and walls, along the deep gutters on
either side of the roadway. A heli-

copter threshed overhead, flying low,

audible but invisible.

The navigator thought of walking
to the nearest automatic beacon and
calling an air taxi to take him back
to the spaceport, to his ship, but it

was only a half-hearted desire and it

took no great effort of will for him
to overcome it.

His mood, in the main, was one of
indignation. He had been ready, as a

matter of course, to help the local
police force in their investigation of
the murders and the kidnaping, but
he had first been treated as a suspect
and then snubbed, insulted.

So, he thought bitterly, / am to
mind my own business. I am to go
back to my ship and stay there. I am
to take orders from a fat, hick po-
liceman. ... He grinned. If he'd had
the manners to provide me with
transport back to the ship I might
have gone. . . , Now. . . ,

His grin faded. What, he wondered,
was he to do? What could he do?
A figure loomed out of the fog,

stopped before him. From beneath a
weatherproof cowl peered a woman's
face. The woman said, "It is you. The
little officer from the interstellar

ship. I hoped I would find you here."
Leclerc bowed.
"You have found me, Mademoi-

selle," he agreed amiably. "What

"Just this. What did Alina write
on the table?"

"I would suggest that you call in

there," he gestured towards the dim-
ly lighted doorway from which he
had come, "to enquire."

"You know, or should know, how
much use that would be. But others
in the Martian Room saw writing on
that table, although you were the only
one close enough to read it before it

faded. They saw you read it. What
was it?"

Leclerc countered with another
question.

"Have you a Spurling?" he asked.

"Or any kind of flying machine, with
maps and instruments? It is too late

to think of hiring one at this time of

night, even if I had the necessary
money on me for the deposit. . .

."

"You didn't answer my question."

"Lend me something that flies, and
I will."

The woman smiled. In the r dim
light Leclerc saw that it was a hard
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smile, and reckless, yet not unattrac-
tive. And her voice, when she replied,

had softened. She said:

"I can see that you want to help
Alina. Very well, you shall. But you
must let me know what it was that

she wrote."

"I will, when I'm sure that you're

on the same side as I, as she. I feel

that the message that she left was
for me, and that I should be letting

her down if I passed it on to the

wrong people. I feel, somehow, that

I have done so already. Those police-

men— I did not trust them. , .
."

"How right you were. But—what
was the message?"

"I told you my terms."

"Very well"
*

She raised her right hand. Leclerc,

fearing a weapon, jumped back, but

it was only a small silver whistle that

she held, that she brought to her lips.

Hardly had its thin, sweet blast

sounded than a dozen forms mate-
rialized out of the mist, rushed in

upon him from all sides. He tried to

fight, but when his first blow landed

he automatically checked himself.

His reason told him that this was
one of the occasions when it would
be in order to strike a woman, but
by the time that his natural chivalry

saw sense it was too late for him to

do anything about it. His captors, all

women, hustled him away from the

dangerous vicinity of Police Head-
quarters, down a side turning. There
was something standing there, some-
thing huge and dim with great,

spreading vanes. He was pushed into

the cabin, shoved on to a seat with
three of the women piled on top of

him. Under its whirling vanes the

'copter lifted.

"All right, girls," said the pilot,

"let him up now. But keep him cov-

ered."

Leclerc, disheveled and embar-
rassed, levered himself to a sitting

position. He looked into the pilot's

cabin, saw by the dim light from in-

struments and radar screen that the

woman who had met him outside Po-
lice Headquarters was at the controls.

Her face was serious, grim. She
turned to face him and said, "I'm
sorry, but there's no time to lose.

Really, there's not. You must believe

me,
"Where are you going now?"
"To the airport. I—we—have a

Spurling there. After that, you give

the orders."

"Mount Tannenburg," said Leclerc

suddenly.

"All of five thousand miles," said

the woman. "We must hurry." Then,
"She should have told us, but she

liked playing a lone hand. And she

should have known that those two
pet gorillas of hers were no protec-

tion."

THERE was surprisingly little de-

lay at the airport. There were,

of course, the inevitable forms to fill

in, the inevitable questions to answer.

But the sleepy officials on duty

seemed to see nothing strange in a

visiting spaceman being dragged off

on an aerial sightseeing trip by his

hostesses. Nor, in fact, was there.

Leclerc had known parties with much
wilder aftermaths.

The Spurling rose vertically on its

turret drive, then leveled off. The
lights below them faded fast into the

mists. There was mist above them, all

around them. The woman—the boss

woman was how Leclerc was thinking

of her—busied herself at the controls,

setting the course for Mount Tannen-

burg. Then, with the automatic pilot

functioning sweetly, she came aft into

the main cabin. She said, "My name
is Marilyn Hall."

"And mine," said Leclerc, "is Le-

clerc, Pierre Leclerc, . .
." He slightly

accented the given name.
"These five others, Leclerc," said

Marilyn, "are Peters, Magrath, Fan-
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tozzi, Andrevitch and Connor. . .
." Just a Junior Meteorologist in the

The spaceman bowed to the women, Weather Bureau. But we were rather
thinking that Marilyn Hall might badly in love. You know what it's

have told him their names more fully, like, or don't you? You make plans
Not that It mattered. At a time like for the future, either absurdly am-
this social niceties were unimportant, bitious ones or very sensible, strictly

He concentrated his attention on down-to-earth ones. But, whichever
Marilyn Hall, rather liking what he way, it's fun. And you get to the
saw. She was a re-dhead, with good stage where conversation isn't really
teeth, an almost translucent skin and a necessary and some kind of limited
sprinkling of freckles. Her figure was telepathy comes into operation, and
good, and her dress was not trying it's all a matter of feeling rather than
very hard to conceal the fact, speaking and hearing. . . .

He said, "Now, what cooks?" "Then, quite suddenly, he changed.
"It's not too long a story, Leclerc, It was hard to define, that change,

and we'll have time to tell it prop- but that beautiful sense of oneness
erly. These ladies here, and myself, was gene. And I sensed that he was
and, of course, Alina Rae, are mem- giving me his time, his precious time,
bers of a more or less secret society, more out of loyalty than because of
Alina was our president. We haven't love. He just wasn't interested any
bothered with any fancy names. We've longer. And yet, try as I might, I

had our passwords, of course, we've couldn't discover any rival. Not any
had to have them. We've had to work human rival.

underground. And the only men who "I suppose that between me and

—

have, officially, known of our exis- whatever it was he must have been
tence have been those two body- in a little, private hell of his own.
guards of Alma's. And perhaps I helped to stoke the
"But I may as well start at the be- fires up a little. Anyhow, one fine

ginning. This world, as you prob- morning he stepped over the parapet
ably know, has been colonized for of the Met. Bureau observation
about two hundred years. When we tower, and that was that,

came here it was, to all intents and "I—oh, skip it. It doesn't matter,

purposes, just a dead ball of inorganic But I began to find that I wasn't the

matter revolving around its primary, only one who'd been through that

And yet conditions were suitable for particular mill. There's Alina Rae

—

life as we know it. So plant and ani- her husband's still alive, still around,

mal life were imported together with but he wants nothing of her. There
the first human colonists. are our friends here, and all the other

"It isn't—wasn't—a bad world. You, women, some in our organization,

I know, wouldn't think much of it, some not. But we—those of us who
ever. But it's what we're used to. We organized—have been investigating,

were happy here. Until. . .
." And we've found. . . . We've found.

. . . How can I tell you? You'll think

HER face clouded. Leclerc watched us mad
her hands, her fists clenching and "Leclerc, you've traveled. You've

unclenching. He wondered what it been everywhere. Can there be such
was that she hated so. The viciousness a thing as an intelligent gas—and
in her last few sentences had rather could it take the form of a woman?
shocked him. A desirable woman?"

"I was to be married," she said. "I don't know. I've never heard of
"Oh, he was nothing wonderful, it, but that need not mean that there's
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no such thing. There are the gaseous a woman can do—will ever change it.

entities of Fomalhaut VIII, and they And even when the men realize their
have sexes, of a sort. But it seems to ... guilt, the power of these living
be a matter of electrical attraction mists is enough to stifle any impulse
and repulsion so far as the scientists they may have towards faithfulness
can make out. Some of the entities or decency.
carry a negative charge, and some a "Well, we worked. It was dull

positive. There's some kind of union, work, checking and rechecking, fol-

with thunder and lightning—oh, it's lowing every conceivable lead. We
all very much according to the hand- had to find out where these things
books of physics. But it seems to work came from. And we had, too, to main-
at least as well as our way of doing tain secrecy, for we could no longer
things does." trust any of the men of this world.
"So it is—possible. Now, this is "You haven't been here long enough

what we know. One of our members to feel the dreadful atmosphere of

walked out on her husband. She sex antagonism, of fear and hostility,

walked out, but she left something yet I assure you that it is very real,

behind in the apartment. A concealed It is a poison that is making our lives

camera, set to start up as soon as her a misery. It is a poison that will mean
husband came in that night. The film, the end of the race on this planet and
at first, was boxing, just a man alone on other worlds if it spreads. You
in the house, doing all the silly things haven't been infected yet. You, with
that men do when they're alone. And your experience, might be able to help
then he did something exceptionally us. . .

."

silly. He opened the window, sat "I will,** promised Leclerc. **To the

down by the open window in his easy best of my ability. But your leader,

chair. Alina? What had she found?"
"The fog came in, of course, and "We know now. She had discovered

something more than the fog. It was where these . . . things come from.

a dim, shimmering shape—it could And that knowledge must be impor-
have been roughly human in form, but tant, otherwise she would never have
that isn't important. It seemed, ac- been taken as she was. There had
cording to the film, to have its own been attempts before at killing her,
luminosity. But I wish that we could but they had been made by men, ii

have seen it as he seemed to be seeing you could call them men, by poor
it. I wish that any of us could bring crazed creatures completely domi
such a look to a man's face. It settled nated by the evil thing from Tannen-
around him, that cloud of gas or burg. Two of them we handed ovet
whatever it was, as he sat in his chair, to the authorities, and we don't know
And that was all there was to it. After what happened to them. The third

a while it went, and left him sleeping, one we questioned ourselves. He was
"That was just the beginning. But, stubborn. And he . . . died, . .

"

with that as a guide, we found out Leclerc shivered a little. He felt

that these . . . mist people, or what- that this was a war in which any per-
ever they are, were responsible for all son of sense would remain neutral,

of our miseries. Once a man has He knew women—and, knowing them,
known them he forgets us. No, not was inclined, in his heart of hearts,
forgets, perhaps, but his attitude is— to fear them The old poet who had
how shall I put it?—one of contemp- made the crack about the female of
tuous toleration. Nothing that we can the species being deadlier than ttoe

do—and you should know how much male had been right.
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F̂)RWARD, in the pilot's cabin, a blasted out of the sky, Leclerc, but
buzzer started to sound. Marilyn we have every intention of getting

Hall stiffened abruptly, then hurried to Tannenburg. Better hold on. I'm
to her controls. Leclerc went with her. going upstairs !"

One radar screen showed the terri- The man staggered as the Spurl*
tory over which they were flying, ing's nose lifted sharply. He clutched

lakes and forests and, at wide inter- the back of the pilot's seat, yet still

vals, the geometric regularities of had difficulty in maintaining his bal-

towns. Other screens covered the ance. Then, with dazzling abruptness,

ship's surroundings in the vertical it was light. The ship had burst from
plane. And tt was on one of these the eternal mists, into the thin air

screens that a speck of light was above the everlasting overcast. Astern
steadily expanding. of them the ruddy sun was lifting

"Right astern,*' whispered the girl, over a vast, unbroken sea of red-

"Fifty miles and coming up fast!" tinged cloud. He looked aft. A long

"Can we get any more speed out way away, still slightly below them,

of this crate?" asked Leclerc. was something from which the sun's

"No. And that'll be a police ship almost level rays were reflected in

after us, and nothing on this world silver Are.

can outrun them. . .
.*' Still the Spurling climbed. And it

The wail of a siren burst from the seemed to Leclerc that the police ship

Spurling's receiver, swelled, filled the was lagging, was losing altitude. It

cabin with panic inducing waves of puzzled him,

sound. It ceased abruptly, and then Marilyn Hall, sensing his bewilder-

a clipped, official sounding voice said, ment, laughed. "This ship," she said,

"Calling ship ZX509. Calling ship "belongs to Fantozzi here. Her hus-

ZX509. Heave to. Heave to at once, band is rich—too much money. And,

Marilyn Hall and Pierre Leclerc, Nav- frankly, our Lisa is a little bit of a

igator of the interstellar ship Pega- snob. No locally made plane was good

sus, wanted for questioning!" enough for her. She had to have an

Leclerc went to the microphone. He imported model. And the most ex-

said slowly, "Leclerc here. I question pensive imported models are those

your jurisdiction over an Officer of from Castor IV. What do you know
the Federation. . .

." of Castor IV?"
The speaker laughed nastily. Le- Leclerc thought, hard. He tried to

clerc could picture the fat police offi- remember his one visit to that world,

cial with whom he had already had many years ago. He succeeded in re-

dealings chuckling over his micro- calling to his mind's eye a vision of

phone. The tinny voice said, "I pack barren, desolate rocks, relieved here

my jurisdiction in six launching and there by the glittering, crystal-

tubes. We'll stand for no nonsense, line domes of the human cities. He
Are you heaving to?" saw the black sky, the intolerably

"No I" declared Leclerc. Then, over bright sun, the unwinking stars. He
his shoulder to the girl, '<How far?" said, slowly and doubtfully, "No
"Thirty miles. Still outside the . surface atmosphere ... no use for

range of their weapons." regular planes, ..."
"And about nine hours flying time "And rocket drive for above-sur-

till to Tannenburg?" face transport. The Castorians have
"Correct,** modified the hull design of their ex-

"So. . .
.** port model Spurlings, but not the

"So we have no intention of being drive. Our Police Department sticks
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to locally manufactured ships and
ram jets. Given an atmosphere in

which to work their athodyds are

fast, fast. But we have the heels of

them now."
"They've given up," called one of

the women.
"No," said Marilyn. "They'll be

waiting for us at Mount Tannenburg."

THEY were waiting at Mount Tan-

nenburg. The police ship that had
chased them was there, and half a

dozen others. One hovered on its tur-

ret drive directly above the twenty

thousand foot peak, the others main-

tained a constant patrol over the

surrounding terrain. Marilyn Hall

picked them up on her screens when
she was still outside the maximum
range of any of their weapons. She
sat over her controls, frowning.

Leclerc, in the co-pilot's chair,

looked at her worried face, asked
himself what she was going to do,

what she could do. And it wasn't as

though they knew where to go, what
to look for. A message scrawled on
a misted table top carried compulsion
and conviction when it was first read,

but it had told almost nothing.

This Mount Tannenburg was too

big, the area covered by it far too

vast. The very peak, perhaps, was
what had been meant? But this much
was certain, there could be no false

.choices. Once landing had been
effected the police ships would be

down on them like starving vultures

on carrion. Provided, that is, that they
weren't shot to pieces on their way
to a landing. . . .

Leclerc stared at the radar screen

covering the surface below them. He
noticed that one little spot on the

western slopes of the mountain
glowed more brightly than anything
around it, stood out like a spark of
pallid fire in the green-glowing fluo-

rescence. He said, a little doubtfully,

"Metal "

"So what?" snapped the woman.
"I do not know," said Leclerc slow-

ly, "if the famous female intuition is

working or not, but mine is. It seems
to me that one would hardly find

such a large concentration of pure

metal in nature. Its existence bespeaks

the artifact, and an artifact means in-

telligent beings. These shimmering
ghosts of yours are, one supposes, in-

telligent in their way, We will look

for them there."

"Are you sure, Leclerc?"

"No. But I am sure that by hanging
here we're becoming a temptation to

anybody with a large stock of guided

missiles at his disposal. Take her

down. But fast. Then. . .
,"

"All right. But I'm not landing her.

We'll tumble out as fast as we can

and then one of you, you'll do, Fan-
tozzi, she's your ship, take her and
carry on down the mountain, as

though you're looking for something.

And once the shooting starts getting

serious, ditch her and get the hell

out!"

The Spurling's nose dipped. The
screaming jets in their turret turned
through an arc of ninety degrees, the

glimmering speck shifted from the

horizontal screen to the one covering
the forward vertical plan*. The cloud

surface came up to meet them like a
solid wall—and the sun went out like

a snuffed candle as they plunged into

the mists.

The cabin, which had been almost

freezing, became uncomfortably wartn
t

There was the thin, high whistle of

tortured atmosphere screaming past

and over burnished hull and polished
wing surfaces. And there was a great

flare in the fog, and a deafening con-
cussion, as the first of the police

rockets burst below and to port of

them.

By a miracle no damage was done.

Down they plunged, and down,
pressed back in their seats against

the force of gravity. Then Marilyn
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cut the drive, brought the jets round The reply drifted out of the gray
in their turret to check the mad de- formlessness around them, thin,
scent. They blasted out again, and frightened.

the shock burst safety straps and sent "I can't—move—The mists—stop-

cabin furniture crashing away from ping me. ..."

its fastenings. The ship leveled off, Leclerc swore. He started to run in

hovering very perilously on her flam- the direction of the voice, dragging

ing jets. Marilyn with him. He tripped and

Marilyn Hall jumped up from the stumbled on the uneven ground but

pilot's chair, ran to the door. Leclerc, somehow kept his feet,

following, saw the woman called Lisa There were no words now coming

Fantozzi hastily taking her leader's out of the fog as a guide, no articu-

place. late words, just a high, dreadfully

He jumped, fell to a rough sloping thin whimpering. And then he saw

surface, rolled until he was brought the girl. She was standing erect, try-

up short by some kind of prickly ing to ward something off with in-

bush. He heard the noise of the jets effectual hands, and around her

rise in pitch to an angry scream that swirled a shimmering, silvery vapor.

sounded almost like that of a living Formless it was, amorphous, yet sug-

thing, looked around in time to see gestive in its convolutions, hinting at

their ruddy flare fast fading into the impossibly perfect curves. . . .

fog. There was a muffled explosion And he felt sudden desire, hot, ach-

in the direction in which the Spurl- ing desire—and he felt too that the

ing had vanished, but the noise of her air was charged with hate, the dread-

drive was not cut short, diminished ful, implacable hate of sexual rivalry.

slowly with increasing distance. And the knowledge of hatred slipped

"Leclerc!" somebody was calling, into the back of his mind, and there

"Leclerc!" was only naked desire. . . .

"Here!" he shouted. "Here, Mari- Almost he forgot that here was a

lyn!" woman, one of his own species, in

"We'll come to you. Are you all some unspeakably horrible peril. Al-

fcere?" most. . . . But with an effort that left

One by one, the girls called their him weak and shaken he fought down

names, the imaginings that had come all un-

"Where's Helen?" bidden to his mind, fought down the

There was a short silence, then urges that strove to inhibit the action

somebody said, "I ... I think she fell his cold intellect demanded.

under the jets. . .
." But he was too late. The solid, flesh

Leclerc felt more than a little sick, and blood woman glimmered and

but pulled himself together. This was faded, glimmered and faded, and she

no time for sentimentality. If women was gone, and he never knew if the

chose to play a dangerous game. , . . silvery tinkling of laughter came

from inside or outside his own brain,

MARILYN HALL loomed oat of the laughter, and the sweet, high

the fog, her arms outstretched, woman's voice saying, "She is one of

He took one of her hands. It was us, now. . . . And you—will be ours."

warm, and firm, an anchor to reality. And desire came again, and in the

Then two more women appeared, one shimmering mist, clothed in shimmer-

of them limping badly. "Janet
!"

ing mist, was the woman Alina, as he

called Marilyn sharply. "Where are had seen her before, as he had seen

you? We're waiting!" her on the night of her vanishing, the
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same, yet not the same. Her arms long ages of his history, home and
were outstretched, and her lips were family and continuity. . . . And, he
slightly parted, and her smile could couldn't help thinking, his chains,

have been sad, but it was sweet, sweet. But they stumbled on, and before
. . . And there was fulfilment there, them, through the fog, loomed a high
and peace, and all that a man wants wall of metal. It was a ship, he real-

and all that can never be given in its ized dimly, but her plates were
entirety by any living woman. . . . crumpled and torn, the double hull

He started forward. He pushed, pierced in a score of places by the

without comprehension, at the barrier rocks on to which she had crashed,

that was holding him from the con- And she was old, old, and must have
summation of his desires. He felt a been here since before the first

mouth on his, warm, urgent. He felt colonization.

a firm body against his own. But the Interest conquered emotion and he
kiss was not what he wanted, not that raised his eyes to read the worn,
kiss. He fought against it. But this tarnished letters of the name, but this,

strange desire was even stronger than Helen, told him nothing except that

his own desire, and it was familiar, she was from long, long before his

and against his will, mind and body, time, from the days when those who
he started to slip down what was, to christened ships had drawn heavily
him, a well-worn path. upon Greek mythology.
And the shimmering mist was just "It is in here," said Marilyn*

—a strange, shimmering mist, and he "What is?" asked the man.
was looking into the eyes of Marilyn "I don't . . . know. But I feel, some-
Hall who was standing pressed how, that the answer is here. . , . And
against him, her arms around him, and keep close to him, you two. Don't let

on either side he was encircled by the him away ! And keep on fighting
!"

arms of the other two women.
"A man" said Marilyn bitterly. "I rpHICK and thicker swirled the

thought that you, . .
." She left the J- mists, solid almost, yet always

sentence unfinished. . . . receding before the implacable hatred
The mists swirled and advanced, of the three slowly advancing

hemming them in. women. Leclerc deliberately shut his

"Fight," muttered the woman, eyes, and the images, the shapes of
"Fight, damn you! The three of us aching, unfulfilled desire, were gone,
together might hold it off. And you, but in his ears still sounded the
Leclerc, no more treachery!" voices, and every word was a caress

Again the air crackled with hos- and a promise, and he hated the

tility, with bitter, naked hate. The women who were holding him captive

tension rose to a pitch so unbearable in the drab, gray world that they
that Leclerc wanted only to get away, alone would rule,

to run somewhere and hide, to leave Into the ship they went, stumbling
these rival manifestations of the over broken plating, their uncertain
female principle to fight it out with- way lit by a pocket torch that one of

out his aid or intervention, either one the three had produced. They ignored
way or the other. the tattered, formless heaps that had
His reason told him that the hu- once been bodies, pressed on through

man, flesh and blood women were riven bulkheads and over dangerous-
right, that they were all the things ly sharp-edged wreckage. At last they
for which Man has worked and came to the Control Room and could
fought and died throughout the long, go no further.



There was all manner of debris at

their feet, and there was a book, and
the torch was shining full upon it.

By some freak the lettering on its

cover was still legible. "Log of the

Interstellar Ship Helen. . .
." read the

girl with the torch slowly. "From

—

from Fomalhaut VIII to Sol III "

"Sol" In spite of himself Leclerc

was excited. His intellect was func-

tioning once more, and taking a keen
delight in the way that the pieces of

the puzzle were falling into place.

"You remember, Marilyn, what I told

you on the way here ? About the

gaseous entities of Fomalhaut VIII?
I begin to understand !"

The mists swirled about them,
viciously hostile, and their hostility

was no longer only for the women but

also for the man who was now their

ally. Leclerc stiffened, joined the

driving force of his hate to that of

the others, and hated himself for ever

having fallen under the unholy spell

of these creatures of fog and raw
desire. He cried:

"There is more here, in this ship

!

More, much more, that they do not

wish us to find! And we will find it!"

"Where?" gasped Marilyn.

"Try aft, the cargo spaces!"

And they fought their way through

the broken ship, meeting hate with

hate, weakening all the time before

the intensity of the raw emotion that

swirled about them, that broke against

them like the waves of some incred-

ibly storm-tormented sea.

They were weak when they found
the cylinders, weak and streaming

with perspiration. They stared at the

two cylinders with dim, unseeing

eyes, There was something they had
to do, and they did not know what it

was, and almost they did not care.

They sat there, huddled together upon
a ruined bale, weakly fighting back
the forces that strove to overwhelm
them.

But still fighting.,

"We," gasped Marilyn, "will keep
them off. Somehow. You, Leclerc, see
what is to be done. . ,

."

Secure, but how long? Within the
circle of the arms of the three women
Leclerc looked at the seemingly in-

nocent metal containers. One was
marked with the symbol of Mars, the
symbol that has also a biological sig-

nificance. The other was marked with
the Crux Ansata, for Venus. . . . And
that one was open.

It was Nature herself who had
opened it. It was the steady dripping
of water through a gap in the torn

hull plating, for all of two centuries.

that had eroded the tough steel. Le-
clerc shuddered, picturing the hungry
entity—or entities—that had emerged,
picturing the nature of that hunger,
and the way in which it had been
satisfied. . . .

He thought of man-eating tigers

back on Earth, and the legend say*

ing that once the carnivores had
tasted human meat they would touch
no other. . . .

But whatever was in the unbroken
cylinder had never tasted human
flesh. . . .

He whispered, "You'll have to let

me go, I have to break the other cyl-

inder. . ,
."

SLOWLY, reluctantly, the women's
arms fell from him. He picked up

a short bar of metal from among the
wreckage, raised it to attack the

sealed valve, the valve that he could
never open otherwise without the

proper tools. And the mists surged in

to the attack, and, for him, they had
abandoned the weapon of hate, and it

was the woman AUna who was stand-
ing before him, and her eyes were
pleading and sorrowful, and her smile

was tremulous. . . .

"Don't," she was saying. "It will be
murder and worse. . . . And I am hu-
man. ... I was human, and now I can
give you more than ever woman
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could. . . ." Her voice trailed off.

He hated the three who still sat on
rne ruined bale—the three coarse,

silly women with their ridiculously

strained faces, their evil desire to kill

something so much finer than them-

selves. He knew that there was only

one thing to do. He raised the bar

again, but this time it was not the

gas cylinder that he was going to at-

tack.

Unafraid, even smiling, Marilyn got

to her feet. Before he could bring the

bar crashing down upon her coppery

hair her arms were around him. "My
dear," she said, "this is reality, here

in my arms, . .
." And it was reality,

of a sort, and he despised himself for

accepting it as such even while all

his body recognized and acknowl-

edged the urgency of hers.

"Take the bar," he gasped, "smash

the cylinder!"

"No. You must, my darling. You
must!"
And the naked triumph in that last

sentence was shocking, obscene.

With a strangled sob Leclerc

pushed himself out of Marilyn's arms.

The glimmering wraith that was
Alina stood before the cylinder, all

sweet allure, all that any woman could

ever be to any man—and more. But
the bar drove down through the liv-

ing tnist, and with the first blow the

valve cracked open. With explosive

violence what was inside rushed out

—a shimmering vapor, a cloud of glit-

tering particles, dreadfully alive and
urgent.

And of that union Leclerc remem-
bers little, neither Leclerc nor any
of the three human women. There
was lightning that flared and crackled

all around them, there was the thun-

der that brought the searching police

ships down upon them at last. It was
a miracle that they survived, but sur-

vive they did, seared and shaken in

the fused and twisted wreckage of

the ruined ship.

It was Marilyn Hall who went to

meet the policemen.
She held herself erect, arrogantly,

stood on the hillside and let the men
come to her. They stumbled up over

the rough ground, through the fog

that no longer swirled, living and
shimmering, that was now dead, gray,

and utterly formless.

"You are too late!" she cried.

"Too late?" echoed one of the men.

"What . .
.?"

"Yes!" she shouted triumphantly,

"too late to stop one silly cloud of

gas from being annihilated by an-

other, even sillier I Fools!"

Leclerc came out from the wreck-

age, pushed past the contemptuous,

blatantly exultant woman. He grabbed

one of the policemen by the arm. He
said, "Get us out of here. Get us back
to the city. I can't stand any more."
Marilyn came and stood beside him,

took his arm possessively. **Yes," she

said. "There is no more danger. Take
us back."

Nobody questioned her right to

give orders. Leclerc felt sorry for the

men of this world. For generations

they would pay for the wrong that

they had done the women, and for

generations the women would crack
the whip. He was very glad that he
did not have to stay here, and hoped
with all his heart that he would never
come here again.

It was here that he had been faced

with the choice between shadow and
substance, and—
"Either way," he whispered to him-

self, "I was doing the wrong thing."

Marilyn dropped his arm, and be-

tween them was a taut, injured si-

lence. He knew that once the police

plane should have carried them to

the city he would never see her again.

And he was not sorry.



The Discord Makers
Are there interplanetary invaders among us today?

That's the question the G-Man wanted to investigate

. . . hut the trail was to lead to an undreamed of

complication and an altogether unexpected conclusion.

By Mack Reynolds

ARVEY TODD,
Director of the De-
partment of Secur-
ity, initialed two
papers, put them
aside and reached
for another report.

He didn't bother to look up. "Wish
you'd make this brief as possible,

Ross. I'm up to my ears."

"Chief," Ross Wooley said hesi-

tantly, "suppose I wanted to investi-

gate something on my own, follow

up a hunch?"
His superior shot a quizzical look

at the undersized agent. "What d'ya

have in mind?"
"It's something screwy," the other

answered, "something that'll sound
like I'm around the corner."

Harvey Todd put down his pen and
grinned at his best operative. "You
must have a lulu this time, Ross, but
your reputation's good and your
hunches've been so far. What is it?"

Wooley scratched his chin with a

thumbnail. "Chief," he said slowly,

not sure how his words would be re-

ceived, "IVe got reasons to suspect

there might be aliens in the United
States."

The Department of Security head
scowled at him. "Of course there're

aliens here. What of it? That's not
our jurisdiction."

"I mean aliens from space, some
other planet, maybe,"
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"Are you drunk?"
"No, sir."

Harvey Todd stared at him for a
long time without saying anything.
Finally he muttered, "Let's hear it."

"I'd like permission to investigate.

If I can't have it, I'd like leave of
absence to probe around on my own.
If I can't have that, I'll submit my
resignation so that I'll be free to look
into this as a private citizen," The
little agent's eyes blinked rapidly be-
hind his shell-rimmed glasses.

Todd glanced down at the pile of
letters on his desk and sighed. He
brushed them aside, reached into a
drawer of his desk and brought out
a prehistoric briar and a can of to-

bacco. He didn't speak again until the

pipe was filled and lit and he was
leaning back in his chair, puffing at

it Then he said, "This seems to mean
quite a bit to you. What d'ya have?"
The agent stirred uncomfortably.

"Not enough to make sense, chief. Ac
article here, a news item there, some
quotations from obscure scientists;

more hunch than anything else. What
I'd like is enough time to make a pre-

liminary investigation. If I get any-
thing definite, I'll report. Then it's

up to you."

Harvey Todd let smoke trickle

through his nostrils and squinted

worriedly through it. "Give me more
than that, Ross. I can't assign an
agent to go around searching for



*TAe prooft Mr. Wooley? Take
the flying saucers. . .

.**

characters out of Buck Rogers with-

out having some idea of what he's

working on."

"You said my reputation was good,"

Wooley reminded him.

Todd picked up his pen and
doodled a series of cubes on a pad

before him. "It's bad for the depart-

ment to be held up to ridicule, Ross.

We've been under fire several times

this past year. I can think of several

congressmen who'd like to know we
assign agents to tail men from Mars."

"Then you'd prefer my resigna-

tion?" the dynamic little agent's voice

was tight.

His chief grunted disgustedly, then

suddenly made up his mind. "No,

damn it I Make your investigation.

But, for heaven's sake, keep it quiet.

If it gets into the papers, I'll have

you counting your toes on Alcatraz

before I'm through with you, Ross."

Ross Wooley grinned. "Thanks. Er
. , . I'll have to do some traveling."

"See Smith about it on your way
out. Now beat it. I think you're

crazy." Harvey Todd took up his pen
and another stack of letters, sighed,

and went back to work.

A MAID ushered him into the

study. He gave the room a quick

once over and gained an impression

of endless shelves of books, several

comfortable chairs, good lighting,

two well-conceived oils on the walls,

a small portable bar. A scholar's room,
but at the same time, a man's,

Professor Andre Dumar looked up
from his chair with a frown, then

squinted at the card in his hand again.

"Mr. Ross Wooley?"
"That's right." The agent turned

103
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and looked at the maid. She left the
room, closing the heavy door behind
her.

"Sit down, Mr. Wooley," the pro-
fessor said. "You don't look the way
Hollywood leads us to believe a Se-

curity agent does."

Ross Wooley didn't smile. He'd
heard the equivalent too often be-

fore. "My strong point as an opera-

tive* Professor,"

Dumar said, "About thirty years

ago, while I was still an undergrad-
uate, I recall writing a paper for my
anthropology class entitled, 'Primi-

tive Communism Among the Amerin-
dians/ Otherwise, I can't think of

anything in my life that would call

for a visit from a Department of Se-

curity man."
Wooley grinned and selected a

chair. "I came for information, Pro-

fessor. You seem to be an authority

on several obscure subjects; sort of

an off trail specialist."

"That sounds as though it needs
amplification."

"You confine your research to sub-

jects many men of science, fearing

ridicule, deliberately avoid. Mental
telepathy and clairvoyance, for in-

stance; you were a pioneer in their

early study."

The professor nodded. "Actually

out of my line, but a fascinating in-

vestigation. Now the ice is broken,

more capable specialists than I are

doing yeoman work in ESP."
Ross Wooley ran his left hand

% nervously over his chin. "Before we
go further, Professor, I'd like you to

understand that no matter how
strange the things I ask you, the de-

partment requests that you not dis-

cuss them, even with family mem-
bers."

Professor Dumar scowled and
studied Ross Wooley's card again.

"This says you're a government
agent Prove it, please."

Wooley smiled. "A sensible pre-

caution, sir." He drew his wallet from
his pocket and held it over for the
other's inspection.

The professor went over the cre-
dentials carefully, then picked up the
telephone and dialed the operator.
"Give me the Department of Security,
please. . . . Hello. This is Professor
Andre Dumar. Here in my study is a
man claiming to be Ross Wooley.
Have you an agent of that name? . . .

Thank yon. Will you now describe
him? Thank you, very much. Good-
bye."

The professor returned the wallet
and relaxed in his chair. "You seem
to be what you claim. What are your
questions?"

Ross Wooley framed the first care-

fully. "Professor, is there life in the
universe besides that found on
earth?"

Dumar removed his pince nez
glasses and stared. "Life?"

"Yes, Alien life."

The scientist considered for a mo-
ment, then said slowly, "We are quite

positive that at least vegetation exists

on Mars, but it's unlikely any of the
other planets have life forms."

"How about other star systems?"
"Of course, the authorities differ

considerably. ..."

"I'm asking your opinion, Profes-
sor," Wooley said.

The other shifted in his chair, as

though the agent's questions irritated

him. "Given the multitude of stars in

our universe, it is likely that the con-

ditions applying in our solar system,

are duplicated elsewhere. In such
case, I should say that life is prob-

ably also duplicated."

"Intelligent life?" Wooley pur-

sued.

"—Possibly."
"Now this is the important ques-

tion, Professor. Granting that life

does exist elsewhere, could represen-

tatives of it have made their way to

earth?"
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Professor Dumar flicked a finger-

nail against the gold rim of his

glasses. "Who informed you of my
research into this subject?" he
snapped.

Pay dirt, the agent breathed. Then,
even more earnestly, "Nobody, Pro-
fessor. It was a strike in the dark.

Please tell me what you can."

Dumar got to his feet and went
over to his portable bar. "Drink?" he
asked over his shoulder.

"No, thanks." This was the first

break in the investigation. The little

agent was stimulated enough without
alcohol.

"If you don't mind, 111 have one,"

The professor mixed himself whiskey
and water and returned to his chair.

He took half of the drink down in a

gulp, then launched into his subject.

"T BECAME aware about three
-L years ago that there were unnat-

ural life forms on earth. They had
seemingly been here for a lengthy
period, but, nevertheless, something
was wrong about them. My first clue

was the fact that they seemed to re-

volt other animals, including man."
Wooley injected. "How do you

mean, revolt?"

The professor ran a hand through
his hair in irritation, as though it

were difficult to explain. "Take the

spider, for instance, or the snake

;

there's an instinctive loathing that

nine out of ten persons feel at the

sight of either, I believe it's because

we know they don't belong. They're
alien to earth, and, subconsciously,

we realize it and our flesh crawls. To
this list you might also add the rat

and the cockroach."

Ross Wooley scratched his chin
with a thumbnail. "I've always
thought the fear of the snake and
spider was instinctive, handed down
from primitive man. They're poison-

ous, after all."

The professor shook his head. "That

doesn't answer it. For one thing, few
snakes and fewer spiders are poison-
ous. For another, it's more than just
fear—it's absolute revulsion we feel.

Besides, predatory animals killed
more of primitive man than did the
snake or spider. Why don't we feel

this instinctive fear when we see

lions, bears, or wolves? In addition,

you'll find we have somewhat the

same loathing, though not so strong
for some reason, of rats and cock-

roaches, though they aren't poison-
ous."

The agent grimaced. "But how did
they get here ? Surely, you don't sug-

gest that snakes, or spiders, or even
rats, have the ability to construct

spaceships."

"Frankly, that's been the greatest

obstacle to my theory. I have two
possible answers* neither quite satis-

fies me."
"Do you mind explaining them?"
"One possibility is that a spaceship

arrived here a considerable time ago
and crashed. The alien life forms it

carried were forced to remain. How-
ever, the conditions on Terra were
different from those on their home
planet and they weren't completely
successful in adapting themselves.

They degenerated until now they are

on a par with unintelligent life

forms."

Ross Wooley was unsatisfied.

"What led you to that theory?"
"For one thing, I note indications

that the rat once held a higher stage

on the scale of evolution. You'll find

that the rat sometimes decorates its

nest with broken pieces of colored

glass or shiny bits of metal. Could it

have the remnants of an esthetic

sense?"

"Or the beginning of one?" Wooley
suggested.

"Possibly. I'm not too strong for

this theory. The theory I like best is

that they're guinea pigs." The pro-

fessor said.
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"Guinea pigs?" so chaotic are man's affairs, so unbe-
"That's right. Suppose some other lievable is it he could thus be his own

planet wanted room for expansion and worst enemy, that one is led to be-
saw earth as a prospective colony, lieve aliens from space, enemies for
Rather than risk unknown diseases, some unknown reason, are in our
or other deadly possibilities, they midst and sabotaging our efforts to-

would simply land a number of in- ward progress. . .
."

ferior life forms from their planet. Wooley looked up. "I assume the
If the snake, spider, and rat could quotation is correct?"
adapt themselves without harm, to The nationally known lecturer and
the earth, then these aliens could take commentator, in whose office they sat,

over." frowned but nodded. "Substantially."
Ross Wooley blinked. "Professor, "What did you mean by it?"

it seems to me that the weakest point Morton Harrison ran an irritated
in these theories of yours is the fact hand through his famous snow white
that these forms of life have been on hair. "I didn't mean anything by it.

earth indefinitely. The cockroach, for What in the world are you driving
instance; it seems to me I've read at?"
that it's one of earth's oldest inhab- Ross Wooley returned the clipping
Hants. And all of them, snake, spider, to his pocket. "Where did you get
rat, have been here since far back in the idea that there was a possibility

the most primitive periods." of aliens from space being in our
Dumar sipped his drink thought- midst ?"

fully. "We don't know that the aliens The other began to laugh. Finally,
are in any particular hurry. They "Good heavens, man, has the Depart-
might be willing to wait hundreds of ment of Security finally reached the

thousands of years to be sure earth point where it's investigating charac-

is suitable for their species. To a ters out of science-fiction? That
young civilization like ours a few illustration meant nothing; I thought
thousand years seems an endless of it out of a clear sky,"
time, but to a culture that might be Wooley had pulled another blank.

many millions of years in age, it's a He sighed in resignation and leaned
short period indeed." back in his chair. "All right, Mr. Har-
"Then, to sum it up, you believe rison. But now I'm here, and just for

there is other intelligent life in the the record, what were you illustrat-

universe and that, for one reason or ing when you used that example?"
other, they've landed alien life forms The other got to his feet and
on earth." flicked his right arm in the gesture

The professor nodded. "That's so well known to his audiences. Un-
about it." thinkingly, his voice and movements

took on his platform mannerisms. "I

THE NEXT name took him across was only pointing out that man is his

the continent to San Francisco; own enemy to such an extent that it

he'd have hesitated before expending seems unbelievable."

the time and money involved if it "Such as what?" Ross asked,

hadn't been for the renewed interest Morton Harrison tugged at his right

Dumar had inspired. ear. "I could give a score of examples,

First saying. "This comes from one but let me suggest just one or two.

of your recent lectures," the agent "First, have you ever noticed that

took a news clipping from an en- persons and organizations that strive

velope and read aloud. **
. . . In fact, for man's advancement are usually
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either given the silent treatment, or

laughed to scorn? Take our pacifists,

for instance. Most people think of

them as crackpots. They're made light

of in peace, and in times of war,

thrown into concentration camps or

jail. Almost everyone claims he is

against war; why then this contempt
for the persons who work hardest to

end it?"

Ross Wooley ran a thumbnail over

his chin reflectively. "Never thought

of it that way," he admitted.

"Let me use another example,"

Harrison continued. "In this country

we like to speak of our freedoms, but,

actually, there are few nations where
we find more intolerance and persecu-

tion. In our Southern states, the ex-

ample is obvious ; and throughout the

nation we have anti-Semitism. But
that's only the beginning. On the

West Coast we have discrimination

against those of Japanese descent in

some areas, those of Mexican descent

in others. In central California there

is discrimination against those of

Portuguese descent. In the Northern

Great Lakes area, the Finns are the

butt ; in the Southwest, the American
Indian.

"Nor is the practice limited to our

nation. When we Americans go

abroad we often find cutting indica-

tion that we are scorned, disliked,

considered pushers and money grab-

bers, by other nationalities. It's

amusing. America, England, France
and the other United Nations sneered

at the German and Japanese claims

to being supermen, herrenvolk; but,

actually, we all practice the same de-

lusion."

Wooley stirred as though to pro-

test at least part of the lecture he

was being given, but the other held

up a restraining hand and went on.

"The point is that instead of en-

couraging and fighting for such things

as the end <of war, a better social sys^

tern, for an end to intolerance and

racial discrimination, the average
person is actually led to revile, or at

least be disdainful of those who work
to those ends. We seem to be delib-

erately fighting against the very
things we want most."
Ross Wooley returned his notepad

to his pocket and got to his feet. "I

suppose I see your point, I don't agree
with you entirely but at least I get
what you meant in your reference to

visitors from space." He held out his

hand to be shaken.

THE HARRISON interview had
been disappointing and only one

other name remained on the list he'd

compiled. He scowled at it, not liking

a Los Angeles address, even when the

man's name was followed by a Ph. D.
The City of Angels, home of the

crackpot, he told himself. The guy'd
probably claim he had a whole cellar

full of Martians.

However, Dr. Kenneth Keith, Pres-

ident of the Western Rocket Society,

and a leading member of a Fortean
group, was too near not to see. Ross
Wooley took a plane to L. A. and a

cab to the home of the man who had
written an article on the possibilities

of space travel.

It took him five minutes to convince
Mrs. Keith he wasn't a science-fiction

fan, trying to meet the President of

the Rocket Society for the purpose
of arguing over the desirability of
using nitric acid and aniline for fuel,

instead of nitric acid and vinyl ethyl,

in the first moon rocket.

When he finally found himself in

the doctor's study, he hesitated before

beginning. He'd had so many rebuffs.

The doctor took the initiative.

"You're probably here about my
article in which I mentioned the pres-

ence of beings from other planets on
Terra."

Ross Wooley blinked at him.
"How. ..."

Doctor Keith grinned and held n&
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two hands in an expressive shrug.

"It's been suggested, even proven, a

score of times. It's only recently come
to my attention just why the proof

has been ignored, and I think it about

time the situation is exposed. That's

why I emphasized that although man
is on the verge of discovering space

travel, he is not the first to utilize it."

Wooley leaned forward excitedly.

"Before we go any further, you say
that the fact of space travel has been
proven a score of times. Name one."

Kenneth Keith got to his feet and
strode over to one of the bookcases
that lined the walls. He returned with
a volume which he tossed into the lap

of the Department of Security agent.

"There's proof," he said.

Ross Wooley took it up eagerly,

read the title and then snorted in dis-

gust. "Lo! by Charles Fort."

Keith shot a finger out at him.

"That's what I'm talking about. Why
were you disgusted when you saw the

proof I offered?"

The little agent tossed the book
contemptuously to a coffee-table

which sat before him. "I'm afraid Fort

isn't exactly acceptable as proof. He's

commonly thought of as a crack. ..."

He stopped, suddenly remembering
what Morton Harrison had told him.

Those persons who were foremost in

fighting man's battle of progress,

were scorned as crackpots, nuts,

fanatics. So was Fort.

"All right," he said. "I'm listening.

Tell me things."

Doctor Kenneth Keith beamed and
launched happily into his subject. "In

the past century it's been established

a score of times, that there's travel

to this planet from others. Fort,

among others, proves it quite con-

clusively in his books. I've been aware
of this for years, and I've been
puzzled because the fact hasn't been
widely accepted. I've recently found
the reason."

"And what is that reason?" asked

Wooley now tensed in expectation.
"We who have suspected the exist-

ence of these visitors, have always
thought of them as merely that

—

visitors. Most of us supposed they
didn't reveal themselves to us openly
because they thought of man as a
backward creature and not ready for
intercourse with more advanced life

forms."

Ross Wooley stirred. "But what is

it you've discovered?"
The rocket authority stared serious-

ly into the agent's face. "They aren't

visitors, they're conquerors. Possibly
we're already property, as Charles
Fort suggested, but I'm inclined to

think that our potential masters thus
far haven't assimilated Terra."
Ross Wooley fingered the skin on

his throat, as though he'd just fin-

ished shaving and was checking to

find whether he'd done a good job.

"I'm afraid I don't follow you."
The other jabbed out a finger again

to emphasize his point. "No con-
queror ever bothers to take over a

worthless desert, or an uninhabited
mountain range. Before it's worth ac-

quiring an area, it has to be populated
by those you can exploit. For hun-
dreds and thousands of years these

aliens have visited Terra. We weren't
ready for conquest as yet, but they
were interested in watching us de-

velop along the lines they thought
best; sometimes they even helped.

"As we finally approached an ad-

vanced civilization they increasingly

took control of our destiny. They
wanted us to progress along a certain

route, and made sure we did. Among
other things: long after war has be-

come ridiculous, they see to it that

we remain warlike; they nurture our
superstitions and our intolerances;

they keep us divided into nations,

classes, races, different religious

groups.

"We've finally almost reached the

point where we have space travel our-



selves and it's at this period they
grow more evident. Obviously, they're
about ready to assume their role as
rulers/'

"But why. . .
."

Keith jumped to his feet and paced
the room impatiently. "Perhaps they
have bred us for soldiers to be used in

their interplanetary, or interstellar

wars. Perhaps we are to be slaves.

All I know is that they are beginning
to take over. They're assuming posi-

tions of power in our governments,
our means of communication of news,
our educational system. In this man-
ner, they've been able to laugh Fort,

and other far-seeing humans of his

type, to scorn."

He broke off his tirade and sat

down again to face the undersized
agent. "The proof, Mr. Wooley, is

endless. Take the recent flying sau-

cers. . .
."

HARVEY TODD, Director of the

Department of Security, finally

looked up from the papers before him,

removed his pipe—long since gone
out—from his mouth, and said, "This
is quite a report, Ross." His expres-

sion was quizzical.

The agent had been sitting to one
side, nervously fingering his chin,

while his chief read the score or more
pages he'd typed up. "Yes, sir," he
said.

"I'd like to have your own summa-
tion, since you were the one who se-

cured the material. What's your opin-
ion?

Ross Wooley ran his thumbnail
back and forth over his chin. "Briefly

this, sir. A helluva long time ago,

when Earth was in its infancy, the

first explorers from other planets

arrived. They left various life forms
here from their own world to see

whether they would survive. The
snake and spider are examples. Then,
as man evolved, they assumed a cer-

tain amount of direction of his de-

velopment. The way they directed us
is an indication that they aren't ex-
actly benevolent Nobody could call it

that. Never.
"We've finally reached a point

where it's to their interest to take a
more active part in our affairs. I

think they're on the verge of assimil-

ating us. It's 'been suggested that

some of them have already infiltrated

high positions in man's educational
system, government, and so forth."

The chief smiled broadly. "You
really believe that, eh?"
Ross Wooley flushed. "Yes, sir," he

said stubbornly,

"That there rs an alien underground
—perhaps I should call it an over-

head since they come from the stars

—working within the framework of

our government?"
Ross Wooley blinked rapidly be-

hind his heavy glasses and nodded,
"Yes, sir. And I believe that the most
important thing in the world today
is to expose these enemies of the hu-
man race ; root them out, de

"

Harvey Todd interrupted. "Sup-
pose I tell you to drop it, that il^s a
lot of nonsense?"
"In that case, sir, I'd resign from

the department and continue the in-

vestigation on my own."
The Department of Security head

looked at him for a long moment.
Finally, "Okay, Ross. Sorry." He
pressed a button on his desk and a

section of the wall slid back silently.

Two strangely clad figures stepped
out of the passage behind it. They
weren't human—not exactly.

The chief eyed his agent laconical-

ly. "You were right in believing we
of Aldebaran—it's Aldebaran, not
Mars or Venus—have assumed posi-

tions of power in your fantastic Earth
governments."
He turned to the first of the strang-

ers, who had covered Wooley -with an
ugly weapon. "Dispose of him in ih«
usual way.*
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Ross Wooley's hand streaked for

his left shoulder. A pale light

gleamed momentarily; he dropped his

gun, stiffened, and began to slump
forward. The two aliens grabbed him
as he fell and began to drag his body
to the passageway.

"Just a moment,'* Harvey Todd

called. "Take along this report.

There're several names on it that'll

call for a visit from us, a Professor
Dumar and a Doctor Keith, in par-
ticular."

He glanced at the pile of papers on
his desk and sighed. "Now get out of

here. I'm up to my ears in work."

The Shipwrecked Bogey Man

(Continued from page 87)

—it was working. A low-pitched,

muted hum reached his ears, and he

watched the bell-like upturned crys-

tal grow brighter and brighter.

The Bogey Man moved quickly.

Hands reached toward the apparatus,

touched the bars here and there, did

many things that to Peter had no
meaning. He watched the horn, fas-

cinated, and saw the black bubble

come out and rest and grow. The
blackness moved up and around, even

in the dark room it was a visible

pulsing thing of utter night. Then it

grew no more, and hung there. That's

it! marveled Peter, the ship—the cor-

ridor—and I helped to build

—

THE DOOR of the room flew open

and his father's shout crashed into

Peter's ears. He looked up, shocked,

to see Dad framed there in the hall

light, but Dad, too, was rigid and
silent, watching. And then with a

last wild glance, Peter saw the Bogey
Man, hands over eyes, plunge desper-

ately into the hovering black sphere.

The glimmering body vanished, and
they waited. The sphere hung there

motionless, and just as motionless

Peter and his father stared into the

blackness.

Mother was there. She had made
no sound, and yet was suddenly with
them, standing beside Dad. She

gripped his arm, and he looked at

her, startled. He cursed, walked into

the room, and then with obvious in-

tent went over to the wall where the
socket was.
Peter yelled with fear. "No, Dad!

No!"
His father looked back from his

crouch beside the wall. "No?" he
asked in a hard voice. "Why not?"

"Don't," begged Peter. "Please

don't. He's got to get home. In a
minute it'll collapse. Just a minute,
Dad!"
His mother reached him and caught

him to her. "Sh . . . Peter" she said,

and rocked him on her chest. "No, no,"

she said, "It'll be all right."

"Please, don't!" he pleaded,

"Ha!" snorted Dad, and he pulled

out the plug

—

There was nothing where the

sphere had been. The crystal was
dead. The apparatus remained on the

floor of the room, lifeless in the hall

light.

Dad stood up quietly, still staring

into the center of the room. Mother
held Peter tight and ran her hand
over his head.

And Peter struggled in misery and
despair to free himself, and he shout-

ed with rage at his father, "You've
done it now. You've finished him.

You've wrecked him again!"



Forbidden Fruit
Marooned by the space police on an unknown world,

that murderer thought he could v/ork his will on the child-

like natives. No one had told him that in the code of

the stars, punishment would find a way to fit the crime.

By Kris Neville

HE CAPTAIN
walked into the offi-

cers' mess after cof-

fee. The new third

mate, just out of the
1 Academy, started to

rise. The Captain
motioned him back into his seat.

After a while, the mate asked,

"Have you heard the reports over
space news?"
The Captain poured the coffee into

his saucer. "No."
"About Johnson. Earth's in a stew."
"They say it's unfair," the mate

continued. "There have been stories

of criminals building up Empires. We
are dumping the refuse of humanity
on the innocent natives, making
others suffer for our mistakes."
"The law says a man convicted of

a capital crime shall be exiled," the

Captain said.

"Yes, but to set him down on a

planet whose natives are weak and
defenseless—where he can rule whole
races by his slightest whim—that's

not right,"

The purser gave Johnson fifteen

days ration. They sent him down to

the surface of the planet in an escape

ship.

He got out and stood in the warm
air, cursing them. They left him there.

Murder had been his crime. He had
made a clever job of it, too. He killed

for the love of killing. A clueless

murder on a dark night, A repeat

performance in a week. He struc!c

again and again, senselessly. Eventu-
ally, of course, he struck once too

often and his luck ran out.

He had always been far too clever

to underestimate his opponents. His
knowledge of human psychology was
flawless. He was caught only because

111
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fate had dealt a hand off the bottom satisfied. He might even come to en-

of the deck. The councilor had ex- joy the experience. It offered possi-

amined his personality, and, with a bilities. He looked at the natives, and
wry smile, named the planet most he rubbed his huge, hairy hands to-

suited to it. gether in anticipation. There would
Johnson felt sorry for himself; he be rare sport. . . .

stood surveying the planet and fum- The Runts led him straight to the

ing against the evil machinations of central building and installed him
a fickle fortune. there. They waited upon him as they

It wasn't an unpleasant little planet, would a king, which, doubtless, they
On the contrary, deep-green forests thought him to be.

and quiet streams made it beautiful There was only one thing that gave
to look at. The blue-green heavens rise to doubts. Johnson discovered
arched high overhead, and the air that one of the Runts could speak a

blew springlike. Strange orange fruit smattering of English. That was
gave promise of food. proof that someone had come before

If it hadn't been for the natives, him to the planet. Another exile? he
Johnson might have sat down and wondered. That was the only prob-

starved to death out of sheer pique. able explanation. And that conclu-

The natives gave him direction; s i n, since the man was no longer

his wrath and pent-up savagery saw in evidence, gave him pause. How-
promise of a satisfactory outlet. ever, there was nothing to excite

nite suspicion, and he settled d©wn

ONLY ONE look at the natives as- to wait watchfully for the first overt

sured him of his own superior- act. Then he intended to demonstrate

ity. They were dwarfed and twisted, conclusively that the Runts couldn't

He automatically thought of them put anything over on him.

as "The Runts." They were skinny. For a week he waited. And during

They wore huge, vacant, moronic that time he lived regally,

smiles. Their lips were blubbery. But He was careful of his temper. At
they were not so repulsive that he the end of that time, however, there

couldn't bring himself to tolerate was a minor incident. The natives did

them. not seem to resent it.

They came upon him in numbers; He had boxed the ears of a servant

but they were peaceful, almost child- girl. She had only smiled vacantly

like. They ran out of the forest and back at him and licked her lips. Later

danced around him in a joyful cir- he noticed that she had walked proud-

cle. They tugged at his shirt and ly through the village as if it were

smiled up at him. They capered and a sign of honor rather than a mark
giggled. They led him, in a graceful of abuse.

dance, back into the forest, and di- Then, the next day, one of the

rected him, gently but firmly, toward Runts, in bringing him water, had

their village. spilled some across his naked chest.

The village wasn't much. An ar- The water was icy, and, in a moment
rangement of huts, radiating outward of passion, he broke the native's arm.

from a huge, central structure. The Runt had whined a little and
They entered the village in a pas- slunk off, trailing the arm.

toral procession : a rustic setting, Johnson had waited, then, for an
bucolic natives. All that was needed attack that he felt sure must come.

was the pipes of Pan. None came. Life in the village con-

Johnson began to feel somewhat tinued its even tenor. He spent a
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nervous night over it. But the next
morning the Runt was back, his arm
in a sling, and the complacent smile

back on his face.

He cursed the Runt savagely for

an idiot, but the Runt only smiled.

Johnson licked his lips and decided

definitely that he was going to enjoy

staying with these considerate people.

But still, he was uneasy. Things
didn't fit.

He could feel a sense of rising re-

sentment within the Runts. He
thought he saw hatred in their eyes.

But they never moved against him;
they served him uncomplainingly, and
seemed unduly solicitous of his wel-

fare.

THE NIGHT of the feast, however,

it was different. All his servants

left.,him for the ceremonies, and, al-

tlidegh he stormed at them from his

hut : to "cut out that infernal damn'
racket so a man can get some sleep,"

they ignored him completely. The
celebrations continued far into the

, night and the smell of burning flesh

was sickening,

Johnson was usually an astute and
careful observer. He was, however, on
this occasion, lulled into a sense of

security. He saw nothing dangerous

in the feast, and he deduced nothing

from it

Until now he had never seen the

natives eat anything but fruit, and
the fact that the carcass the "hunt-

ing party" dragged into the village

had obviously been dead several days

in the sun, meant nothing to him.

From it he might have deduced a very
significant fact: that they had not

killed the animal, but had found it

dead. He could have concluded fur-

ther that the Runts would not kill for

food. The conclusion would have
been valid. Their religion prohibited

it.

He would have noticed, too, had he
considered the feast of more conse-

quence, that one of the hunters—the
one who had been injured in retriev-

ing the carcass from a swamp—was
given first selection of meat. And that
this first selection seemed to be con-
sidered an honor.

All he did notice was that the whole
affair was a savage orgy that turned
even his stomach, and he was glad
when the last glowing coal sputtered

out and the villagers crept to their

huts.

The feast did serve to highlight one
fact, however. Johnson realized it the

next morning. His rations were low.

So far he had avoided eating any of
the native produce, but now such a
course was no longer possible. He
would have to start living off of the
land.

And, recalling the sight of the dead
animal last evening, he decided to
try fruit until he could organize a
hunting party to bring in fresh meat,

He searched out the native who
could speak English and led him back
to his hut.

"Food," he demanded imperiously.

The native continued to stare va-

cantly.

He repeated the word louder.

The native bobbed his head up and
down and made no move.
Johnson restrained his temper. He

made motions toward his mouth and
went through the process of chewing.
The Runt brightened. "Ah. . . .

Whooood J** He scurried off.

In anticipation, Johnson allowed
himself one of his few remaining
cigarettes while he waited.

He did not have to wait long. The
native returned with a woven plat-

ter; on the platter were two ripe,

orange fruit.

They looked appetizing. He reached

out for one of them. The Runt smiled.

Johnson stopped his hand in mid-
motion.
The native frowned.

Johnson drew back his hand,
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puzzled by the native's reaction.

Before him were two pulpy fruit.

As near as he could tell, they were
both the same. Still. It was obvious

that the native felt they were not.

He reached for the other one, and
the Runt howled, "Noooo!"
Johnson hesitated; he turned the

matter over in his mind.
There was something the matter

with one of the things before him.

He cut them open. On the inside,

one of them had a bluish tint. He
pointed to it.

The native said, "Noooo!"
Johnson ordered more of the fruit.

It took him some time to make the

native understand.

Finally he got two more. He cut

them. He pointed to the one with the

bluish tint.

The Runt said no again.

Johnson looked at the Runt nar-

rowly.

He could not understand why they

had given him a choice. That was
something he would never under-

stand. It involved a concept alien to

him, being, as it was, the product of

a culture where killing under any cir-

cumstance was unthinkable.

Although he could not understand

why they gave him a choice, he un-

derstood, nevertheless, why they

would want to poison him. There
was an idea planted in fertile soil.

He smiled grimly. He handed the

Runt a piece of the bluish tinted fruit.

He motioned that the native should

eat it.

The native ate it, still smiling. He
then pointed to the rest and to John-
son; he made a twisted face and simu-

lated agony.

Johnson got the idea. The Runt was
unaffected by it, but he could not ex-

pect the same results.

Then Johnson executed his master-
stroke. He thrust the untinted fruit

at the native. The Runt ate it with
evident satisfaction.

The Runt wiped his lips and smiled

up at him. Johnson hit him in the face.

TWO DAYS later, Johnson was
hungry. He had tramped the for-

est in search of game. He had found

none. His rations were gone. Finally

he had to face the situation squarely.

There was food ;
plenty of it. It was

all around him, and ever at his elbow,

a Runt to smile or frown. He knew
that the Runts could tell which food

would poison him, perhaps because

of previous experiences with his race,

and he knew that, in the last analy-

sis, he would have to judge from their

reactions. To ju<3ge falsely would
mean death.

He grew irritable. He struck out

petulantly at any Runt who came near

him. They suffered his ill humor in

silence. He knew that their hatred

grew.

This, it occurred to him, was not

all to his disadvantage. In fact, it was
the only way by which he could dis-

cover the truth. They were a simple

people, and if he fanned the fires that

smoldered in them, if he made them
hate him enough, they would surely

suggest the poison fruit to him. Thus,

by acting contrary to their recom-

mendation, he would eat the non-poi-

sonous, Johnson chuckled and told

himself, once more, that he was very

clever, indeed.

He committed a senselessly brutal

act in public when he was certain that

all would see him. He smiled while

he did it, and he smiled when he felt

their hatred swirl around him as al-

most a physical force.

Then he summoned the natives

around him. They came sullenly, he

thought. He stood on the platform by
his hut. He made a series of suitable

gestures.

He held up the bluish-tinted fruit.

The crowd pressed closer. Slowly
their faces changed; slowly a nega-
tive howl grew out of them.
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He held up the other fruit. Their
faces were transformed by smiles.

There could be no doubt about
which one they wanted him to eat.

He stepped down from the plat-

form; he entered his hut. The crowd
pressed close around the hut, watch-
ing.

Very deliberately, he lifted the

bluish-tinted fruit to his mouth. They
howled and twisted their faces in

pain.

He studied them, and he knew that

they hated him. As he hesitated, they
increased the tempo of their horrible

pantomime. They gnashed their teeth

and rolled in the dirt; they howled
and screamed.

There was no doubt, now, in his

mind. He bit into the bluish fruit.

He imagined their chagrin. The first

taste was delicious. Then he was

twisted in the agony that the Runts
had so forcefully predicted. He fell

to the ground and writhed. The Runts
were quiet now. Having done every-
thing they could to save his life, they
waited expectantly for his death.
Morally, they were blameless.

That night, the natives had another
feast. Perhaps it was even more sav-

age than the last. The girl who was
slapped, the man with the broken
arm, and the man with the empty,
gaping eye socket were all highly
honored. They got first choice; to

them, the delicacies.

It was a night of merry-making,
and, at its conclusion, the whole vil-

lage sent up a prayer to their alien

gods to send them more animals who
were so stupid that they obligingly

killed themselves, in spite of all urg-

ing to the contrary.

The Planet-Smashers
(Continued from page 24)

knife was in her hand. I tried to seize Meegar. Keep your weapon muzzle
it as the Martian's blows knocked me on him from now to Venta, or your
backward. But suddenly there were life will pay for it!'*

other shouts, looming figures in the

gloom, rushing us, engulfing us.

I was able to fire once—futile shot
that struck the deck-ceiling and show-
ered us with its colored sparks. Then
I fell, with men on top of me, pinning
me down; and I had a glimpse of
Dianne's white face as she stood with
her captors gripping her.

We were caught!

CHAPTER VII

Suicide Earthman!

THEY PULLED me to my feet.

Then Timko was here, facing me.
"So? The Earthman thinks he is so

clever !" He stared at me grimly as he
added, "It is well for you that the
Zar-Tor wants hostages!'

"I understand." The burly, scowl-
ing Meegar glared at me, dug his gun
into my ribs with an extra prod. "You
come with me."
The steel-barred door to the Eq-2

prison cell was here near at hand.
"Take the girl to the salon with the
passengers,'

, Timko commanded.
There was just an instant as the

excited Martians moved away when
Dianne was able to whisper.

"Jac, my heat-gun, I hid it in the
deck scupper—" They shoved her past
me as Meegar roughly pushed me to

the cell door. He thrust me in; the

door clanked and locked after me.
Through the lattice of bars, his wide-
shouldered figure was a silhouette
with the deck glow behind him. Then

He turned to one of the men grip- his face, close against the bars, glared
ping me. "Put him in the lock room, in at me.
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"You heard him, Earthman ! My gun
is on you."

The prison room had this single
door and a single window, its glassite

pane covered on the inside with a lat-

tice of steel bars like the door. There
was a small chair and a narrow bunk.
The room was unlighted, with only
the deck glow, and starlight now fil-

tering in the window.
I slumped and sat on the side of

the bed, trying to think what I could
do.

"I'm hungry," I said. "Am I going
to be here all these last hours—no
food or drink?"
"Timko will send them," Meegar

growled through the door bars. "Save
your breath, Earthman."

FOR ME it was a long, despairing

eternity as I sat there on the bed,

idly watching the starlight at the

barred window. The bars cast long

shadows on the floor, a black barred

pattern. Then the starlight was gone

as the Eq-2 dropped down through
the atmosphere for another stop.

At my door Meegar hardly moved.
There was just his silhouette, with

his gun-muzzle pointing in. Now,
with the letdown of this hopeless im-

prisonment, I realized how tired I

was., I sat watching the window

—

the starlight gone, the mist of the

atmosphere, then the dimness of an
air-run out there, and the colored

sheen of Festival lights. . . . Another
bomb detonator being taken off. . . ,

We were up in the starlight again

in a few moments, with another in-

terminable interval . . . another brief

stop as the dark details of this grim
and terrible voyage proceeded so

smoothly. . . .

"I tell you I'm hungry, Meegar. I

am a hostage. You heard Tor-Timko
say it. Go tell them I want food and
drink."

He hardly stirred. "It will come.**

It came at last, I was desperately

tense again. I was unarmed. They had
searched me and taken my gun be-

fore they thrust me in here; but now,
when the cell door opened and the

food came—perhaps I could jump
them?

I had no chance even for a wild

plan, Meegar's weapon backed me to

the window before another crewman
opened the bars and thrust in the

food and drink.

"There it is, Earthman. Enjoy
yourself!"

I sat eating and drinking while the

Eq-2 made another stop. For a mo-
ment I stood at the window. The Fes-

tival was on the other side of the

ship here, but its riot of color bright-

ened the little air-run, and I saw the

cylinder taken out and the black-

cloaked agent slinking away with it.

They had changed the guard at my
door now. Like Meegar, this fellow

stood silent, with his gun alert.

"What's your name?" I said.

"Jarrok. Hold your tongue."

I finished my meal. For a time I

slumped on the bed. . . .

I knew that I had slept. I opened
my eyes. Nothing had changed. Star-

light was at the window. The guard,

Jarrok, was standing motionless out-

side the barred door. As I stirred, his

gun rose. How long had I slept? I

only knew I was refreshed, with my
mind sharpened so that all at once

I was thinking things that made my
heart race with a last, wildly desper-

ate hope.

A way to die quickly perhaps . . .

but I had to try it, . . .

I lay pondering, fully awake now,
every instant more tense and alert.

Than I sat up.

"Is that you, Jarrok 7" I mumbled.
"I—I guess I slept. Where are we?"
"Next we stop at Menling," he

growled.

"Good," I said. "Soon this voyage
will be over.*' Menling was on Merid-

ian 330 on the Equator. Differing
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from Earth, which changes from one
day to the next at Meridian 180, on
Venus the change is made in the zone
between Menling and Venta—the
Festival-midnight now at Menling,
and two hours later, midnight of the
following night at Venta.

I slumped back on the bed. My best

chance would be just after we left

Menling. Timko would be up in the

control room then.

AT MENLING, the private air-run

was dim like the others. I stood
grimly at the window as the last det-

onator cylinder was taken away

—

twelve of them now. With only the

futile opposition Dianne and I had
so briefly offered, the monstrous
Martian plot was completed! A ring

of planted, triggered atom bombs of

monstrous power, thirty degrees of
longitude apart, studded the Venus
Equator

!

Two hours from now, again the

Eq-2 would be at Venta. An hour
after that the simultaneously timed
bombs would detonate—the titan dag-
ger thrusts at its core splitting the

planet apart. The sudden end of a

world. . . .

The glaring, dazzling radiance of

the Scarlet Festival beamed in my
window as the Eq-2 rose from the

air-run. It was a thicket grove here

at Menling—a spreading fairyland of

flowered thickets in which the White
Princess and her girls were dancing.

In the darkness high overhead, a bal-

loon platform was poised, wholly con-

cealed by the black shadow-beam upon
it.

Now at the Festival climax, from
the invisible platform the Scarlet
Princess and a horde of her girls were
leaping into the air. With blood-red
little parachutes opening and sway-
ing above them, they came fluttering

down the thousand-foot drop . . .scar-
let moths fluttering in the flood-

lights from below . . . landing, and

with flame-hair flying, rushing to
battle. ...
The gay, sensuous scene dropped

away. Grimly I turned from the win-
dow, faced with my desperate reality
. . . my last wild hope.

"Jarrok, Jarrok ! Have you poisoned
me? Oh—"

I suddenly slumped in the center
of the room. I was clutching at my
middle, groaning.
"What is it, Earthman? What's the

matter?"

"That food—that drink—" I stag-
gered to the bed, sat down. "Killed
me," I groaned. "You fools—fools—
if only you knew—

"

Jarrok's call brought another crew-
man. "Something's the matter with
the Earthman 1"

"Bring Timko!" I gasped. "No! Get
me to him. I tell you—if I die— Get
me to Timko, I tell you—carry me—help me—

"

They were startled. "He's sick; he
thinks he's poisoned!"

"That's impossible! Timko said to
guard his life."

"Yes. Important. The Zar-Tor
wants him for hostage."
They were confused, in doubt what

they should do. With a prayer that
I could convince them, I made my
stricken plight sound as urgent as I
dared.

"Timko, get me to Timko. There
is something I must tell him. Oh, I
cannot die, with a secret like that
locked in my mind—the great Zar-
Tor himself would want to hear it {*

They had unlocked the bars of the
door. I sat slumped, groaning, ignor-
ing it, "Oh, help me, take me—to
Timko—"

Surely they had to think it best
not to take the responsibility here. . . .

"Hold him, Bahl, if he can walk,
help him." Jarrok stood back, with
his gun-muzzle pointing at me. "He
says some secret—we'd better take
him quickly—**
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"I—I can walk," I gasped. "Help
me—

"

Bahl gripped me, supporting me as

T staggered. Jarrok, with his poised
weapon, was at my elbow. Out on the
narrow side deck, groaning and as
though my knees had buckled, I

slumped and fell. I had tried to gauge
where Dianne had been standing
when the Martians had leaped upon
us here and caught us. I remembered
her furtive whisper to me. There
would be no time now to fumble for
:ier heat-gun. As I fell, groaning, my
hand was sliding into the scupper in

the darkness.
"Lift him up, Bahl," Jarrok mut-

tered.

"Yes, I have him. Can't you walk,
Earthman?"
"I—I'm trying—"

WITH BAHL helping me, I stag-

gered up, and the little heat-
jun was in my pocket!
Bahl held my arm, helping me as

he led me to the ladder, with my knees
buckling and my feet dragging. We
went up the ladder. Starlight gleamed
down through the dome; the Eq-2
was leveling off, speeding toward
Venta. The radio room was empty.
In the control room, Timko was just
handing the levers over to the routine
pilot as my captors brought me stag-
gering in.

"Well! What's this?" Timko
roared.

"The Earthman, he's sick. Some-
thing's the matter with him," Bahl
said.

"We didn't know. He thinks he's

dying," Jarrok gasped it. "A secret,

before he should die—something for

the great Zar-Tor himself—

"

"Timko! Ill tell it!" I groaned. I

was staggering, and I got free of
Bahl's supporting clutch and lurched
with my back against the wall. The
four men here were all in front of
me. Timko was only a few feet away.
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"An Earth plot/' I said. "When
the Zar-Tor finds out—" Suddenly
I was erect, stiff and tense and steady,

my hand steady as I held it at my hip
with the muzzle of my gun covering
the Martian leader! "Don't move,
Timko! My life is gone. What do I

care, so long as you die first!"

I ripped it out and surely it car-

ried conviction for I meant it

!

"Why—why—" Timko recoiled, his

arms spread wide over his head.

"Don't, don't kill me—"
My gaze flicked just for a second

on the other men. "Timko dies an
instant quicker than you can kill me,"
I snapped. "Do you doubt it, Timko?
Tell them—"
Oh, I had gauged him right, this

craven fellow! I could see the color

fading under the cosmetics of his

cheeks.

"Tell them to drop their weapons,
Timko I"

"Bahl, Jarrok, do as he says
!"

Their guns clanked to the grid. My
words and Timko's faltering agree-

ment backed them into a corner of the

control room. At the levers, the young
pilot stood frozen.

"Lock the levers! Get out of here,"

I told the pilot. "Go below. Tell the

crew this suicide Earthman is in

charge ! I expect to die, but there will

never be a second but that your lead-

er "will die first ! You believe that,

don't you, Timko? Tell them alll"

PTIHE DEATH of a world, millions

•* of people, of what importance
was a death or a life here? But there

was a difference to Timko! Certainly

he had envisaged the death of Venus
without quailing, when his own es-

cape had seemed assured.

"Do what he says," Timko gasped.
I jerked my head at Jarrok and

Bahl. "You two go with the pilot!

Go to the salon. Send the Sirrata
Dianne up here at once! You'll die
with my heat-flash through your

heart, Timko, if she is not here, un-
harmed, in sixty secc-is."
"S-send her," Timko murmured.

"Send her."

"And you three—you tell your men,
if the engines falter, Timko will die

and I'll plunge the ship ! Death for us
all!" I called it after them grimly as

they dashed away.
Timko and I were left alone. "Take

the levers, Timko t Stand with your
back to me !"

As he obeyed, I snapped down the

blinds of the windows, and in a mo-
ment Dianne was here, white-faced

and grim, but her eyes were gleaming
as she mutley gazed at me inquir-

ingly.

"Lock up the radio room, Dianne

!

Pull down its blinds! Leave the con-

necting door open!"
She hastened to do it. I slammed

the control door. Locked it. We were
barricaded in here. I handed Timko
the engine room communication tube.

"Tell your men at the engines that

if anything goes wrong I will crash

the ship ! Tell them, Timko."
He told them. "And we're flying to

Venta on the regular course," I said.

"Tell them to stand by for your land-

ing signals, or we will crash."

My muzzle was at his back as he

commanded the engine crew.

"The radio sender," Dianne said.

"You want me to
—

"

"Yes, of course." I knew Dianne

could operate the sender. She had one
of her own, her hobby, on the unoffi-

cial length, at home in the Embassy.
"Call your father, Dianne! Then get

him on the audiphone if you can.

Tell him everything. Have the cities

searched for the bombs—whatever
can be done—

"

"Yes! Yes, Jac, I understand!"
"And have the Venus Police board

us at Venta!"
I prodded Timko's back as I stood

close beside him. "Land us skillfully,

Timko. If I drill you, we would crash li
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have reported. They found the answer to their prayers I

And you risk nothing as the complete Brooks is SENT
ON TRIAL Surely you owe it to yourself to investigate
Send for the facts now—loday—hurry I All correspond-
dential,

FREE! Latest Rapture Beek Explains ASS!

P^^ftjl JUST CUP and SEND COUPON»
Brooks Appliance Co,, 178H State St, Marshall, Mich.

C. E. BliOOKS, Inventor

this no-risk trial.

eitce strictly confidential

PROOF!
Read These Reports on Reducible

Rupture Cases

/In out files at Marshall, Michigan, wo
have.ovet $2,000 grateful fetterswhich
have come to an entirely unsolicited
and without any sort ofpaymentJ
Never Loses a Day's Work in Shipyard
"A few weeks ago I received UM Appliance you
rr.atitf for fne . 1 put i\ on the offtevnoon I feC6lt«d it

and wouldn't da without it cow. My fellow workers
notice how much batter I can do my work sod get
around over Uicso ships— and believe tec, the work
In a N&vy ahipy£ir4 {b anything but eaey. Von have
been a iife a aver to me. I never lose a day's work
paw. One of .my buddlct war raptured on the job
about two months ago. After "eeljjjr toy Appliance to
.wants no to order him one."

'

}. A, Comet, l&Ofl Green
Ave,, Orange, Tcucs,

Perfect Satisfaction In Every Way
"I am happy to report that the Appliance that I re-
ceived from yon more than a year ago baa given
perfect ,u tiefoc ti on in e v ery way.

"In fact, I an not sore I will ever need another
oae. bat I nm Baking you to eood toe the beet erwle-
•a marked on the order blank, then 1/ 1 should ever
need It I would have it. I think I would wmt to n*e ft

iq, waika or work at heavy work
. for protection."— H. II. fierron,
llo Jtiicard, Ky,

Beep ii i wocud nave l

\w]icii I pa for long '

of any land, just foi

as* Hat

irk ,

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!
2 BROOKS APPLIANCE CO.
p 178 H state St, Marshall, Mich.
B Wtthoot obi I nation, please send your FREE
I BOOK on KuDture, PROOF of ReiulU, tod
D TUIA1. OFPKtt—all In plain envelope.

Name

Strett

City. sute.

* State whetiwr for Man Q Woman or C&Ud D
atm ss i*mebm aemW sbam m urn urn ntmmW rt B*»
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Illustrated Comic Booklets
Sell our IliUSTBATEET COSHC BOOKLETS and other NOVEL-
TIES. Bach booklet size 4% x 2\. We will tend 25 assorted book-
lets prepaid upon receipt of (1.00, or 75 assorted booklets sent pre-
paid upon receipt of $2.00. Wholesale novelty price list sent with
Order only. No orders sent C.O.D. Send Cash or Money Order.

REPSAC SALES CO.
65 Fifth Avenue • Dept. 29-C • New York 3, N. Y.

ARE YOU LONELY?
BEINGS BIG TJP-TO-DATE LIST
—ROMANTIC CLUB MEMBERS
DESIRING EARLY MARRIAGE.ALL AGES; EITHER SEX.
YEAR'S MEMBERSHIP $1.00.
SEND DESCRIPTION.

DWIGHT HILDEBRANT
Box 805 Dept. RA Omaha 1 , Nebraska

25'

NEED HELP?."? .,

^'1 why?Worry?
Let DELANO, America's favorite Ana-
lyst and Consultant, help you. He will
give you Frank and Honest advice to
your problems. Strictly confidential.
Write your question, birthdato and en-
close $1.0 to

DELANO & ASSOCIATES
Bo* 222, S.F.-I.

Jackson Heights, L. I., N. Y.

MARRY RICH!
Do you want letters from our well-to-do members?
Yes, this is different and fast. Send for our free

sealed particulars in plain envelope.

BLAIR CLUB
4554 V. C. BROADWAY CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

ARE YOU LONEI.Y?
Thousands of lonely folk -EVERYWHERE are
finding trne happiness through introductions by
mail. Why not YOU? We will send you PROOF
of our amazing results FREE, in a plain sealed
envelope. Send today, you will be glad you did.

RAINBOW SERVICE
F. O. Box 1231 -SF Oakland, Calif,

NOW! You can read those hard-to-fmd classics

of science-fiction and weird fiction everybody
talks about!

AVON FANTASY READER
is the unique low-priced anthology series pre-
senting the best selected classics of modern
fantasy. The current issue, No. 12, features

The Blonde Goddess of Bal-Sagolh
by R. E. Howard, and fine stories by Sax Roh-
mer, Miles Breuer, Bassett Morgan, C. A.
Smith, Manly Wade Wellman, and others.

35# PER COPY
On sale at all newsstands. Or you can order this issue, as
Wfill as back issues, direct from

AVON BOOK SALES CORP.
119 W. 57tt St.. New York 19, N. Y.

by enclosing Z54 plus hi extra per copy to cover cost of
wrapping and mailing.

That would be too bad, wouldn't it?

I'm watching the flight indicators.

Don't let us leave our course!"

Dianne was at the radio-sender,

snapping out the call. Then presently

she had voice connection ; I could

hear her tense swift voice as she was
talking with her father. Then she

came back to the control room. Her
grim, strained face was pallid.

I could envisage the frantic activ-

ity in the Embassy, the calls to the

various cities, with desperate hunt-

ing for the hidden bombs; the search

starting now in Venta itself for the

bomb there.

Here in the barricaded control room
of the Eq-2, we stood tense and si-

lent through the remaining minutes

of the fatal voyage. With my gun
against him, Timko stood mute,

swinging the levers, watching the in-

dicators with terror that some error

would creep in. But I saw they were
running true; at correct altitude and
speed, we clung to the doomed plan-

et's Equator.

The engines did not fail. Well did

the brigands down below realize that

they could not trifle with me, and at

intervals, with shaking voice, Timko
reminded them. . . .

Then Timko was ringing the sig-

nals; the jet-streams ceased, the pro-

pellers and 'copters came on, with the

starlight obscured now as we dropped
down through the heavy cloud-mists

of the Venus atmosphere.

The blue-water grove was dark and
silent now, this midnight of the day
after the Festival. But the air-run

glared with lights, and searchbeams

darted up and clung to us. In its dis-

tant rack, I could see the Eq-1, ready

to start on its alternating flight; but

of course the run had now been can-

celled.

The air-run was dotted with dark

figures as we settled into place. Be
yond a stray wild shot or two, the

terrified brigands offered no re-
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A THRILLING ROMAIC
Cat mm be yenn esstly and qiricMy. Send tt fw full merabarsTTlp

in ftte famous Mevfeland Introduction club with NATIONWIDE
MEMBERSHIP. Recef« by retard mail trirer Upsies ot names,

assises, itescriptltns & photos ol our lonely, loyeabJe cltJ men-

ttrs, CutcK action assured. Please mention age. \

^% An interesting beuli to ail new members ^\P
«> "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SEX'»\V
> Join Today. V pays lor your membership and tree bants,

^
•ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SEX"
MO VI ELAND CLUB

P. 0. Box 1345, Dept. G Hollywood 28, Calif.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS & NOVELTIES
Our VEST POCKET scries of ILLUSTRATED COMIC BOOK-
LETS are full of humor wilil ILLCSTUATIONS. The NOV-
ELTIES are the Kind MEN want for EXCITEMENT ami
AMUSEMENT. 19 DIFFERENT booklets and 6 DIFFERENT
novelties sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00. No C.O.D. orders or
cbecfcl accented. WHOLESALE PRICE LIST Included with ardors
only,

LIVE WERE NOVELTY CO., Dep*. 7-C
212 Cooper Station New York 3, N. V.

sistance as the Venus Police swarmed
aboard.

ONLY an hour left now. The ter-

rible moments of that last desper-

ate hour are blurred in my memory.

Dianne was taken to the Embassy,

but for a time I lingered at the air-

run, doing what I could.

It was so horribly little. Futilely

we sent out the two photos she had

taken, and the Martian agents in

Carolah and Mizrah were hunted.

Only an hour. . . . Then half an

hour. It seemed that two or three of

the bombs had been found and nulli-

fied. But so many were left it could

make little difference.

And now only fifteen minutes re-

mained to us. The end of the world.

. . . The sure presage of it was here

everywhere around me now—the

white faces of the scurrying officials,

the rings and buzzing of the com-

munication instruments . . . the ter-

rified cries of the milling crowds of

people thronging the streets, dazed

with their doom upon them.

There had been some official talk

that some of us might escape in a

space-flyer—that the rocket-ship of

the brigands might be found and used.

. . . All that came to nothing. The „ », r i t* <

swift-flying minutes went by, and [QN ELY? WHY BE LONELY?
suddenly everyone realized that now
there was no time to do anything.

Ten minutes left . - . "Dianne . . .

Dianne. ..." I found myself murmur-
ing her name. , . . There was nothing

to do now, everything abandoned
. . . "Dianne . . . dear. . .

."

I realized that I was running
through the thickets of the slope

Meet your future Husband, wife
or companion through our per-
ianal lied, selective Introduction

service. Nationwide membership, all ages.

Write today (enclose 104 coin) and receive

by return, sealed mall, 40 actual pictures and
eoinplete details. Please mention age and sex.

HOLLYWOOD "400" CLUB
P. 0. Box 2349- W A Hollywood 28, Calif.

r-MAXE NEW FRIENDS
Join America's most lucceiiful and popular club
for Re.monee. Friendship or Marriage, 25 year*
experience. ,

*,» RESULTS or REFUND
Over 20,000 have met their "Ideal." Why nor
you? Write for GUARANTEED Plan TODAY.

CHRISTIAN FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY
P.O. Bex S90-P * North Hollywood, Col If

America's friendly club will arrange
a romantic correspondence for you.
Sealed Particulars FREE.

DIAMOND CIRCLE
BOX 1203. DEPT. SG ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI

BE A DETECTIVE
WORK HOME or> TRAVEL, Experience unnecessary.DETECTIVE Particulars FREE. Write

p,ii shin g through the hysterica}
GEO- S. P. WAGNER, 125 w. 86th St., N. V.

crowds until I got to the Embassy
Dianne was in the lower foyer, with

a mute and silent group.

"Jac-Jac—

"

We clung to each other, with the

big clock above us ticking away the
last few draining sands of our lives.

LONESOME?
Why be LONELY and blue? Do you want lo make
friends with refined, interesting and worthwhile persons?

Confidential, personal service for lonely people. FREE

particulars moiled in sealed envelope. Mention your

age. Write for information.

SOCIAL, Bex T57-X, Hew York 11.
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CLASSIFIED SECTION

BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, ETC.

MAGAZINES (BACK-DATED) — Foreign, domestic,
arts. Books, booklets, subscriptions, pin-ups, etc
Catalog 10* (refunded), CICERONE'S, 86-33 Northern
Blvd., Jackson neizlits, N. Y.

SONG POEMS

POEMS Considered for musical setting. Send yonr
best poems, any subject, for immediate examination
and useful Rhyming Dictionary. RICHARD
BROTHERS, 43 Woods Building, Chicago.

POEMS WANTED FOR MUSICAL SETTING. Rush
your original poems for FREE examination and
splendid offer. RADIO COMPOSERS, W8FG, Butler
Wdff ., Clinton, N. C.

SALESMEN

Write S words-—collect $9,95 on 10-second demonstra-
tion to merchants. Write on glass with Amazing
Magic Crayon. Presto—5-color Advertising Message
takes Are—glows like brilliant Neon. Three sales
daily bring §38.85 profit. Rush postcard full details,
complete Sales Kit—FREE. MAXlLUME CO., 135 W,
Hubbard, Dept. LC-713, Chicago 10.

MISCELLANEOUS

MEN I Large size shoes, targe size sot! We specialize
i» large sizes 19 to 16, widths AAA-EEE. Dress, sport,
work shoes. Guaranteed. Write for FREE catalog,
KING-SIZE, Inc., 801 Brockton, Mass.

FEMALE ART. 8x8 sample 25*. 10—S*/g x 5 for 51.50,
Ko CODs. Canist, Box 411, Staten Island 3, N. T.

"INTERESTING MAILS'*—204 keeps your mail box
full three months. BENIZ, JR., Desk-A/58, Cb.uta.wa,
Mississippi.

PERSONALS

HAPPINESS AHEAD IN 1950. Hollywood "400" Club
t=(fcr» personalized Introductions. Nationwide member-
ship, 10<? (eoin) brings 40 actual pictures and confi-
dential details. HOLLYWOOD "400," Box 2219-WD,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

WHY BE LONELY? Correspond with Ladies and
Gentlemen everywhere, Ifi pages of pictures and de-
scriptions, 10 cents; with addresses 50 cents, Maurice
Wlllielm, Box 1863-SF, Milwaukee I, Wisconsin.

ATTENTION! Don't pass up this chance to mystify
your friends or you'll surely regret it the rest of your
life ! Write letters, then send them to us to be re-
ma iled with Miami, Florida postmark, for just 25*
each. Your mail forwarded daily from Miami; low
weekly or monthly rates. Don't delay—write today!
Tradewinds Service. Dept, W-l, P. O, Box 182, Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida.

LONELY? FIND MATE: Many Wealthy. Particulars
tor !.t»«uj». Jfo.es C?iih-S, .T~98 Burton, Macon, Ga.,

"Dianne, darling. . .
."

We crouched on the floor, holding
each other . . . dazed and blurred . . .

Through our closed eyelids, the
glare was dazzling. ... I know now
that in that instant, the whole of the
planet was bathed with that white
glare, . . , The blast and roar of the

concussion was monstrous. . . .

With a dim and puzzled wonder-
ment I held Dianne. ... I was still

alive. ... I saw the Venta detona-
tion then through the great glassite

window at the end of the foyer—

a

monstrous jet of upflung gases, con-

centrated to be like a titan sword-
thrust, knifing up through the atmos-
phere, hurtling out into Space I

And we were still alive, with only
a litter here in the room, and the

winds outside, tumbling like a crazy

storm

!

Dazed, I was murmuring, "The
bomb-thrusts—not downward—harm-
lessly upward. . .

."

Now Dianne was babbling, "I tried

to do it—I wasn't sure—I just

hoped—"
It was what she had so tried

to tell me, but always something had
interrupted. That brief moment when,
before the Eq-2 had reached Caro-
lah, Dianne had been alone in the

cage-room with the detonators. She
had managed to reverse the direc-

tional indicators, so that the titan

thrusts of the great bombs had not
been downward to split the planet,

but harmlessly upward into space. -.

Concentrated beams of the radioac-

tive gases so swiftly rising that only
far above the Venus atmosphere could
they mushroom out, lost and gone!
The monstrous Martian plot to smash
a world had passed into grim and
gruesome memory.

I crouched, still dazed, holding the

shuddering Dianne. It is good to hold
the one you love in your arms, with
the knowledge that life and happiness
lie ahead of you.
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Omega and the Wolf-Girl

(Continued from page 41)

sat molding it idly, while his eyes

remained unfocused on the shelf be-

fore him. Now Earth was faint in the

distance, with Mars looming up large

and red before them, but he was less

certain than before of what awaited

him there. Sanctuary or slavery—he

could not tell. Somewhere within the

notes before him must lie the answer;

but his mind went on pacing an end-

less circle, unable to break from the

ruts it had worn, and the key eluded

him.

When he began his manuscript a

week before, it had seemed so simple,

and the ink and candle were still there

to remind him of the plan. Among men,

it might have worked. But even hu-

man motives were uncertain, and
these strange men from Mars were of

another race. He had mixed with

them, supped with their quiet com-

mander, and listened to the tales of

Mars that Jaluir told so well. But he

did not know them ; nor could he hope
to before his children were old

enough to curse or bless him for the

outcome ; and that would be too late.

With a sudden sweep of his arm, he
knocked the things from the shelf

into a trash container, and swung
around—just in time to see one of the

side doors swing open quietly, and
an old and familiar figure slip from be-

hind it.

"Gram!"
"Naturally. Who else would spend

twelve days watching you through a
one-way mirror to see whether she
had a fool for a grandson?" But the

strain in her voice ruined the attempt
at humor, and she gave it up. "I found
the candle in your bag, Omega, and
I knew you'd find other ways if I de-
stroyed it. So I made an agreement
with Jaluir and my stuff was on the
plane when you awoke. . . . And yet,

PRAYER
In a Tremendous Mighty Powerl Are you facing difficult Prob-
lems? Poor Health? Money or Job Trouble*? Love or Family
Trouble? Are you Worried about some one dear to you? Is
some one dear to you Drinking too Muehf Do you ever get
Lonely—Unhappy—Discouraged? Would you like to have more
Happiness, Success and "Good Fortune" in Lite?

If you do have any of these Problems, or others lite them,
dear [licnd. then here is wonderful NEWS—NEWS of a re-
markable NEW WAY of PRAYER that is helping thousands
of other men and women to glorious N EW happiness and fey >

Whether you have always believed in PRAYER or not, this
renserkaMo NEW WAY may bring a whole NEW world of
li&PPhicss and joy to you—and very, very quickly tool

So don't wait, dear friend. Don't let another minute go by!
If you are troubled, worried or unhappy IN ANY WAY—we
invite you to dii> this Message now and mail with 6!.

1 in stamps
eo we can rush FULL INFORMATION to you hy AIR MAIL
about this remarkable NEW WAY Of PRAYER that is Help-
ins so many, many others and may just as certainly ajid

quickly help YOU!
Yon will surely bless this day—so please don't delay I Just

clip this Message now and mail with your name, address arid
fie in stamps to LIFE-STUDY FELLOWSHIP, Box 3704,
Norcton, Conn, We will rush this wonderful NEW Message of
PRAYER anil FAITH to you by AIR MAIL

lUPlWE-EASEIl
FOR MEN, WOMEN ANO CHILDREN

A strong, form fitting, washable sup-
port. Hack lacing ttljiistable. Snaps
ip la front. Adjustable leg strap.
>'oft, flat, groin pad, No ateel or
leather bands. Unexcelled for cora-
iOrt. Also used as after*open tiort
support. Give measure around the
iowest part of the abdomen. Specify
risht or left side or doubie. We
postage except on COD'S. PIPER

jay

f3 East 12th Dept. SG-35
IACE CO

DouM* 4.9$

Kansas City 6. «*,

FORMEN ONLY?w ernes ton tr root/&
6ALS

fUCffOS

WdOOJtS
each DtfteGmrf

MORE TNAH
PAO£S

1BUCK
mOftlY BACK GUARAHTif

LARCH BOOK
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PEUSONAL8

BANISH LOSTELDTESS! Find yonr life companion!
Stamp brings details! A. Earth, Bt. 1, 4000 S. Chest-
ant, Spokane 16, Washington.

LONESOME! J Find romance thru World's Greatest
Magazine! Lovely- Pictures! Over 200 descriptions,
addresses lonely ladies and gents every issue. State
»ge. §1.<M> half year. SUNNY CLUB, Box 1113, Tampa,
Florida.

LONESOME? Slembers everywhere. Some wealthy.
All ages. Reliable. Louisville Social Club, Inc., Box 85,
Louisville, Kentucky.

LONELY? WRITE for FREE photos, descriptions and
Guaranteed Membership Plan. Christian Friendship
Society. F- O. Box 500-MM, North Hollywood, Calif.

LONESOME? Experience the thrill of romance through
America's greatest introduction service. Amazing sys-
tem brings astounding results. Vast nationwide mem-
bership. Sealed details ritKE, mi. MILKS, Bos'
YY-&265, Sta. S, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

LONESOME? Join my club, Confidential Introduc-
tions. Reliable. Established 1924. Free, particulars
photos, descriptions; sealed. Lois Reeder, Box 649,
Palestine, Texas.

LONELY ? 10^ brings magazine, pictures, descriptions,
lonely sincere members everywhere, seeking friend-
ship, companionship, marriage. With addresses, either
sex, 5©<S. W. A JENRICH, 2154-SF Walton, Chicago
S3, Illinois.

LONESOME? Large magazine with pictures, de-
scriptions, full details—for ladles or gentlemen—copy
10<S; with addresses 50#. Weed Agency, 772 Cleveland
Ave., Bridgeport 4, Conn,

LONESOME—Find your Ideal through an established,
reliable, popular club. Surprisingly speedy results.

Members everywhere. Postcard brings free, sealed par-
ticulars. GORDON ADAMS, Box 3031, Seattle 14,

Washington.

LONESOME ? Get free information from one of Amer-
ica's finest clubs. No club anywhere offers more effi-

cient, friendly service at such a moderate fee. Miss
Cliase, P. O. Box 172, Seattle 11, Washington,

qH
**'-?y^'/r,'~

M£W5T.O£ TOBACCO?
Banish the craving lor tobacco ai thousands

have with Tobacco Redeemer Write for free booh'

let telling of injurious effect of tobacco and

of a treatment which has relieved many inert.

Id Business Since 1909

300,000 Satisfied Customers

THE NEWELL COMPANY

FREE
BOOK

2S7 Clayton Sta., St Louis 5, Mo,

BOOKLETS
The kind grownups like. Bach one of these booklets is POCKET
SIZE, also contains 8 ILLUSTRATIONS, and is full of fnn and
entertainment. 12 of these. Joke booklets, ALL IHFFKBEOT, ehlppfd
prepaid upon receipt of $1.00, or M BOOKLETS ALL DIFFERENT
shipped prepaid for $2, cash or money order. No orders sent C.O.D.
Print name and address and mail to:

TREASURE NOVELTY CO., Dept. 39-C
28 Cooper Station, New York 8, K. Y.

LOVE •ROMANCE
America's largest and flneat personalized introduc-
tion club invrltes you to meet their thousands of
eligible members throughout the U. S. A, and
Canada. Write today (enclose 10$ coin) for aotual
pictures and sealed, confidential details. Mention,
age and lex

HOLLYWOOD "400" CLUB
P. 0. Box 2349-WA Hollywood 28, Calif.

at the end, I wouldn't have saved you.
If there's any difference, I'd rather
see my descendants slaves than cow-
ards !"

Omega shook his head dully. "It
wasn't suicide, Gram. I thought they
might dump me and my notes at once
if they were slavers, like the man in

your story who tried to cover up and
escape punishment for carelessness.

Or if they were friends, they'd wait
until they read my notes and found
out how to revive me."
"Umm. And you'd have no responsi-

bility either way, eh? No, boy. Men
could have colonized the planets ten

years before the Cataclysm; but they
were too busy with their fears. Until

the last minute, they were so afraid

of war that all they could do was pre-

pare for it, and nothing else. The
survivors could have found ways to

get to all the valleys and multiply
again, but they gave up and sat blub-

bering about the dirty trick fate

played on them. We've been a race

of irresponsible, sniveling brats! And
now it's time we grew up out of

our nightmares and accepted our re-

sponsibilties."

Gram shrugged, dismissing the

subject, and turned toward the door-

way to the hall. "Come on, boy. Jaluir

says we're almost there, and we might
as well see what it looks like."

But Omega could not dismiss the

subject so readily. It was good to have
her old familiar strength beside him,

but in the final analysis, she could not
help. The decision he had been forced

to make was his responsibility, and no
other could share it. Men had had
their faults, and they were great ones.

They had come up too fast, and their

cleverness had outstripped their wis-
dom. But no single individual could
deny the race one more chance for the
good that was in it.

Three centuries of bitter hiberna-
tion had burned away some of their
childhood, and they could start anew
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YOU ARE COVERED
24 HOURS A DAY*

FOR LOSS OF LIFE,

LIMB, SIGHT OR
TIME!

NO MATTER WHEN,
WHERE OR HOW
YOU ARE HURT!

GET THIS UNUSUAL
PROTECTION. DON'T
DELAY ANOTHER
MOMENT! YOU
CAN'T AFFORD TO
WAIT*

AN "ALL-COVERAGE"

MODERN ACCIDENT INSURANCE

POLICY THAT COVERS YOU

24 HOWS A DAY
What would you do if you were suddenly hurt 5n&

an accident? Let's face facts— the time to think

ebout such things is now before you are injured.

Think of yourself— your family and loved ones.

Who will provide for them if you are disabled?

JUST ONE CENT A DAY!

Now, for just 14 a day, you can have accident insurance

that provides benefits up to $6,250.00. The American
Progressive Insurance Co. of N. Y. offers every man,
woman or child over ten the Modern "All-Coverage"

Accident Policy that covers you on or off the job, at

home, vacationing, traveling—24 hours a day.—against
accidental injury for just If

1 a day!

GREATEST ACCIDENT INSURANCE VALUE!

The liberal Modern "All-Coverage" Accident Policy

provides benefits for accidental loss of life, loss of hands
or feet, loss of sight or loss of valuable time! This mod-
ern accident policy pays as high as $100,00 monthly
benefits, up to $150.00 if hospitalized and as much as

$200.00 for registration and identification expense. And
offers such special features as payment for doctor's fees

for non-disabling injuries and even covers passenger air

travel ! It's the greatest accident insurance value today
— and all you pay for sudFcoverage is just H a day!

NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION REQUIRED!

Think how much safer you will feel once you know yoo
and your loved ones are protected. Don't put it off an-

other day. Fill out the coupon below and mail it with

your premium of just $3.65. JVo medical examination

required! You are automatically insured the moment
you receive your policy. Accidents happen in the best

of families— every second, every day. So, why hesitate

another moment. Fill out the convenient coupon and
send your premium now!

SEND
NOW!
NO
AGSNTS
0«
SALESMEN
WILL
CALL

' TO .GIT;THISryNtlSUAIjfRQTECTIQN,

Flit* btff; AND -MAff"TrtiS &£ATSl>f-

AWEPJCAH PROGRESSIVE HiAlTH INS. CO, OF N. Y*
1775 Broadway, Room 410, New York 19, N. Y.

PULL NAME. ,AGE:.„. #„.„^j

ADDRESS: _
3TRBET

BENEFICIARY: „..

CITY ZONE STATE

..RELATIONSHIP: ...,„..,..

BENEFICIARY'S ADDRESS:
Please rush my Modern Accident Policy to- ate. Find c iclosed 53. SO
{CHECK, MONEY ORDER) for a full year's premium <$ J. 65 premium,

:;2S( registration fee), I understand no medical examination is required. If I
em not completely setisfjed, I will return my policy to the Company at its

Home Office in New York, N. Y. within one week from date of policy and
you will refand my money in toll.

I NAME!-„_._„.„„„

j SEX:.

(applicant sign full nakb here)

——™ DATE: ^,. M

ENCIOS? MTEMrt/M Of $3,45 AND 25t ftEGISTBATlQN rtf

1

1
I

1
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130 OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURES

START
AS HIGH AS $3,450.00 A YEAR
Prepare NOW for 1QSO Examinations
City Mail Carriers, Post Office Clerks

Clerks and Carriers now get $2,870.00
the first year of regular employment and
automatically increase $100 a year to
?3, 670.00, Open to men—women 18 to 50*

Patrol Inspectors
Men 21 to 35. Entrance saiary $3,450.00

year. Appointments to positions along
the nation's borders are made from this
tsAmination.

Railway Postal Clerks
Hallway Postal Clerks get $3,170.00 the first year of reB-

nlar employment, being paid on the first and fifteenth of

each month. ($132.08 each pay day.) Their pay is automati-
cally increased yearly to $3,850 and $4,050 in larger organi-
zations. Advance may be had to Chief Clerk at $5,850.00 a
year. (5243.80 each pay day.) Veterans only.

8SW RAILWAY
POSTAL
CLERKS

3 Days On—3 Days
Off—Full Pay

Railway Postal Clerics on long runs usually work 3 days
and have 3 days off duty or in the same proportion. During
this off duty their pay continues just as though they were
working. They travel on a pass when on business. When
they grow old, they are retired with a pension.

Many Other Positions
Many other positions are obtainable. Those wishing these

positions should prepare at once.

Get Free List of Positions
FiH out the following coupon. Tear it on! and mall it

today—now, at once.

Although not Government controlled this small Investment
can result in your getting a big-paid government job.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE. Dept. A-104, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Rush to mo, entirely free of charge (11 n full description of U. S.

Government Jobs: <2) Kreo zonj at Illustrated 40-nage book, "How
to Get a XI. 3. Government Job"; (3} List of U. 3. Government Jobs-
U) Tell me what to do to prepare for one.

-vwr.?_
Use This Coupon Before Voo Mislay It, Write or Print Plainly.

to learn the lessons they had neglect-
ed, if they had the courage and were
given the chance. The hard radiations
that had come, like the rain from
heaven on Sodom and Gomorrah, had
left gifts to replace the things they
burned away, and it could be a great
race—almost a new one. Together
with another people and another cul-
ture to temper its faults and encour-
age its virtues, it could develop be-
yond the dreams of all the poetic
prophecies.

But would it happen that way, or
would men become only the cunning
vassals of an alien lord?

"I am Alpha and Omega—the Be-
ginning and the End," Gram quoted
softly, as if reading his mind. But
the words that should have been en-
couraging were grim and foreboding.
For she had named him Omega, and
he was the last of the Earth race. But
there was no one to call him Alpha
or to promise that he was the begin-
ning of a new race, no longer Earth-
bound.

Now they reached the end of the

passage, and already the red disc of

Mars was pushing back the cold and
the darkness of space before them.
Omega sighed gently. He could only

pray that it was an omen of the future

—and wonder.
Perhaps he would never know.

Back in Print!

&. MERRSTT'S
most unusual mystery novel

"Seven Footprints to Satan"
The astounding adventures of
a wealthy explorer who met
the Devil himself in the heart
of the world's biggest city!

Now available in a new AVON 25 tf edition

at your favorite newsstand. Or you can order
direct from Avon Book Sales Corp., 119 W.
57th St., New York 19, N. Y., by enclosing
25 $ plus 5(f per copy for wrapping and

forwarding. Send for complete list

of A. Merritt titles.

When answering advertisement? please mtntfro Speed Fiction Group



I Can Make YOU a New Man,Too, In Only 15 Minutes a Day

!

CHARLES
ATLAS

Holder or title,

"The World'i
Most Perfectly

D'Cv eloped
Man."

PEOPLE used to laugh at
my skinny 97-pound body,

I was ashamed to strip for
sports or for a swim. Girls
made fun of me behind my
back. THEN I discovered mv
body-building system, "D>i-
namie Tension." It turned me
into such a complete specimen
of manhood that I hold the
title. "The World's Most Per-
fect lj ^"velopcd man."

What's. My Secret?
When you look in the mirror and see a

healthy, husky, fellow smiling back at you
--then you'll be astonished at how fast
Dynamic Tension" GETS RESULTS! It

is the oasy, NATURAL method and you
can practice in the privacy of your own
room—JUST 15 MINUTES EACH DAY.
Just watch your scrawny chest and shoulder
muscles be^in to swell ... those spindly arms
and Ifgs of yours bulge... and your whole
body starts to feel "alive." full of zip and go !

Thousands are becoming husky—my way,
I give you no gadgets to fool with. With
"Dynamic Tension" you simply utilize the
dormant muscle-power in your own body—watch it Rrow and multiply into real,
solid LIVE MUSCLE.

FREE BOOK
Mail coupon

now for my
l] lust rated
book, "Ever-
lasting Health

and Strength." Tells all about "By
namic Tension.." Photos Of men I've

made into Atlas Champions. It's val-

uable—and it's FREE. Mail eotipott

NOW: CHARLES ATLAS, Tent 533,

115 E. 23rd St.. New York 10, N. t.

I CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 533,

j
115 East 23 Sf.. New York 10, N. Y,

I I want the proof that your system of ''Dynamic

|
Tension" will help make a New Man of me

—

give mc a healthy, husky hody and l)ic muscular
! development. Send me your free bonk, "Ever-
I lasting Health and Strength."

| Xame_

1

Age,
(Please print or write plainly)

Address.

I City. _State_



Now VOU-TOO-Can Be
a "WHIZ'onANY

AUTO REPAIRJOB!

.oM

HoToR*ft Man-
ual paid for it-

M?lf on tin- Hr**l
' w M loba and '

*:\\ ad me valu-
able lime by
i- I L in I n at I n j*

k uesp work .

'
'"*— Wll si US J«

s c m it tn 1 ,

Akron, Ohio

"Fixed mntor
another mccTi-
antc had work-
ed on ha] r a
clay, Wli ft your
Manual I <|ji. Jl

1 11 U If in i n *

utcs. *
" ("I'll*

TIS \' lil UUY,
M 1 1 r f ree sbiirOd ,

Tetw i

/'
* I !i r vf done?
lobs with ;hts
Manual
ivniahl not have

: I
•

I wlth-
,. l: t it" 1.', L.
V A \ E II •

STROM, Hazel
I'ark, ,\]i<-h.

KQTOR

HERE'S the book YOU need to
"whiz through" any repair job

on any car built from 1935 thru 1949
—including those "ornery" extra-hard
jobs that give other mechanics such
a headache.

Thousands of men like the
three above are letting MoToR's
brand-new AUTO REPAIR MAN-
UAL help them "lick" even the tough-
est repair problems — in LESS TIME,
with LESS work and MORE profits!

REPAIR

-ABOVE: Showing oiwrort-nof

Buitk Dyno-H»w—ond. BELOW
*

, Cam. riutth. Every moving
How t o adjust H>'oUMicn ... r

part Covered in simple word* and

< BIO, CIEAR Pi**"™ ^

pc Svto
OottqC
Ford
Fraier

Hudson
HupTnoo ,le

Ksiscf
Lafav<"e
La Sail*
Lincoln
Mtrcury
Oi^smpbiie
Nasi .

Packard
pierce

Arrow
F I y mowtri
pontiac
Re©

, .Studenakcr
Tcrraplane
Wii'yt

Comp(efe "How-To-Do-rf"
Now let these 200,000 factory-cor-

rect instructions anil facts. 2100 "how-
to-do-it" pictures, 200 "quick-check"
charts and tables, go to work for YOU!
With them you can repair anything
from carburetor to rear end, Ford or
Cadillac, shaky '35 model to shining
't" quickly, easily, right!

J 1st look up make, model, job in quick
index; then let official step-by-step in-
structions, "boiled down" from 150 ami)
manufacturers' factory shop manuals.
.how you how! Sturdy binding. 8'jx 11
inches, 795 big pages.

SEND NO MONEY
Find out for yourself how this bunk can

pay lor itself first few days vnu use it.
Try it FREE 7 days! Just mail coupon.
Pay postman nothing- Pitt Manual to
actual test. Then if not entirely .satisfied
witn it, return book in 7 davs. pav noth-
..- Mail coupon todav! MoToR Book
Dept.. Desk 35C, 250 West 55th Street.

I
New York 19. N. V

OOOvOM£!TMlS job!
WAS ME LICKED!
CAN'T FIGURE HOW
TO fIX

ACRACK ATIT'

C2ED

:: *»io«

Published by MoToR.
Tli^ Lead -rig Automotjvc

£^ u ! • 1
1

1 - :-i MjiJJIilK,'

Same FREE Offer on

MoToR's TRUCK MANUAl

Covers EVERY job on
EVERY truck made from
1936 thru 194B! H00 pic
tures, 952 pages, 300.000
facts. All types Gasoline
Engines, Truck Diesels,
Hesselmans. Fuel Systems,
Governors, Lubrication,
Ignition, Starters,
Clutches, Axles, Brakes,
etc.. etc.
ALSO covers many buses,

tractors, contractor and
s* road build-

ing equip-
ment, sta-
t lotiary
power ma-
c h i n e r y

,

Check box
in ru'jpon.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR 7- DAY FREE TRIAL

MoToR BOOK DEPT.
Desk 3$C, 250 W. 55th St., New York 19, N.Y.
RiuA in dm at ones (rl„.K- tu emotiti hook von want "

MoToR's New AUTO REPAIR MANUAL, If O.K., f
"III ri'iiiit SI In 7 rliivs "[tins :(:'«• delivery chanre*>, S2
nii.iiUilv for 2 months amt :i Una! payment of 95c one m.inrli
after that. Glhenvlsr 1 Mill return the book nostiHikl In 7
day*. (Ferae* wrr. remit tt rath with, order.)
T MoToR'5 TRUCK REPAIR MANUAL. ( Described af
trn., II O.K.. I Mill remit $2 In 7 days, and s; monthly
l«r 3 nwnths, plus :!,"„ iii-iivrrv •tuirt-cs v,ltt: filial payment.
Otherwise I i,cu return Imok postpalti la , dm *. ifnrtiva
price, remit HO ca.*n with order.}

I'rittt Naiuq. -,,«,,». ,,..,...*,«„.., Age

I'rlnt Address

Oty State

TT Check box and save 35c delivery charge liy .

WITH ,i.i:i.im entire payment nf $S.tiS r.-*
1 Ant., kepalr W;uh-

ual «,.r $S for Tnj,-i rtepalr Manual), limt T-,(i,v reliirn-
-'-riirnl iM-lvilf'^p applies.
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